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Superleads
Summer 2022

D

The third book in the exciting,
bestselling graphic novel series
by Dav Pilkey!
Marketing

Strict-On-Sale:
04.05.22!

• National advertising
campaign

Li’l Petey, Molly, Flippy,
and twenty-one rambunctious
baby frogs are back for another
creative adventure!

• Social media advertising and
contesting
• Announcement standees
• Downloadables
• National media pitch

Cat Kid Comic Club #3:
From the Creator of Dog Man
By Dav Pilkey
POB: 978-1-338-80194-1 • $15.99
RLB: 978-1-338-80195-8 • $34.99
Strict-on-sale: April 5, 2022
Cat Kid Comic Club Book
Three 24-Copy Solid Floor
Display with posters
DISP: 978-1-338-82332-5 • $383.76
Strict-on-sale: April 5, 2022

“The Cat Kid Comic Club series is the continuing saga of 21 creative baby frogs and
the club they share with Molly and their friends Li’l Petey and Flippy.
In the new book Cat Kid Comic Club: Perspectives, the baby frogs all have different
ways of seeing the world. In creating their stories and mini comics, I wanted to show
the frogs’ individuality as they express themselves using different mediums, including
photography, paper models, claymation, poetry, watercolors, and more. The imaginative
baby frogs discover new ways to collaborate and see one another’s points of view.
My hope is that by making one continuous story broken up by mini stories with a
variety of themes, kids will want to create their own stories.”

—Dav Pilkey
Image © 2014 by Kai Suzuki.

Complete the series!

NEW!
Cat Kid Comic Club
978-1-338-71276-6 • $15.99 POB

Cat Kid Comic Club #2
978-1-338-78485-5 • $15.99 POB
Strict-on-sale: November 30, 2021

Dav Pilkey’s Hero Collection:
3-Book Boxed Set
978-1-338-81993-9
$47.97 POB BOX
Available November!
Catalist
view here

Bookmanager
view here

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338801941
English
224 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7

Cat Kid Comic Club
3

Cat Kid Comic Club #3: A Graphic Novel: From the
Creator of Dog Man
by Dav Pilkey, Dav Pilkey
Apr 05, 2022 Hardcover $15.99 CAD

The newest graphic novel in the groundbreaking,
worldwide bestselling series by Dav Pilkey, the
author and illustrator of Dog Man.
The Cat Kid Comic Club is back in session with a brand-new
creative and funny graphic novel.

9781338801958
English
224 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7

Cat Kid Comic Club
3

Cat Kid Comic Club #3: A Graphic Novel: From the
Creator of Dog Man
by Dav Pilkey, Dav Pilkey
Apr 05, 2022 Hardcover $34.99 CAD

The newest graphic novel in the groundbreaking,
worldwide bestselling series by Dav Pilkey, the
author and illustrator of Dog Man.
The Cat Kid Comic Club is back in session with a brand-new
creative and funny graphic novel.

9781338823325
English
224 pages
Graphix

Cat Kid Comic Club Book Three 24-Copy Solid Floor
Display
Apr 05, 2022 Floor display (filled) $383.76 CAD

This floor display includes 24 hardcover copies of Cat Kid
Comic Club #3.

Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Now in full-colour —
the FINAL instalment of
Captain Underpants!

Captain Underpants
and the Sensational Saga of
Sir Stinks-a-Lot (Captain
Underpants #12) (Color Edition)
By Dav Pilkey
POB: 978-1-338-34725-8 • $15.99
Pub/In-store: April 5, 2022

available now!

978-0-545-49908-8
$12.99 POB

978-0-545-59932-0
$12.99 POB

978-1-338-27150-8
$12.99 POB

978-0-545-69470-4
$12.99 POB

978-1-338-27151-5
$12.99 POB

978-0-545-87187-7
$12.99 POB

978-1-338-34721-0
$15.99 POB

978-1-338-21623-3
$12.99 POB

978-1-338-34723-4
$15.99 POB

978-1-338-27149-2
$12.99 POB

978-1-338-34724-1
$15.99 POB

NEW!
Dav Pilkey’s Hero Collection:
3-Book Boxed Set
978-1-338-81993-9 • $47.97
POB BOX

The Captain Underpants
Collection in Full Color Box Set
(Books 1-5)
978-1-338-60332-3 • $64.95 BOX

The Captain Underpants
Color Collection
(Captain Underpants #1-3
Boxed Set)
978-0-545-87011-5 • $32.97 BOX

3D Guide to Creating Heroes
and Villains (Epic Tales of
Captain Underpants)
978-1-338-31566-0 • $14.99 POB
Catalist
view here

Bookmanager
view here

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Captain Underpants
12

Captain Underpants and the Sensational Saga of Sir StinksA-Lot: Color Edition (Captain Underpants #12) (Color
Edition)
Color Edition
By (author) Dav Pilkey , Illustrated by Dav Pilkey

Also Available

Apr 05, 2022 | Hardcover $15.99

The future of all humanity is at stake in the final color installment in this New York
Times bestselling series by Dav Pilkey, the author and illustrator of Dog Man!

9781338347258
English
5.77 x 8.55 x 0.71 in | 1.15 lb
208 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience range
Age (years) from 7, Grade (US) from
2
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

George and Harold, and their doubles, Yesterday George and Yesterday Harold,
have a good thing going. Two of them go to school, while the other two hide in the
tree house and play video games all day -- then they switch! But it turns out there's
something rotten in the state of Ohio, and it's smellier than a pile of putrid gym
socks. The boys' malicious gym teacher, Mr. Meaner, has created a method of mind
control that transforms their fellow students into attentive, obedient, perfect
children. Now it's all in George and Harold and Yesterday George and Yesterday
Harold's hands!

Captain Underpants and the
Tyrannical Retaliation of the
Turbo Toilet 2000: Color
Edition (Captain Underpants
#11) (Color Edition)
(Hardcover)
Dav Pilkey
9781338347241
$15.99
Mar 23, 2021

Contributor Bio
When Dav Pilkey was a kid, he was diagnosed with ADHD and dyslexia. Dav was
so disruptive in class that his teachers made him sit out in the hallway every day.
Luckily, Dav loved to draw and make up stories. He spent his time in the hallway
creating his own original comic books -- the very first adventures of Dog Man and
Captain Underpants.
In college, Dav met a teacher who encouraged him to write and illustrate for kids.
He took her advice and created his first book, World War Won, which won a
national competition in 1986. Dav made many other books before being awarded
the California Young Reader Medal for Dog Breath (1994) and the Caldecott
Honor for The Paperboy (1996).
In 2002, Dav published his first full-length graphic novel for kids, called The
Adventures of Super Diaper Baby. It was both a USA Today and New York Times
bestseller. Since then, he has published more than a dozen full-length graphic
novels for kids, including the bestselling Dog Man and Cat Kid Comic Club series.

Captain Underpants and the
Revolting Revenge of the
Radioactive Robo-Boxers:
Color Edition (Captain
Underpants #10) (Color
Edition) (Hardcover)
Dav Pilkey
9781338347234

$15.99
Sep 01, 2020

Captain Underpants and the
Terrifying Return of Tippy
Tinkletrousers: Color Edition
(Captain Underpants #9)
(Color Edition) (Hardcover)
Dav Pilkey
9781338347210
$15.99
Dec 10, 2019

The Captain Underpants
Colossal Color Collection
(Captain Underpants #1-5
Boxed Set) (Mixed media
product)
Dav Pilkey
9781338603323
$64.95
Sep 03, 2019

Captain Underpants and the
Preposterous Plight of the
Purple Potty People: Color
Edition (Captain Underpants
#8) (Color Edition)
(Hardcover)
Dav Pilkey
9781338271515
$12.99
Aug 13, 2019

Scholastic Canada, Limited

A paw-some box set of the
first ten Dog Man books by
worldwide bestselling author
and artist Dav Pilkey.
Everyone Digs Dog Man!

Marketing
• Social media advertising
and contesting

“High-intensity, heartwarming,
and, above all, hysterically funny.”
— Kirkus Reviews, starred review

• Downloadables

“Riotously funny and original.”
— School Library Journal,
starred review
“An utter, unfettered delight.”
— Booklist, starred review
D

“Readers (of any age) will be
giggling from start to finish.”
— Publishers Weekly, starred review

The Supa Buddies
Mega Collection
(Dog Man #1-10 Boxed Set)
By Dav Pilkey

“Action-oriented cartoons...
Laffs aplenty.”
— Kirkus Reviews, starred review

POB BOX: 978-1-338-79216-4
$169.90
Pub/In-store: April 5, 2022

available now!

Dog Man: Limited Edition
(Dog Man #1)
978-1-338-74103-2 • $15.99

Dog Man Unleashed:
Dog Man: A Tale of Two
Dog Man and Cat Kid:
Dog Man: Lord of the
Dog Man: Brawl of the
Limited Edition
Kitties: Limited Edition
Limited Edition
Fleas: Limited Edition
Wild: Limited Edition
(Dog Man #2)
(Dog Man #3)
(Dog Man #4)
(Dog Man #5)
(Dog Man #6)
978-1-338-74104-9 • $15.99 978-1-338-74105-6 • $15.99 978-1-338-74106-3 • $15.99 978-1-338-74107-0 • $15.99 978-1-338-74108-7 • $15.99

NEW!
978-1-338-23659-0
$15.99 POB

978-1-338-32321-4
$15.99 POB

978-1-338-53562-4
$15.99 POB

978-1-338-68045-4
$15.99 POB

Dog Man: The Supa Dav Pilkey’s Hero Collection:
Epic Collection (#1-6)
3-Book Boxed Set
978-1-338-60334-7
978-1-338-81993-9
$95.94 POB BOX
$47.97 POB BOX

Catalist
view here

Bookmanager
view here

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Dog Man

Dog Man: The Supa Buddies Mega Collection: From the
Creator of Captain Underpants (Dog Man #1-10 Box Set)
By (author) Dav Pilkey , Illustrated by Dav Pilkey
Apr 05, 2022 | Mixed media product $169.90

A paw-some box set of the first ten Dog Man books by worldwide bestselling
author and artist Dav Pilkey.

9781338792164
English
Graphix

Dog Man is the crime-biting canine who is part dog, part man, and ALL HERO!
This supa deluxe boxed set includes ten Dog Man books: Dog Man, Dog Man
Unleashed, Dog Man: A Tale of Two Kitties, Dog Man and Cat Kid, Dog Man:
Lord of the Fleas, Dog Man: Brawl of the Wild, Dog Man: For Whom the Ball
Rolls, Dog Man: Fetch-22, Dog Man: Grime and Punishment, and Dog Man:
Mothering Heights.

Also Available

(Hardcover)
9781338741087
Aug 03, 2021

(Hardcover)
9781338741032
Aug 03, 2021

Dav Pilkey's wildly popular Dog Man series appeals to readers of all ages and
explores universally positive themes, including love, empathy, kindness,
persistence, and the importance of doing good.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Comics &
Graphic Novels / Humorous
Audience range
Age (years) from 7, Grade (US) from
2
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

(Hardcover)

Contributor Bio
When Dav Pilkey was a kid, he was diagnosed with ADHD and dyslexia. Dav was
so disruptive in class that his teachers made him sit out in the hallway every day.
Luckily, Dav loved to draw and make up stories. He spent his time in the hallway
creating his own original comic books -- the very first adventures of Dog Man and
Captain Underpants.

In college, Dav met a teacher who encouraged him to write and illustrate for kids.
He took her advice and created his first book, World War Won, which won a
national competition in 1986. Dav made many other books before being awarded
the California Young Reader Medal for Dog Breath (1994) and the Caldecott
Honor for The Paperboy (1996).

9781338741056
Aug 03, 2021

(Hardcover)
9781338741049
Aug 03, 2021

In 2002, Dav published his first full-length graphic novel for kids, called The
Adventures of Super Diaper Baby. It was both a USA Today and New York Times
bestseller. Since then, he has published more than a dozen full-length graphic
novels for kids, including the bestselling Dog Man and Cat Kid Comic Club series.

(Hardcover)
9781338741063
Aug 03, 2021

(Hardcover)

9781338741070
Aug 03, 2021

(Hardcover)
9781338680454
Mar 23, 2021

Dav Pilkey
9781338819939
$47.97
Dec 07, 2021

Dav Pilkey's Hero
Collection: 3-Book
Boxed Set (Captain
Underpants #1, Dog
Man #1, Cat Kid
Comic Club #1)
(Boxed pack)

Dog Man: Grime and
Punishment: A Graphic Novel
(Dog Man #9): From the
Creator of Captain

Scholastic Canada, Limited

THE BAD GUYS MOVIE IN THEATRES
April 22, 2022!

“I wish I’d had these books as a kid. Hilarious!”
— Dav Pilkey, creator of Captain Underpants and Dog Man
Marketing
• Animated series trailer
• Event kit
• Social media promotion
and advertising
• Aaron Blabey header sticker
and display available
The Bad Guys Collection
(Bks 4-6) (Bind-up)
PB: 978-1-338-79816-6 • $16.99

• Promotional items for giveaway
• Dedicated website with
downloadables

Pub/In-store: March 1, 2022

• Cross-promotion with
DreamWorks leading up to
movie release

Bad Guys 24-Copy Mixed Pre-Pack.
Includes 4 copies each of The Bad
Guys Movie Fill-ins Book, The Bad
Guys Movie Novelization, Books 1-4
AND 25 Bad Guys sunglasses for
giveaway.

The Bad Guys in Open Wide and
Say ARRRGH! (The Bad Guys #15)
PB: 978-1-338-81318-0 • $7.99

DISP: 978-1-338-82331-8 • $195.76

Pub/In-store: July 19, 2022

Available now!

978-0-545-91240-2
$7.99 PB

978-0-545-91241-9
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-08749-9
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-08753-6
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-18957-5
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-18959-9
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-18961-2
$8.99 PB

978-1-338-18963-6
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-30581-4
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-30584-5
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-32948-3
$8.99 PB

978-1-338-32950-6
$8.99 PB

978-1-338-32952-0
$8.99 PB

978-1-338-32954-4
$8.99 PB NEW!

Movie tie-ins!
978-1-338-74570-2
$7.99 PB

978-1-338-74569-6
$8.99 PB

Books 1-3 bind-up!
978-1-338-62436-6
$16.99

Books 1-5 boxset!
978-1-338-26722-8
$39.95 BOX

Books 6-10 boxset!
978-1-338-78598-2
$39.95 BOX

Catalist
view here

Bookmanager
view here

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338798166
English

The Bad Guys

The Bad Guys Collection (Books 4-6)

432 pages

by Aaron Blabey
Mar 14, 2022 Paperback , Trade $16.99 CAD

Scholastic Inc.

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE!

Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Are you ready for another big, bad adventure?! This
hilarious collection includes books 4-6 of The Bad Guys
series:

The Bad Guys in Attack of the Zittens

Can the Bad Guys save the world from evil Dr.
Marmalade’s meowing monsters?!? They’ll need help from
foxy Agent Fox, a swampy secret zombie antidote, and the
feistiest, toothiest, hungriest granny around. Get ready to
watch the fur fly!

The Bad Guys in Intergalactic Gas
9781338823318
English
800 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

9781338813180
English
192 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 72

Bad Guys Movie 24-Copy Pre-Pack

Mar 01, 2022 Multiple copy pack $195.76 CAD

This floor display includes 4 paperback copies of each of
the following:

Bad Guys Movie Fill-ins Book
Bad Guys Movie Novelization
Bad Guys (Bad Guys #1)
Bad Guys in Mission Unpluckable (Bad Guys #2)
Bad Guys in The Furball Strikes Back (Bad Guys #3)
Bad Guys in Attack of the Zittens (Bad Guys #4)

The Bad Guys
15

The Bad Guys in Open Wide and Say Arrrgh! (The
Bad Guys #15)
by Aaron Blabey
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

"I wish I'd had these books as a kid. Hilarious!" -Dav Pilkey, creator of Captain Underpants and Dog
Man

They may look like Bad Guys, but these wannabe
heroes are doing good deeds... whether you like it or
not in this New York Times bestselling illustrated
series.

The adventure--and laughs--continue in the next
installment of this sidesplitting chapter book series!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Marketing
• Social media promotion and
advertising
• “Start a Series” campaign

Now in Paperback

• Cross-promote with key
Graphix series
• Wings of Fire event kit
• Dedicated website:
scholastic.com/wingsoffire

Wings of Fire #14
By Tui T. Sutherland

Wings of Fire #15
By Tui T. Sutherland

PB: 978-1-338-21455-1 • $9.99

HC: 978-1-338-21457-4 • $22.99

Pub/In-store: May 3, 2022

Pub/In-store: April 5, 2022
Wings of Fire #15
9-Copy Solid Pre-pack
PACK: 978-1-338-82334-9 • $206.91

Ages 8-12
Special Editions

The Winglets Quartet
(The First
Four Stories)
978-1-338-73239-9
$8.99 PB

Darkstalker
(Wings of Fire:
Legends)
978-1-338-05362-3
$11.99 PB

Dragonslayer
(Wings of Fire:
Legends)
978-1-338-21461-1
$12.99 PB

The Dragonet Prophecy
(Wings of Fire
Graphic Novel #1)
978-0-545-94215-7
$16.99 PB

The Lost Heir
(Wings of Fire
Graphic Novel #2)
978-0-545-94220-1
$16.99 PB

Over 500,000 copies
in print in Canada!

Activity Books
Forge Your Dragon World:
A Wings of Fire
Creative Guide
978-1-338-63477-8
$16.99 POB

Graphic Novels

Official
Wings of Fire
Coloring Book
978-1-338-81840-6
$21.99

The Hidden Kingdom
(Wings of Fire
Graphic Novel #3)
978-1-338-34405-9
$16.99 PB

Books 1-4
The Dark Secret
(Wings of Fire
Graphic Novel #4)
978-1-338-34421-9
$16.99 PB

Original Novel Series

The Brightest Night
(Wings of Fire
Graphic Novel #5)
978-1-338-73085-2
$16.99 PB
Available December 2021

The Dragonet Prophecy
(Wings of Fire, Book 1)
978-0-545-34923-9 • $9.99 PB

The Dark Secret
(Wings of Fire, Book 4)
978-0-545-34926-0 • $9.99 PB

Winter Turning
(Wings of Fire, Book 7)
978-0-545-68539-9 • $9.99 PB

Darkness of Dragons
(Wings of Fire, Book 10)
978-0-545-68548-1 • $9.99 PB

The Lost Heir
(Wings of Fire, Book 2)
978-0-545-34924-6 • $9.99 PB

The Brightest Night
(Wings of Fire, Book 5)
978-0-545-34927-7 • $9.99 PB

Escaping Peril
(Wings of Fire, Book 8)
978-0-545-68545-0 • $9.99 PB

The Lost Continent
(Wings of Fire, Book 11)
978-1-338-21444-4 • $9.99 PB

The Hidden Kingdom
(Wings of Fire, Book 3)
978-0-545-34925-3 • $9.99 PB

Moon Rising
(Wings of Fire, Book 6)
978-0-545-68536-8 • $9.99 PB

Talons of Power
(Wings of Fire, Book 9)
978-0-545-68543-6 • $9.99 PB

The Hive Queen
(Wings of Fire, Book 12)
978-1-338-21449-9 • $9.99 PB

Wings of Fire
Graphix Box Set 1-4
978-1-338-79687-2
$67.96 PB BOX
Available November 2021

The Poison Jungle
(Wings of Fire, Book 13)
978-1-338-21452-9 • $9.99 PB

Catalist
view here

Bookmanager
view here

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338823349
English
368 pages
Scholastic Press

Wings of Fire #15 9-Copy Pre-Pack

Apr 05, 2022 Multiple copy pack $206.91 CAD

This floor display includes 9 hardcover copies of Wings of
Fire #15 - plus a pack of promotional materials for
cosumer giveaway (TBA).

Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

9781338214550
English
336 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 48

Wings of Fire
14

The Dangerous Gift (Wings of Fire, Book 14)
by Tui T. Sutherland
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

The #1 New York Times bestselling series continues!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

A wall can't protect them anymore . . .

Snowfall didn't expect to be queen of the IceWings at such
a young age, but now that she is, she's going to be the
best queen ever. All she has to do is keep her tribe within
IceWing territory, where it's safe -- while keeping every
other tribe out, where they belong.

It's a perfect and simple plan, backed up by all the IceWing
magic Snowfall can find. That is, until a storm of
unidentified dragons arrives on her shore, looking for
asylum.

The foreigners are completely strange and, Snowfall is
certain, utterly untrustworthy. But as she escorts the
miserable new tribes out of her kingdom, Snowfall is
forced to reconsider her plan. Maybe she can only keep
her tribe safe . . . if she's willing to risk everything.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
I Spy

I Spy: A Book of Picture Riddles
By (author) Jean Marzollo , Illustrated by Walter Wick
Aug 30, 2022 | Hardcover $19.99

The #1 search-and-find riddle picture book that started the I Spy craze has a
brand new design -- just in time for its 30th anniversary!
Can you find toys, coins, dice, and more? What's buried in the sand? And what do
you see on the bulletin board?

9781338810806
English
40 pages
Cartwheel Books

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Activity Books
/ General
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

I Spy: A Book of Picture Riddles features stunning collections of picture riddles
with challenging fun for children in kindergarten to third grade -- but everyone in
your family will enjoy unplugged time together! Search for objects hidden within
themed photographs and try to solve the rhyming riddles.
The vibrant pages of the I Spy series are an incredible way to get readers of all
ages excited about animals, letters, numbers, and holidays. I Spy books teach kids
how to observe their surroundings and look for patterns in the world around
them, skills that will help them succeed in all subjects. The series is a perfect fit for
the STEAM curriculum.
The New York Times bestselling series by Jean Marzollo and photographer
Walter Wick continues to amaze search-and-find fans. The captivating
photographs paired with clever rhyming puzzles will mesmerize readers of all
ages.
Contributor Bio
Award-winning author Jean Marzollo was the author of over 100 books, including
the bestselling I Spy series; Help Me Learn Numbers 0-20; Help Me Learn
Addition; Help Me Learn Subtraction; Pierre the Penguin; Soccer Sam; Happy
Birthday, Martin Luther King; The Little Plant Doctor; In 1776; Mama Mama/Papa
Papa; and I Am Water; as well as books for parents and teachers, such as The New
Kindergarten. Walter Wick is the photographer of the international bestselling I
Spy series as well as the author and photographer of the acclaimed Can You See
What I See? series. He lives with his wife, Linda, in Miami Beach, Florida.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

(Hardcover)
9781338603057
Jul 20, 2021

I Spy Christmas: A
Book of Picture
Riddles (Hardcover)
Jean Marzollo
9781338332582
$19.99
Sep 03, 2019

I Spy Spooky Night
(Hardcover)
Jean Marzollo
9781338353136
$19.99
Jul 30, 2019

Can You See What I See?:
Hidden Wonders (From the
Creator of I Spy) (Hardcover)
Walter Wick
9781338686715
$19.99
Mar 02, 2021

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338815320
English
24 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 24

The Dinky Donkey: A Board Book
by Craig Smith, Ms. Katz Cowley
May 03, 2022 Board book $11.99 CAD

The Wonky Donkey has a daughter in this hilarious
sequel to the runaway hit, now available as a board
book!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3

Wonky Donkey had a child,
it was a little girl.
Hee Haw!
The laugh-out-loud follow-up to the viral sensation The
Wonky Donkey is finally here! Featuring playful verses by
Craig Smith and charming illustrations by Katz Cowley, The
Dinky Donkey follows the same formula that made its
predecessor a worldwide hit. Readers will love the antics
of this stinky punky plinky-plonky winky-tinky pinky funky
blinky dinky donkey!

The Dinky Donkey is now available as a board book,
allowing the very youngest children to join in the fun.

9781338766585
English
20 pages
Cartwheel Books

The Wonky Donkey Sound Book
by Craig Smith, Ms. Katz Cowley
Mar 01, 2022 Board book $14.99 CAD

This sound book based on the bestselling picture book will
have you laughing - and braying - out loud! Hee-haw!

Carton qty: 16
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5

The bestselling picture book is now a sound book!
Children can press the button to hear a hee-haw on every
page. Get ready to laugh out loud as you read along with a
spunky, hanky-panky, cranky, stinky, dinky, lanky, honkytonky, winky wonky donkey!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Graphix Releases
Summer 2022

Art from Frankenstein Doesn’t Plant Petunias: A Graphix Chapters Book (The Adventures of the Bailey School Kids #2) © 2022 by Pearl Low

Make Your Graphic Novels Pop with the
Graphix Boutique Merchandising Kit
Each merchandising kit includes:
• Tabletop Easel (11 x 17")
• Pack of Graphix Character Posters
• Counter Display Unit (7 x 10.25")
• Pack of 24 Page Graphix Samplers
• Set of 3 Shelf Talkers
978-1-4431-9602-4 • FREE*
ISBN: 9781-4431-9602-4

9 781443 196024

*Kit is FREE with a minimum order of
25 Graphix titles. Available while supplies last.
Limit one kit per location.

BONUS CO-OP

SPECIAL!

Post a photo of your Graphix merchandising kits on social media
and receive $50.00 of additional co-op! To qualify you must:
TM/® Scholastic Inc.

1 Post an image of your Graphix merchandising kit in use on Instagram or Twitter
2 Tag @scholasticCda
3 Use hashtag #Graphix

Our Graphix order forms & catalogues can be found at
www.scholastic.ca/booksellers or through your sales rep.

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
PUBLICITY
Select Author Appearances
National Review Coverage
ADVERTISING
Extensive Trade Advertising
AMS [Amazon] Advertising

Marvel Comic Book Advertising
AdBiblio / Google / LiveIntent Advertising
YouTube Advertising
Goodreads Advertising
Super Awesome Advertising
Social Media Advertising
PROMOTIONS

Book Trailer
Author / Illustrator Video
Consumer Giveaway: Exclusive Captain America Pin
Cross Promotions with Marvel
Feature at Comic Cons
ONLINE MARKETING
Feature on Alan Gratz Dedicated Website
Feature on Scholastic’s Marvel Dedicated Website
Scholastic Home Base Campaign
Extensive Social Media Campaign

$19.99
$34.99

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338775891
English
176 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 50
JUVENILE FICTION

Captain America: The Ghost Army (Original Graphic
Novel)
by Alan Gratz, Brent Schoonover
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $19.99 CAD

#1 New York Times bestselling author Alan Gratz
delivers an all-new, original Captain America
graphic novel!

Age (years) 8 - 12

In this thrilling historical adventure, 18 year-old Steve
Rogers (AKA Captain America) and his young sidekick,
Bucky Barnes are fighting in WWII when they encounter a
threat like none they've ever seen -- a Ghost Army. The
dead of this war and wars past are coming back to life,
impervious to bullets, flames, or anything else the Allies
can throw at them. The armies rise from the ground in the
night and seem to disappear without a trace.

How can Cap and Buck fight something that's already
dead? And just what does the mysterious Baron Mordo,
sitting in his castle atop nearby Wundagore Mountain
have to do with this?

Award-winning, New York Times bestselling author Alan
Gratz (Refugee, Ground Zero) merges the worlds of
historical fiction and super hero comics in this one-of-akind graphic novel that is sure to be met with major
enthusiasm from fans of all ages.

9781338775907
English
176 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION

Captain America: The Ghost Army (Original Graphic
Novel)
by Alan Gratz, Brent Schoonover
Aug 02, 2022 Hardcover $34.99 CAD

#1 New York Times bestselling author Alan Gratz
delivers an all-new, original Captain America
graphic novel!

Age (years) 8 - 12

In this thrilling historical adventure, 18 year-old Steve
Rogers (AKA Captain America) and his young sidekick,
Bucky Barnes are fighting in WWII when they encounter a
threat like none they've ever seen -- a Ghost Army. The
dead of this war and wars past are coming back to life,
impervious to bullets, flames, or anything else the Allies
can throw at them. The armies rise from the ground in the
night and seem to disappear without a trace.

How can Cap and Buck fight something that's already
dead? And just what does the mysterious Baron Mordo,
sitting in his castle atop nearby Wundagore Mountain
have to do with this?

Award-winning, New York Times bestselling author Alan
Gratz (Refugee, Ground Zero) merges the worlds of
historical fiction and super hero comics in this one-of-akind graphic novel that is sure to be met with major
enthusiasm from fans of all ages.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338194548
English
208 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION

Invisible: A Graphic Novel

by Christina Diaz Gonzalez, Gabriela Epstein
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $16.99 CAD

For fans of Twins and Allergic, a must-have graphic
novel about five very different students who are
forced together by their school to complete
community service... and may just have more in
common than they thought.

Age (years) 8 - 12

Can five overlooked kids make one big difference?
There’s George: the brain
Sara: the loner
Dayara: the tough kid
Nico: the rich kid
And Miguel: the athlete
And they’re stuck together when they’re forced to
complete their school’s community service hours.
Although they’re sure they have nothing in common with
one another, some people see them as all the same . . .
just five Spanish-speaking kids.
Then they meet someone who truly needs their help, and
they must decide whether they are each willing to expose
their own secrets to help . . . or if remaining invisible is the
only way to survive middle school.
With text in English and Spanish, Invisible features a
groundbreaking format paired with an engaging,
accessible, and relatable storyline. This Breakfast Club–
9781338194555
English
208 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION

Invisible: A Graphic Novel

by Christina Diaz Gonzalez, Gabriela Epstein
Aug 02, 2022 Hardcover $34.99 CAD

For fans of Twins and Allergic, a must-have graphic
novel about five very different students who are
forced together by their school to complete
community service... and may just have more in
common than they thought.

Age (years) 8 - 12

Can five overlooked kids make one big difference?
There’s George: the brain
Sara: the loner
Dayara: the tough kid
Nico: the rich kid
And Miguel: the athlete
And they’re stuck together when they’re forced to
complete their school’s community service hours.
Although they’re sure they have nothing in common with
one another, some people see them as all the same . . .
just five Spanish-speaking kids.
Then they meet someone who truly needs their help, and
they must decide whether they are each willing to expose
their own secrets to help . . . or if remaining invisible is the
only way to survive middle school.
With text in English and Spanish, Invisible features a
groundbreaking format paired with an engaging,
accessible, and relatable storyline. This Breakfast Club–

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338813111
English
272 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION

Frankie's World: A Graphic Novel

by Aoife Dooley
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $16.99 CAD

From acclaimed Autistic Irish comedian Aoife
Dooley comes a fresh and funny debut middlegrade graphic novel about fitting in and standing
out.

Age (years) 8 - 12

Frankie is different from everyone in her class, and she
can't figure out why. She has trouble concentrating, and
her classmates tease her for not having a dad at home. To
try to make sense of the world, Frankie doodles her daily
adventures in a journal. One day, when Frankie sneaks
into her mom's room and sees her biological father's
name on her birth certificate, she decides to go on a
mission to track him down. Could Frankie's father be the
key to finding out why Frankie feels so adrift?
A unique story told with a light touch and an abundance
of warmth and wit, Frankie's World is laugh-out-loud funny
and a love letter to daring to be different.

9781338813128
English
272 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Frankie's World: A Graphic Novel
by Aoife Dooley
Aug 02, 2022 Hardcover $34.99 CAD

From acclaimed Autistic Irish comedian Aoife
Dooley comes a fresh and funny debut middlegrade graphic novel about fitting in and standing
out.

Frankie is different from everyone in her class, and she
can't figure out why. She has trouble concentrating, and
her classmates tease her for not having a dad at home. To
try to make sense of the world, Frankie doodles her daily
adventures in a journal. One day, when Frankie sneaks
into her mom's room and sees her biological father's
name on her birth certificate, she decides to go on a
mission to track him down. Could Frankie's father be the
key to finding out why Frankie feels so adrift?
A unique story told with a light touch and an abundance
of warmth and wit, Frankie's World is laugh-out-loud funny
and a love letter to daring to be different.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Bloodmoon Huntress: A Graphic Novel (The Dragon Prince
Graphic Novel #2)
By (author) Nicole Andelfinger , Illustrated by Felia Hanakata
Jun 07, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $16.99

Don't miss this original canon story set in the world of the Emmy Awardwinning Netflix animated series The Dragon Prince, with story by the creators
of the series and of the New York Times bestselling Through the Moon (The
Dragon Prince Graphic Novel #1).
This action-packed tale features a young Rayla and takes place several years
before season one of the series.
9781338769951
English
128 pages
Graphix

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Comics &
Graphic Novels / Fantasy

Contributor Bio
Nicole Andelfinger was crafting stories as far back as when coloring in the
squiggles on your composition book was considered cool. Since then, she's only
continued to dwell in the realms of magic, monsters, and myth. When not changing
her hair color or writing comics for some of her favorite characters, she works a
day job best described as 'emails'. She lives with her absolutely, most decidedly
perfect cat in Los Angeles. Felia Hanakata is an Indonesia-based illustrator. She
believes story-telling breathes life and colors into the world. When she is not
drawing, she reads, drinks lots of coffee, plays video games, and looks for
inspiration in nature and her surroundings. Her illutsration clients include Simon &
Schuster, Audible/Highlights Magazine, DC Comics, Cottage Door Press, and many
more. You can find her online at feliahanakata.com.

Audience range
Age (years) from 8, Grade (US) from
3
Other formats
9781338784053 Fixed format,
EPUB, $13.99
9781338769968 Hardback, $32.99
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 50

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

Through the Moon: A Graphic
Novel (The Dragon Prince
Graphic Novel #1) (Paperback)
Xanthe Bouma
9781338608816
$16.99
Oct 06, 2020

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Geronimo Stilton Graphic Novel
4

Last Ride at Luna Park: A Graphic Novel (Geronimo Stilton
#4)
By (author) Geronimo Stilton , Illustrated by Tom Angleberger
May 03, 2022 | Hardcover $16.99

Praise for Slime for Dinner:

"Fresh, funny, and fast-paced. The free-style artwork and anything-goes story will
make kids want to write and draw their own books!"
9781338729399

-Dav Pilkey

English
208 pages
Graphix

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Comics &
Graphic Novels / General
Audience range
Age (years) from 7 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5

A new ride is opening at Luna Park! Every mouse in New Mouse City has come for
the grand opening. But the rides keep breaking down, and everything is going
wrong. Can Geronimo and his friends figure out who is sabotaging the opening of
the Train of Terror?
Contributor Bio
Geronimo Stilton is the publisher of The Rodent's Gazette, Mouse Island's most
famouse newspaper. In his spare time, Mr. Stilton enjoys collecting antique cheese
rinds, playing golf, and telling stories to his nephew Benjamin. He lives in New
Mouse City, Mouse Island. Visit Geronimo online at
www.scholastic.com/geronimostilton.
TOM ANGLEBERGER is an artist-turned-writer, and the creator of the Origami
Yoda series. He is also a columnist for the Roanoke Times in Virginia.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338726329
English
64 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 80
JUVENILE FICTION

Out in the Wild!: A Graphix Chapters Book (Bug
Scouts #1)
by Mike Lowery, Mike Lowery
Apr 05, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

From New York Times bestselling illustrator Mike
Lowery comes a wild and hilarious Graphix
Chapters series featuring the amazing Bug Scouts!

Age (years) 7 - 10

"Raise your leg or antenna, and make the BUG SCOUT
pact:
"I promise to fly, I promise to crawl
Or make a cool web, or roll into a ball.
I pledge to be brave and adventurous too.
And do all of the things that bugs like to do!"
Meet Doug, Abby, and Josh: the BUG SCOUTS! Doug and
Abby love everything about being Bug Scouts: their superduper top-secret headquarters, earning bug badges,
wearing scout gear, and, of course, snacks. Josh,
meanwhile, is a grump and doesn’t like anything (except
the snacks). The Bug Scouts begin to work on earning the
"foraging" bug badge, which they can only get if they
successfully find an edible plant. Together, they head into
the woods in search for adventure and something to eat.
But will they be able to avoid the poisonous plants and
manage to not get eaten by a clever frog?!

9781338726336
English
64 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION

With laugh-out-loud humor, puns galore, kid-friendly
artwork, and endless heart, Bug Scouts is the perfect
early graphic novel series for enthusiasts of Dog Man,
Narwhal and Jelly, and CatStronauts. So get on your hiking

Out in the Wild!: A Graphix Chapters Book (Bug
Scouts #1)
by Mike Lowery, Mike Lowery
Apr 05, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

From New York Times bestselling illustrator Mike
Lowery comes a wild and hilarious Graphix
Chapters series featuring the amazing Bug Scouts!

Age (years) 7 - 10

"Raise your leg or antenna, and make the BUG SCOUT
pact:
"I promise to fly, I promise to crawl
Or make a cool web, or roll into a ball.
I pledge to be brave and adventurous too.
And do all of the things that bugs like to do!"
Meet Doug, Abby, and Josh: the BUG SCOUTS! Doug and
Abby love everything about being Bug Scouts: their superduper top-secret headquarters, earning bug badges,
wearing scout gear, and, of course, snacks. Josh,
meanwhile, is a grump and doesn’t like anything (except
the snacks). The Bug Scouts begin to work on earning the
"foraging" bug badge, which they can only get if they
successfully find an edible plant. Together, they head into
the woods in search for adventure and something to eat.
But will they be able to avoid the poisonous plants and
manage to not get eaten by a clever frog?!
With laugh-out-loud humor, puns galore, kid-friendly
artwork, and endless heart, Bug Scouts is the perfect
early graphic novel series for enthusiasts of Dog Man,
Narwhal and Jelly, and CatStronauts. So get on your hiking
boots, put on your binoculars, and head into wacky

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338766660
English
80 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 60

Mimi and the Cutie Catastrophe: A Graphix
Chapters Book (Mimi #1)
by Shauna J. Grant, Shauna J. Grant
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

Rising star Shauna J. Grant makes her Graphix Chapters
debut with this humorous and wholesome series.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Meet Mimi. She's charming! She's cheerful! She's cute!

But that's not all! She's also a loyal friend and fun
playmate, who has the best adventures with Penelope,
her magical toy dog. But when Mimi notices people
treating her like she's too cute, can she show them that
she's much more than meets the eye? Or will she be stuck
in this cute-astrophe?

Graphix Chapters are ideal books for beginning and newly
independent readers. With approachable page counts,
easy-to-follow paneling, and artwork that supports text
comprehension, these engaging stories with
unforgettable characters help children become lifelong
readers.

Get drawn into reading with Graphix Chapters!

9781338766677
English
80 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 20

Mimi and the Cutie Catastrophe: A Graphix
Chapters Book (Mimi #1)
by Shauna J. Grant, Shauna J. Grant
Jul 19, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

Rising star Shauna J. Grant makes her Graphix Chapters
debut with this humorous and wholesome series.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Meet Mimi. She's charming! She's cheerful! She's cute!

But that's not all! She's also a loyal friend and fun
playmate, who has the best adventures with Penelope,
her magical toy dog. But when Mimi notices people
treating her like she's too cute, can she show them that
she's much more than meets the eye? Or will she be stuck
in this cute-astrophe?

Graphix Chapters are ideal books for beginning and newly
independent readers. With approachable page counts,
easy-to-follow paneling, and artwork that supports text
comprehension, these engaging stories with
unforgettable characters help children become lifelong
readers.

Get drawn into reading with Graphix Chapters!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338736625
English
80 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 60
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Adventures of the Bailey School Kids
2

Frankenstein Doesn't Plant Petunias: A Graphix
Chapters Book (The Adventures of the Bailey
School Kids #2)
by Marcia Thornton Jones, Debbie Dadey
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

Dr. Victor's assistant at the science museum may -or may not -- be Frankenstein's monster in this
funny and spooky series from Graphix Chapters.

The Bailey School Kids take a field trip to a science
museum, where they meet Dr. Victor and his hulking
assistant, Frank. Secrets lurk behind every door in the
spooky old museum. What's Dr. Victor doing in his hidden
lab? And could Frank be Frankenstein's monster -- even
though he loves to plant flowers?
Graphix Chapters are ideal books for beginning and newly
independent readers. With approachable page counts,
easy-to-follow paneling, and artwork that supports text
comprehension, these engaging stories with
unforgettable characters help children become lifelong
readers.
Get drawn into reading with Graphix Chapters!

9781338736632
English
80 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Adventures of the Bailey School Kids
2

Frankenstein Doesn't Plant Petunias: A Graphix
Chapters Book (The Adventures of the Bailey
School Kids #2)
by Marcia Thornton Jones, Debbie Dadey
Aug 02, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

Dr. Victor's assistant at the science museum may -or may not -- be Frankenstein's monster in this
funny and spooky series from Graphix Chapters.

The Bailey School Kids take a field trip to a science
museum, where they meet Dr. Victor and his hulking
assistant, Frank. Secrets lurk behind every door in the
spooky old museum. What's Dr. Victor doing in his hidden
lab? And could Frank be Frankenstein's monster -- even
though he loves to plant flowers?
Graphix Chapters are ideal books for beginning and newly
independent readers. With approachable page counts,
easy-to-follow paneling, and artwork that supports text
comprehension, these engaging stories with
unforgettable characters help children become lifelong
readers.
Get drawn into reading with Graphix Chapters!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338660555
English
80 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Banana Fox
3

Banana Fox and the Gummy Monster Mess: A
Graphix Chapters Book (Banana Fox #3)
by James Kochalka, James Kochalka
May 03, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

Eisner Award-winning cartoonist James Kochalka
returns with another uproariously funny caper for
Banana Fox to sniff out in this critically acclaimed
series from Graphix Chapters!

Oopsie Doo!

Banana Fox has a real mess on his hands this time! When
the jail is left in ruins and Sour Grapes is on the run,
Banana Fox has very few clues to work with to find him.
He's coming across a number of red herrings, so it's clear
that something fishy is going on... With the help of
Sharyanna, William, and Sour Grapes Jr. (?!), can Banana
Fox get to the bottom of this caper, or will the baddies run
wild forever?

Graphix Chapters are ideal books for beginning and newly
independent readers. With approachable page counts,
easy-to-follow paneling, and artwork that supports text
comprehension, these engaging stories with
unforgettable characters help children become lifelong
readers.

Get drawn into reading with Graphix Chapters!

9781338660548
English
80 pages
Graphix
Carton qty: 60
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Banana Fox
3

Banana Fox and the Gummy Monster Mess: A
Graphix Chapters Book (Banana Fox #3)
by James Kochalka, James Kochalka
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

Eisner Award-winning cartoonist James Kochalka
returns with another uproariously funny caper for
Banana Fox to sniff out in this critically acclaimed
series from Graphix Chapters!

Oopsie Doo!

Banana Fox has a real mess on his hands this time! When
the jail is left in ruins and Sour Grapes is on the run,
Banana Fox has very few clues to work with to find him.
He's coming across a number of red herrings, so it's clear
that something fishy is going on... With the help of
Sharyanna, William, and Sour Grapes Jr. (?!), can Banana
Fox get to the bottom of this caper, or will the baddies run
wild forever?

Graphix Chapters are ideal books for beginning and newly
independent readers. With approachable page counts,
easy-to-follow paneling, and artwork that supports text
comprehension, these engaging stories with
unforgettable characters help children become lifelong
readers.

Get drawn into reading with Graphix Chapters!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338819946
English
80 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 60
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

9781338819953
English
80 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION

Pokémon

Gotta Catch a What!? (Pokémon: Graphic Collection
#3)
by Simcha Whitehill
Jul 26, 2022 Paperback , Trade $11.99 CAD

All the adventure and humor of the Pokémon animated
TV series springs to life in this full-color comics collection!
Kids who love Pokémon won't want to miss this cool comic
compilation! This book includes two full-color graphic
stories jam-packed with action and Pokémon battles. Join
Ash, Pikachu, Goh, and their friends and Pokémon pals on
two of their latest adventures!With tons of art on every
page from the animated show streaming on Netflix, this
graphic adventure is the perfect format for Pokémon fans.

Pokémon

Gotta Catch a What?! (Pokémon: Graphic Collection
#3)
by Simcha Whitehill
Jul 26, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

All the adventure and humor of the animated TV series
spring to life in this thick 128-page, full-color graphic
novel.

Age (years) 7 - 10

Kids who love Pokémon won't want to miss this cool comic
compilation! This 128-page, full-color graphic novel
includes two stories jam-packed with action and Pokémon
battles. Join Ash, Pikachu, and their friends and Pokémon
pals on their latest adventure in the Galar region!With tons
of art on every page from the animated show airing on
Disney XD, this graphic collection is the perfect format for
Pokémon fans.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338824438
English
304 pages

Welcome to St. Hell: My Trans Teen Misadventure:
A Graphic Novel
by Lewis Hancox
Jun 07, 2022 Paperback , Trade $19.99 CAD

Graphix
Carton qty: 20
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION

A groundbreaking memoir about being a trans teen, in the
vein of FUN HOME and FLAMER... and at the same time
entirely its own.

Age (years) 14

Lewis has a few things to say to his younger teen self. He
knows she hates her body. He knows she's confused
about who to snog. He knows she's really a he and will
ultimately realize this... but she's going to go through a
whole lot of mess (some of it funny, some of it not funny
at all) to get to that point. Lewis is trying to tell her this...
but she's refusing to listen.
In WELCOME TO ST. HELL, author-illustrator Lewis Hancox
takes readers on the hilarious, heartbreaking, and healing
path he took to make it past trauma, confusion, hurt, and
dubious fashion choices in order to become the man he
was meant to be. It's a remarkable, groundbreaking
graphic memoir from an unmistakably bold new voice in
comics.

9781338824445
English
304 pages

Welcome to St. Hell: My Trans Teen Misadventure:
A Graphic Novel
by Lewis Hancox
Jun 07, 2022 Hardcover $37.99 CAD

Graphix
Carton qty: 20
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION

A groundbreaking memoir about being a trans teen, in the
vein of FUN HOME and FLAMER... and at the same time
entirely its own.

Age (years) 14

Lewis has a few things to say to his younger teen self. He
knows she hates her body. He knows she's confused
about who to snog. He knows she's really a he and will
ultimately realize this... but she's going to go through a
whole lot of mess (some of it funny, some of it not funny
at all) to get to that point. Lewis is trying to tell her this...
but she's refusing to listen.
In WELCOME TO ST. HELL, author-illustrator Lewis Hancox
takes readers on the hilarious, heartbreaking, and healing
path he took to make it past trauma, confusion, hurt, and
dubious fashion choices in order to become the man he
was meant to be. It's a remarkable, groundbreaking
graphic memoir from an unmistakably bold new voice in
comics.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Five Nights at Freddy's
3

The Fourth Closet: An AFK Book (Five Nights at Freddy's
Graphic Novel #3)
By (author) Scott Cawthon , By (author) Kira Breed-Wrisley , Illustrated by
Diana Camero , Adapted by Christopher Hastings
May 03, 2022 | Hardcover $34.99

From the creator of the horror video game sensation Five Nights at Freddy's
comes this pulse-pounding graphic novel adaptation of the bestselling trilogy's
thrilling conclusion!

9781338741179
English
192 pages
Graphix

What really happened to Charlie? It's the question that John can't seem to shake,
along with the nightmares of Charlie's seeming death and miraculous
reappearance. John just wants to forget the whole terrifying saga of Freddy
Fazbear's Pizza, but the past isn't so easily buried.Meanwhile, there's a new
animatronic pizzeria opening in Hurricane, along with a new rash of kidnappings
that feel all too familiar. Bound together by their childhood loss, John reluctantly
teams up with Jessica, Marla, and Carlton to solve the case and find the missing
children. Along the way, they'll unravel the twisted mystery of what really
happened to Charlie, and the haunting legacy of her father's creations.

Subject
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Comics
& Graphic Novels / Horror

Told through delightfully scary artwork from artist Diana Camero, and with even
more horror than ever before, fans won't want to miss this graphic novel
adaptation straight from the mind of Five Nights at Freddy's creator Scott
Cawthon

Audience range
Age (years) from 12, Grade (US) from
7
Other formats
9781338809183 Fixed format,
EPUB, $13.99
9781338741162 Paperback /
softback, Trade paperback (US),
$16.99

Contributor Bio
Scott Cawthon is the author of the bestselling video game series Five Nights at
Freddy's, and while he is a game designer by trade, he is first and foremost a
storyteller at heart. He is a graduate of The Art Institute of Houston and lives in
Texas with his family. Kira Breed-Wrisley has been writing stories since she could
first pick up a pen and has no intention of stopping. She is the author of seven plays
for Central New York teen theater company The Media Unit, and has developed
several books with Kevin Anderson & Associates. She is a graduate of Cornell
University, and lives in Brooklyn, New York.
Diana Camero was born in Tamaulipas, Mexico. Although she graduated from
college as a Graphic Designer, she is dedicating her life to videogames, comic
books, and illustration.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

Recently, she has worked for the videogames industry as a 2D concept designer
but now she’s become an independent comic book artist. Her comic artwork
includes Oneshi Press Anthology Mr. Guy Zombie Hunter and Guts comics. She is
a huge fan of Five Nights at Freddy’s!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

The Twisted Ones: An AFK
Book (Five Nights at Freddy's
Graphic Novel #2) (Paperback)
Scott Cawthon
9781338629767
$16.99
Feb 02, 2021

The Silver Eyes: An AFK Book
(Five Nights at Freddy's
Graphic Novel #1) (Paperback)
Scott Cawthon
9781338298482
$16.99
Dec 26, 2019

Chapter Book
Series
Summer 2022

Art from My Kingdom of Darkness: A Branches Book (Pets Rule #1) © 2022 by Wendy Tan Shiau Wei

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Summer Reading 2022 36-Copy Mixed Pre-Pack
Apr 19, 2022 | Multiple copy pack $161.64

Get kids started on a summer reading journey!

This 36-Copy Summer Reading Pre-pack includes THREE copies each of these
titles in new and bestselling series at a special value price of $3.99-$4.99:

9781443196734
English
Scholastic Inc.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 1

Dragon Masters #1
Princess Truly #1
Diary of a Pug #1
Layla and the Bots #1
I Survived #1
The Underdogs #1
Total Mayhem #1
Diary of an Ice Princess #1

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338802221
English
176 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 72
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

9781338802269
English
128 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 72
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Thea Stilton
35

Fiesta in Mexico (Thea Stilton #35)

by Thea Stilton
Jun 07, 2022 Paperback , Trade $10.99 CAD

Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure
packed with mystery and friendship!
The Thea Sisters visit Mexico!

Geronimo Stilton
81

The Super Cup Face-Off (Geronimo Stilton #81)
by Geronimo Stilton
Jun 28, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a
fabumouse adventure!
Everymouse on Mouse Island is squeaking about The
Super Cup! My two favorite soccer teams, the Squeakers
and the Turbo Cheese, had made it to the finals. But
something suspicious was happening on the field. The
Mighty Mice and the Sewer Rats seemed to be scoring
without even trying! Could I get to the bottom of it before
my two favorite teams are cheated out of their trophies?

Scholastic Canada, Limited

BABY-SITTERS CLUB FOREVER!
“I wanted to portray a very diverse group of characters,
not only from different racial backgrounds, but from different kinds
of family backgrounds, religions, and perspectives on life. I just really
wanted a group of girls who were very different from one another
and who became very close friends.”
— Ann M. Martin
Graphic Novels
For ages 8-12

Special Format

Kristy’s Great Idea
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #1)
978-0-545-81387-7 • $13.99 PB

Dawn and the Impossible
Three (The Baby-Sitters
Club Graphic Novel #5)
978-1-338-06711-8 • $13.99 PB

Claudia and the New Girl
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #9)
978-1-338-30457-2 • $16.99 PB

The Truth About Stacey
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #2)
978-0-545-81389-1 • $13.99 PB

Kristy’s Big Day
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #6)
978-1-338-06761-3 • $13.99 PB

Kristy and the Snobs
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #10)
978-1-338-30460-2 • $16.99 PB

Mary Anne Saves the Day
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #3)
978-0-545-88621-5 • $13.99 PB

Boy-Crazy Stacey
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #7)
978-1-338-30451-0 • $13.99 PB

Claudia and Mean Janine
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #4)
978-0-545-88622-2 • $13.99 PB

Logan Likes Mary Anne!
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #8)
978-1-338-30454-1 • $16.99 PB

Good-bye Stacey, Good-bye
(The Baby-Sitters Club
Graphic Novel #11)
978-1-338-61604-0 • $16.99 PB
Available February 2022!

Original Series

Kristy’s Great Idea (Book 1)
978-1-338-64220-9 • $8.99 PB

For ages 9-12

Kristy and the Snobs
(Book 11)
978-1-338-68491-9 • $8.99 PB

Claudia and the Phantom
Phone Calls (Book 2)
978-1-338-64221-6 • $8.99 PB

Claudia and the New Girl
(Book 12)
978-1-338-68493-3 • $8.99 PB

The Truth About Stacey
(Book 3)
978-1-338-64222-3 • $8.99 PB

Good-bye Stacey, Good-bye
(Book 13)
978-1-338-68495-7 • $8.99 PB

Mary Anne Saves the Day
(Book 4)
978-1-338-64223-0 • $8.99 PB

The Baby-Sitters Club Retro Set 2
PB BOX: 978-1-338-78784-9 • $53.94
The Baby-Sitters Club Retro Tin (Box Set)
PB BOX: 978-1-338-31148-8 • $53.94
Baby-Sitter’s Club TV:
Welcome to Stoneybrook Guided Journal
PB: 978-1-338-66512-3 • $16.99

Baby-sitters on Board!
(Baby-Sitters Club Super
Special, 1) NEW!
PB: 978-1-338-81466-8 • $9.99
Available May 2022!
Kristy and the Walking
Disaster (Book 20) NEW!
PB: 978-1-338-75557-2 • $8.99
Available May 2022!
Mallory and the Trouble
With Twins (Book 21) NEW!
PB: 978-1-338-81471-2 • $8.99
Available July 2022!

Hello, Mallory (Book 14)
978-1-338-68497-1 • $8.99

Dawn and the Impossible
Three (Book 5)
978-1-338-64224-7 • $8.99 PB

Little Miss Stoneybrook...
and Dawn (Book 15)
978-1-338-68501-5 • $8.99 PB

Kristy’s Big Day (Book 6)
978-1-338-64225-4 • $8.99 PB

Jessi’s Secret Language
(Book 16)
978-1-338-75546-6 • $8.99 PB

Claudia and Mean Janine
(Book 7)
978-1-338-64227-8 • $8.99 PB

Mary Anne’s Bad Luck
Mystery (Book 17)
978-1-338-75551-0 • $8.99 PB

Boy-Crazy Stacey (Book 8)
978-1-338-64228-5 • $8.99 PB

Stacey’s Mistake (Book 18)
978-1-338-75553-4 • $8.99 PB

The Ghost at Dawn’s House
(Book 9)
978-1-338-64226-1 • $8.99 PB
Logan Likes Mary Anne!
(Book 10)
978-1-338-64230-8 • $8.99 PB

Claudia and the Bad Joke
(Book 19)
978-1-338-75555-8 • $8.99 PB

Marketing
• Graphix-Con-in-a-Box event kit
• Social media promotion and advertising
• Cross-promote with the Netflix TV show –
Season 3 coming soon!

• Games and downloadables at
scholastic.ca/graphix
• TCAF/VCAF promotion

Catalist
view here

Bookmanager
view here

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338755572
English
160 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 72
JUVENILE FICTION

The Baby-Sitters Club
20

Kristy and the Walking Disaster (The Baby-Sitters
Club #20)
by Ann M. Martin
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

America's favorite series returns with a new look and a
Netflix tv show.

Age (years) 8 - 12

They're lean, they're mean, they're the pride of
Stoneybrook. Who are they? They're Kristy's Krushers!

When Kristy sees how much her little brothers and sister
want to play on a softball team, she starts a rag-tag team
of her own. Maybe Kristy's Krushers aren't world
champions (how could they be, with Jackie Rodowsky,
walking disaster, playing for them?), but nobody beats
them when it comes to team spirit.

Now Bart's Bashers have challenged the Krushers to a
real live game. It's bad enough that the Bashers truly ARE
lean and mean -- but what's worse is that Kristy has a
crush on the Bashers' coach. A crush with a capital C!

9781338814712
English
160 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 72

The Baby-Sitters Club

Mallory and the Trouble with Twins (The BabySitters Club #21)
by Ann M. Martin
Jul 26, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

America's favorite series returns with a new look and a
Netflix tv show.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Mallory knows she's a good baby-sitter. She's been
looking after her seven younger brothers and sisters for
years. So when Kristy offers her a steady job baby-sitting
for the Arnold twins, Mal thinks it'll be easy money.

The twins sure are cute in their little matching outfits. But
once Mrs. Arnold leaves, Marilyn and Carolyn turn into
twin terrors! They run around the house like spoiled brats,
and Mallory can't even tell them apart.

Taking care of Marilyn and Carolyn is a baby-sitting
nightmare. But Mallory's a responsible member of the
Baby-sitters Club -- and she's not giving up!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

BABY-SITTER’S LITTLE SISTER
A fresh and fun graphic novel series spin-off of The Baby-sitters Club,
featuring Kristy’s little stepsister Karen Brewer!
Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphic Novels
For ages 7-10
Karen’s Witch
(Baby-Sitters Little Sister
Graphic Novel #1)
978-1-338-31519-6 • $13.99 PB
Karen’s Roller Skates
(Baby-Sitters Little Sister
Graphic Novel #2
978-1-338-35614-4 • $13.99 PB
Karen’s Worst Day
(Baby-Sitters Little Sister
Graphic Novel #3)
978-1-338-35618-2 • $13.99 PB
Karen’s Kittycat Club
(Baby-sitters Little Sister
Graphic Novel #4)
978-1-338-35621-2 • $13.99 PB
Karen’s School Picture
(Baby-sitters Little Sister
Graphic Novel #5)
978-1-338-76251-8 • $13.99 PB
The Baby-sitters Little Sister
Graphic Novels
#1-4: A Graphix Collection
978-1-338-79092-4 • $55.96 PB BOX

Baby-Sitters
Little Sister
original series

Karen’s Witch #1
978-1-338-76282-2 • $8.99 PB
Karen’s Roller Skates #2
978-1-338-76289-1 • $8.99 PB
Karen’s Worst Day #3
978-1-338-76295-2 • $8.99 PB

For ages 7-10

Karen’s Sleepover
(Baby-sitters
Little Sister #9)
PB: 978-1-338-77665-2 • $8.99

cover to be revealed

Available June 2022!

Karen’s Grandmothers
(Baby-sitters
Little Sister #10)
PB: 978-1-338-77667-6 • $8.99
Available August 2022!

cover to be revealed

Karen’s Kittycat Club #4
978-1-338-76303-4 • $8.99 PB
Karen’s School Picture #5
978-1-338-77649-2 • $8.99 PB
Karen’s Little Sister #6
978-1-338-77659-1 • $8.99 PB
Karen’s Birthday #7
978-1-338-77661-4 • $8.99 PB
Karen’s Haircut #8
978-1-338-77663-8 • $8.99 PB

Marketing
• Graphix-Con-in-a-Box event kit
• Social media promotion and advertising

• Cross-promote with the Netflix TV show –
Season 3 coming soon!
• Games and downloadables at
scholastic.ca/graphix

Catalist
view here

Bookmanager
view here

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338776652
English
112 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 72

Baby-Sitters Little Sister
9

Karen's Sleepover (Baby-Sitters Little Sister #9)
by Ann M. Martin, Christine Almeda
Jun 07, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

It's fun to be a Baby-sitters Little Sister!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Karen's having her first sleepover ever! She and her
friends are going to tell spooky stories, try on makeup,
and raid the refrigerator.

But then Karen and Nancy get into a big fight. Karen
doesn't want Nancy to come to her party. A new girl
comes instead, and she is no fun! What will Karen do now?

9781338776676
English
112 pages

Baby-Sitters Little Sister
10

Karen's Grandmothers (Baby-sitters Little Sister
#10)

Scholastic Inc.

by Ann M. Martin, Christine Almeda
Aug 16, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

Carton qty: 72

It's fun to be a Baby-sitters' Little Sister!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

When Karen adopts a grandmother from Stoneybrook
Manor, she has more grandmas than anyone she knows - five! Karen thinks that is very special.

But Karen's new grandmother is so different! Grandma B
makes Karen listen to old music. And she teaches Karen
funny dances, like the foxtrot.

Are five grandmothers too many for Karen?

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338783421
English
5.26 x 7.58 x 0.47
in | 0.33 lb
208 pages

Friends Fur-ever (Must Love Pets #1)
by Saadia Faruqi
May 31, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

A new, young middle grade series that combines the
heart and friendship of the Baby-sitters Club, with the
irresistible appeal of adorable animals!

Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 72

Pet-sitters for hire!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Imaan Bashir loves dogs, but she doesn’t have one. Yet. If
only there were a surefire way to demonstrate her special
canine connection to her mom. Then she’d be well on her
way to pampering a pup of her very own.

When one of Imaan’s neighbors needs a last minute petsitter for her dog, Sir Teddy, a great idea is hatched.
Imaan and her friends London and Olivia will step in as
pet-sitters! Imaan’s mom will be so blown away by Imaan’s
amazing animal abilities that she will beg her to adopt her
own dog. Or something like that. . . But the reality of petsitting is a little more complicated—Imaan soon discovers
that Sir Teddy is a real paw-full!

9781338749489
English
224 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 48
JUVENILE FICTION

Horse Country
2

Friends Like These (Horse Country #2)
by Yamile Saied Méndez
Jun 28, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

Trouble in Paradise? In this second installment of
Horse Country, critically acclaimed author Yamile
Saied Méndez welcomes readers back to the ranch.

Age (years) 8 - 12

Carolina's hope of opening up Paradise Ranch to
everyone is coming true: the Unbridled Dreams program
is ready to welcome its first sponsored student!

Gisella Bassi seems like the perfect fit -- on paper, that is.
When she arrives at Paradise Ranch, she's not as excited
as everyone expects. She might even be... scared of the
horses? But if their first student isn't a success, there's no
way the program will continue. Can Caro and her new
friend, Chelsie, agree on how to rope Gisella in?

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338770513
English
224 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 48
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

9781338770537
English
240 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Total Mayhem
5

Friday - The Total Ice Cream Meltdown (Total
Mayhem #5)
by Ralph Lazar, Ralph Lazar
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

Book five in the hilarious and action-packed Total Mayhem
series from New York Times bestselling author Ralph
Lazar, starring Dash Candoo, an ingenious problemsolver, with fantastic friends and a bottomless backpack of
brilliant gadgets.

Total Mayhem
5

Friday – The Total Ice Cream Meltdown (Total
Mayhem #5) (Library Edition)
by Ralph Lazar, Ralph Lazar
Aug 30, 2022 Hardcover $29.99 CAD

Book five in the hilarious and action-packed Total Mayhem
series from New York Times bestselling author Ralph
Lazar, starring Dash Candoo, an ingenious problemsolver, with fantastic friends and a bottomless backpack of
brilliant gadgets.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338846591
English
144 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 72

Dragon Girls
7

Rosie the Twilight Night Dragon (Dragon Girls #7)
by Maddy Mara
Aug 16, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

A super collectible series that celebrates the inner fire of
everyday girls!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Rosie, Phoebe, and Stella all share an incredible secret-when they travel to a place called the Magic Forest, they
can transform into powerful creatures called Night
Dragons. Once there, the friends must save the Magic
Forest from an evil that threatens to banish nighttime-forever.

Rosie is determined to help! Her first task is to save the
forest's magical daydreams from being destroyed by
pesky Fire Sparks. Without the Night Dragons, the Magic
Forest's hopes for survival will go up in smoke!

9781338827361
English
176 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 40
JUVENILE FICTION

Unhappy Campers (The Underdogs #3)
by Tracey West, Kyla May
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

The third chapter book in this fun, highly illustrated
series about four dog best friends who learn that
being yourself is much more fun than being Best in
Show. From the bestselling author of Dragon
Masters and the illustrator of Diary of a Pug!

Age (years) 7 - 10

The Underdogs and their classmates are taking a break
from competing in the K-9 exams to go on a camping trip!
The fourth years at Barksdale Academy are heading to
Camp Ruffing It for a few days of hiking, swimming, and
roasting marshmallows by an open fire.
Or, that was the plan. But Harley keeps getting distracted
by all the sounds and smells in the forest. Every time she
runs after a chipmunk or a shiny fish, she accidentally
messes things up for her friends. Can Harley stay focused
long enough to save the rest of the camping trip? Or is it
back to civilization for the Underdogs?
With black-and-white illustrations on every page and
hilarious antics throughout, this series is perfect for
readers who are just starting to read chapter books on
their own, or for anyone who loves a good underdog
story!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Future Hero
By (author) Remi Blackwood
Aug 02, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $8.99

The start of a thrilling, highly illustrated series about a boy who finds a portal to a
legendary world in his local barbershop . . . and learns he’s the hero they’ve been
waiting for. For younger fans of Black Panther and Last Gate of the Emperor!
Jarell has never quite known where he belongs. He’s ignored at home and teased
at school for wanting to draw instead of playing sports with the other boys. The
only place he’s ever felt truly at ease is his local barbershop where the owner
hangs Jarell’s art up on the walls.

9781338790320
English
144 pages
Scholastic Press

When Jarell discovers a hidden portal in the barbershop, he’s transported to a
magical world that’s unlike anything he’s seen before. But it’s not just the
powerful gods and dangerous creatures that makes this world different—it’s that
everyone believes Jarell is the hero they’ve been waiting for.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Legends,
Myths, Fables / African
Audience range
Age (years) from 7 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 72

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338783988
English
128 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 72

The Purrfect Show (Home for Meow #1)
by Reese Eschmann
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

All the "awwws" of animal adoption stories are combined
with sugary sweetness is this new, fun-filled chapter book
series about a cat café!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Every home needs a cat!

Kira Parker lives above The Purrfect Cup, the cat café that
her family owns and runs. Every day is a new adventure
with her cat friends! Except lately, The King County Dog
Show seems to be the only thing the regulars can talk
about!

Kira doesn’t get why everyone is so excited. After all, her
cat friends are much smarter and more talented than
those dogs. Then Kira has a GREAT IDEA -- she’s going to
train the cats, and enter them in the competition. It’s sure
to be her best plan yet!

9781338783995
English
144 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 72

Show and Tail (Home for Meow #2)
by Reese Eschmann
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

All the "awwws" of animal adoption stories are combined
with sugary sweetness in this new, fun-filled chapter book
series about a cat café!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Kira knows exactly what’s going to happen when she
notices that Stripes’ belly is swollen. After all, her mom had
a swollen belly, and pretty soon after that, her little brother
Ryan was born. But Stripes has six kittens, which is…too
many! But not to worry, because Kira has a GREAT IDEA to
find homes for the kittens. She’s going to find each one a
perfect owner by matching them with her classmates! But
matchmaking isn’t quite as easy as it sounds, and her
classmates aren’t convinced. What will happen to the cats?

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338748970
English
128 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 72
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

The Inflatables in Bad Air Day (The Inflatables #1)
by Beth Garrod, Jess Hitchman
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

The Inflatables don't get pumped. They stay
pumped! Flamingo, Cactus, Donut, and Watermelon
may be forgotten waterpark floats who live at the
lost and found, but these inflata-pals are about to
make some big waves in a funny graphic novel
series that's perfect for fans of Dog Man and The
Bad Guys!
Flamingo is destined to be a star! So when the opening of a
new wave pool brings camera crews flooding to the park,
his inflata-pals hatch a daring plan to make him famous.
But will a flock of familiar faces from Flamingo’s past burst
his bubble? Get ready, world -- Flamingo is about to BLOW
UP!

9781338748994
English
128 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 72
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

The Inflatables in Mission Un-Poppable (The
Inflatables #2)
by Beth Garrod, Jess Hitchman
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

The Inflatables don't get pumped. They stay
pumped! Inflata-pals and bouncy BFFs Cactus,
Flamingo, Donut, and Watermelon are ready for a
fresh wave of drama in this hilariously actionpacked graphic novel series that’s perfect for fans
of Dog Man and The Bad Guys!
Cactus knows there is something not quite ripe about new
float Avocado. So when she discovers he's actually a twofaced Avocadon't and he's planning to take over the park,
her mission is clear. But can Cactus convince the inflatagang to help her stop Avocadon’t and save the spray
before it's too late?

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338681420
English
96 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 120
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Balto (Animals to the Rescue #1)

by Emma Carlson Berne, Francesca Rosa
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

The legendary story of Balto comes to life in this
heavily illustrated nonfiction chapter book series,
perfect for fans of Ranger in Time!

In 1925, disaster struck the small town of Nome, Alaska.
When a deadly epidemic begins affecting the children of
Nome, their only hope is to relay life-saving medicine over
650 miles of snow-covered trails using teams of sled
dogs. Across the long journey, one dog overcame nearly
impossible odds to become a hero.

This action-packed series explores the stories of real-life
animal heroes who saved the day! With black-and-white
art throughout and dramatic storytelling, readers are
taken on an exciting journey they won't soon forget.

Fans of Ranger in Time will devour these true tales of
incredible animal heroes!

9781338681437
English
96 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 32
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

Balto (Animals to the Rescue #1)

by Emma Carlson Berne, Francesca Rosa
Aug 02, 2022 Hardcover $32.99 CAD

The legendary story of Balto comes to life in this
heavily illustrated nonfiction chapter book series
perfect for fans of Ranger in Time!

In 1925, disaster struck the small town of Nome, Alaska.
When a deadly epidemic begins affecting the children of
Nome, their only hope is to relay life-saving medicine over
650 miles of snow-covered trails using teams of sled
dogs. Across the long journey, one dog overcame nearly
impossible odds to become a hero.

This action-packed series explores the stories of real-life
animal heroes who saved the day! With black-and-white
art throughout and dramatic storytelling, readers are
taken on an exciting journey they won't soon forget.

Fans of Ranger in Time will devour these true tales of
incredible animal heroes!

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338677171
English
48 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 120
JUVENILE FICTION

Hello, Hedgehog!
6

Happy Birthday, Hedgehog!: An Acorn Book (Hello,
Hedgehog! #6)
by Norm Feuti, Norm Feuti
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $6.99 CAD

Harry and Hedgehog celebrate Hedgehog's
birthday!

Age (years) 4 - 6

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn,
aimed at children who are learning to read. With easy-toread text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and fullcolor artwork on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love
of reading and help readers grow!
It's Hedgehog's birthday and Harry has the coolest
present for his best friend -- a wind-up toy airplane! He
hopes Hedgehog likes it. But when Harry arrives at
Hedgehog's birthday party the worst thing happens: Harry
spots the exact same airplane that he bought for
Hedgehog! Will Hedgehog still like Harry's present? These
sweet, laugh-out-loud friendship stories with full-color
artwork, color-coded speech bubbles, and easy-to-read
text throughout are perfect for new readers!

9781338677188
English
48 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 32
JUVENILE FICTION

Hello, Hedgehog!
6

Happy Birthday, Hedgehog!: An Acorn Book (Hello,
Hedgehog! #6)
by Norm Feuti, Norm Feuti
May 03, 2022 Hardcover $32.99 CAD

Harry and Hedgehog celebrate Hedgehog's
birthday!

Age (years) 4 - 6

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn,
aimed at children who are learning to read. With easy-toread text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and fullcolor artwork on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love
of reading and help readers grow!
It's Hedgehog's birthday and Harry has the coolest present
for his best friend -- a wind-up toy airplane! He hopes
Hedgehog likes it. But when Harry arrives at Hedgehog's
birthday party the worst thing happens: Harry spots the
exact same airplane that he bought for Hedgehog! Will
Hedgehog still like Harry's present? These sweet, laughout-loud friendship stories with full-color artwork, colorcoded speech bubbles, and easy-to-read text throughout
are perfect for new readers!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338794595
English
64 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 120
JUVENILE FICTION

Mermaid Days
1

The Sunken Ship: An Acorn Book (Mermaid Days
#1)
by Kyle Lukoff, Kat Uno
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $6.99 CAD

Dive under the sea with Mermaid Days, a series
perfect for beginning readers!

Age (years) 5 - 7

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn,
aimed at children who are learning to read. With easy-toread text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and fullcolor artwork on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love
of reading and help readers grow!
Swim along with mermaid Vera and octo-kid Beaker! In
these three stories, Vera and Beaker go on adventures in
their town of Tidal Grove. They explore a sunken ship, and
Vera helps Beaker with an unusual octopus problem. With
text from Stonewall award-winning author Kyle Lukoff,
and bright, colorful artwork from artist Kat Uno, Mermaid
Days is sure to be every young reader’s favorite new
series. Balancing easy-to-read-text, endless humor and
charm, light nonfiction, and a loveable cast of underwater
creatures, these laugh-out-loud stories are the perfect fit
for new readers!

9781338794601
English
64 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 32
JUVENILE FICTION

Mermaid Days
1

The Sunken Ship: An Acorn Book (Mermaid Days
#1)
by Kyle Lukoff, Kat Uno
May 03, 2022 Hardcover $32.99 CAD

Dive under the sea with Mermaid Days, a series
perfect for beginning readers!

Age (years) 5 - 7

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!

This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn,
aimed at children who are learning to read. With easy-toread text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and fullcolor artwork on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love
of reading and help readers grow!

Swim along with mermaid Vera and octo-kid Beaker! In
these three stories, Vera and Beaker go on adventures in
their town of Tidal Grove. They explore a sunken ship, and
Vera helps Beaker with an unusual octopus problem. With
text from Stonewall award-winning author Kyle Lukoff,
and bright, colorful artwork from artist Kat Uno, Mermaid
Days is sure to be every young reader’s favorite new
series. Balancing easy-to-read-text, endless humor and
charm, light nonfiction, and a loveable cast of underwater
creatures, these laugh-out-loud stories are the perfect fit
for new readers!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338756494
English
48 pages

A Crabby Book
5

School's In, Crabby!: An Acorn Book (A Crabby Book
#5)

Scholastic Inc.

by Jonathan Fenske, Jonathan Fenske
Jun 28, 2022 Paperback , Trade $6.99 CAD

Carton qty: 120

School is in session for the ocean's crankiest crab!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!

This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn,
aimed at children who are learning to read. With easy-toread text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and fullcolor artwork on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love
of reading and help readers grow!

It's just another day in the ocean for Crabby and Plankton
-- until they find themselves INSIDE a school of fish! This
gives Plankton a fabulous idea -- he and Crabby should
play school! But Crabby does not want to play. In four
hilarious stories, Crabby uses funny wordplay to distract
Plankton from teaching!

With comic speech bubbles and full-color artwork
throughout, Geisel Award Honoree Jonathan Fenske's
early reader series is sure to be a hit with new readers!

9781338756500
English
48 pages

A Crabby Book
5

School's In, Crabby!: An Acorn Book (A Crabby Book
#5)

Scholastic Inc.

by Jonathan Fenske, Jonathan Fenske
Jun 28, 2022 Hardcover $32.99 CAD

Carton qty: 32

School is in session for the ocean's crankiest crab!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!

This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn,
aimed at children who are learning to read. With easy-toread text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and fullcolor artwork on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love
of reading and help readers grow!

It's just another day in the ocean for Crabby and Plankton
-- until they find themselves INSIDE a school of fish! This
gives Plankton a fabulous idea- - he and Crabby should
play school! But Crabby does not want to play. In four
hilarious stories, Crabby uses funny wordplay to distract
Plankton from teaching.

With comic speech bubbles and full-color artwork
throughout, Geisel Award Honoree Jonathan Fenske's
early reader series is sure to be a hit with new readers!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338553802
English
48 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 120

Racing Ace
2

Build It! Jump It!: An Acorn Book (Racing Ace #2)
by Larry Dane Brimner, Kaylani Juanita
Jun 28, 2022 Paperback , Trade $6.99 CAD

Ace builds a cool skateboard and learns how to
skate in this fast-paced, STEM-themed early reader!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn,
aimed at children who are learning to read. With easy-toread text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and fullcolor artwork on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love
of reading and help readers grow!
Ace works hard to build a skateboard. She tightens every
nut and bolt -- and adds a cool sticker. Then, Ace is ready
to skate. But Ace goes too fast and falls down! She will
have to try again. Will Ace ever be able to rocket up the
ramp?
With Larry Dane Brimner's simple text and Kaylani
Juanita's full-color artwork on every page, this actionpacked book is perfect for new readers!

9781338553819
English
48 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 32

Racing Ace
2

Build It! Jump It!: An Acorn Book (Racing Ace #2)
by Larry Dane Brimner, Kaylani Juanita
Jun 28, 2022 Hardcover $32.99 CAD

Ace builds a cool skateboard and learns how to
skate in this fast-paced, STEM-themed early reader!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line, Acorn,
aimed at children who are learning to read. With easy-toread text, a short-story format, plenty of humor, and fullcolor artwork on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and fluency. Acorn books plant a love
of reading and help readers grow!
Ace works hard to build a skateboard. She tightens every
nut and bolt -- and adds a cool sticker. Then, Ace is ready
to skate. But Ace goes too fast and falls down! She will
have to try again. Will Ace ever be able to rocket up the
ramp?
With Larry Dane Brimner's simple text and Kaylani
Juanita's full-color artwork on every page, this actionpacked book is perfect for new readers!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

-� BRANCHES'�
�\

• Aimed at 5-8 year olds who are newly independent readers
Easy-to-read and decodable text
• 50:50 text to art ratio with purposeful illustrations on every page
80 & 96 pages
• Full-colour and black-and-white options
Reading Level: Grade 2*
• Guided Reading Levels L-P·
1 story in each book
• Book Size: 5¼ x 7 5/s
Series books are read sequentially
'Easy-to-read leveling blocks !printed on the backs of booksl state what ages the story is likely to appeal to, and the book's best match to school grade level.
Consumers seeking more specific leveling information !Guided Reading Levels, Lexile levels, and word countl can visit: Scholastic.com/Acornlevels and Scholastic.com/Brancheslevels,

All books are simultaneously published in 3 formats • Paperbacks, Library Binding, and ebooks
••scHOLASTIC

scholastic.com/Branches

Catalist
view here

Bookmanager
view here

SCHOLASTIC and associated logos ore trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Scholastic Inc. Art Cl 2013 by Andrew Joyner. Art Cl 2015 by James Burks. Art e 2014 by Cyndi Marko. Art C> 2013 by Susan Nees. Art Cl 2015 by Amy Marie Stadelmann.
Art C> 2015 by Rebecca Elliott. Art C> 2014 by Noah Z. Jones. Ari © 2013 by Kyla May. Art C> 2013 by Troy Cummings. Art © 2016 by Thomas Flinlham. Art Cl 2017 by Joanne Lew-Vriethoff. Art© 2019 by Macky Pamintuan. Art C> 2019 by Rebecca Elliott.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338756333
English
96 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 120
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 6 - 8

Pets Rule
1

My Kingdom of Darkness: A Branches Book (Pets
Rule #1)
by Susan Tan, Wendy Tan Shiau Wei
Jun 28, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

Pets, hilarity, and plots for world domination come
together in Pets Rule!, an early chapter book series
perfect for fans of The Secret Life of Pets!

Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line,
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With
easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots,
and illustrations on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help
readers grow!
Meet Ember, a rescue Chihuahua who has just been
adopted by the Chin family. Ember is no ordinary dog: he
thinks he is an evil overlord, destined to rule the world. He
enlists the help of the other pets in the house, like Smelly
Steve the hamster and Neo the canary, to take over the
neighborhood. Their first mission is defeating Masher, the
mean squirrel who lives next door. But to his shock,
Ember finds himself growing attached to his “minions”, the
Chin family—especially Lucy. Does Ember still have what it
takes to control of the neighborhood… and the world?
With laugh-out-loud humor, engaging artwork on every
page, and nonstop action that will have readers rushing to
turn the pages, Pets Rule is the just-right series for any
emerging reader!

9781338756340
English
96 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 32
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 6 - 8

Pets Rule
1

My Kingdom of Darkness: A Branches Book (Pets
Rule #1)
by Susan Tan, Wendy Tan Shiau Wei
Jun 28, 2022 Hardcover $34.99 CAD

Pets, hilarity, and plots for world domination come
together in Pets Rule!, an early chapter book series
perfect for fans of The Secret Life of Pets!
Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of
Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at
newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, highinterest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every
page, these books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow!Meet Ember, a
rescue Chihuahua who has just been adopted by the Chin
family. Ember is no ordinary dog: he thinks he is an evil
overlord, destined to rule the world. He enlists the help of
the other pets in the house, like Smelly Steve the hamster
and Neo the canary, to take over the neighborhood. Their
first mission is defeating Masher, the mean squirrel who
lives next door. But to his shock, Ember finds himself
growing attached to his “minions”, the Chin family—
especially Lucy. Does Ember still have what it takes to
control of the neighborhood… and the world?With laughout-loud humor, engaging artwork on every page, and
nonstop action that will have readers rushing to turn the
pages, Pets Rule is the just-right series for any emerging
reader!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Goosebumps SlappyWorld
17

Haunting with the Stars (Goosebumps SlappyWorld #17)
By (author) R. L. Stine
Jun 28, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $8.99

This is Slappy's world -- You only scream in it!
Also Available

9781338752182

Space-obsessed Murphy Shannon is pumped that his 6th grade class is visiting the
Rayburne Observatory. Except, being a know-it-all means he's totally bored with
the lectures he has to sit through. So when classmates Orly and Cleo say they
should explore on their own, Murphy sneaks out with them. But when they come
face-to-face with the strange Dr. Rayburne and his experiments, they realize they
may be in way over their heads. A grand adventure in space may be in store for
them, if they can survive…

English
160 pages
Scholastic Paperbacks

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Horror
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Contributor Bio
R.L. Stine is the creator of the bestselling Goosebumps series, which has more than
400 million copies in print worldwide and celebrated 25 years in 2017.
Goosebumps is one of the bestselling children's series of all-time and inspired a
popular television show, as well as a feature film starring Jack Black that opened at
#1 at the box office. His other popular children's books include the series Fear
Street, Mostly Ghostly, The Nightmare Room, and Rotten School, and his first
picture book, with Marc Brown, The Little Shop of Monsters. R.L. Stine lives in New
York City. You can connect with him on Twitter at @RL_Stine or Facebook:
facebook.com/rlstine. For more information, visit rlstine.com and
www.scholastic.com/goosebumps.

Distributor

(Paperback)
9781338355819
Jul 06, 2021

Slappy in Dreamland
(Goosebumps
SlappyWorld #16)
(Paperback)
R. L. Stine
9781338752168
$8.99
Mar 01, 2022

Judy and the Beast
(Goosebumps SlappyWorld
#15) (Paperback)
R. L. Stine
9781338752144
$8.99
Sep 07, 2021

Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 72

Monster Blood Is Back
(Goosebumps SlappyWorld
#13) (Paperback)
R. L. Stine
9781338355796
$8.99
Mar 02, 2021

My Friend Slappy
(Goosebumps SlappyWorld
#12) (Paperback)
R. L. Stine
9781338355772
$8.99
Oct 06, 2020

Scholastic Canada, Limited

More than 10 Million Sets Sold!
“I read
the whole
book!”
—Kids
everywhere

Bob Books® has inspired reading success
for more than 40 years.
Master teacher Bobby Lynn Maslen created
Bob Books to guide children’s earliest steps in
reading. Parents and teachers love Bob Books
because the clean layouts, short words, and
simple phonics make learning to read a fun and
easy process for their children.
Scholastic first published Bob Books in April 2006.

“They are the absolute best books to
teach children how to read.”
—Lisa Copeland, Parent

“As a first grade teacher, these books
are indispensable for my emerging
readers.”
—Emily J. Morris, Teacher

“My son loves these books, and he is
reading so well because of them!”
—Layla, Parent

SCHOLASTIC TM/® Scholastic Inc.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338814187
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

I Can Ride! (Bob Books Stories: Scholastic Reader,
Level 1)
by Lynn Maslen Kertell, Sue Hendra
Aug 16, 2022 Paperback , Trade $6.99 CAD

Cheer Jack on as he learns to ride a bike in this Scholastic
Level 1 Reader from the creators of the beloved Bob
Books® learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for
reading alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for
any child reading at Guided Reading Level H.

Jack is learning to ride a bike. The bike wobbles. The bike
tips. Jack tries again and again. Dad tells him, “You can do
it!” Will Jack ever become a bike rider?

Bob Books Stories include:
Words that children can sound out (decode); both short
and long vowels
Sight words
Simple sentence structures
Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that support
children’s reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance

Bob Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations
for more than forty years. Your child will soon join the
millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole
book!”®
9781338814194
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

I Can Ride! (Bob Books Stories: Scholastic Reader,
Level 1)
by Lynn Maslen Kertell, Sue Hendra
Aug 16, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

Cheer Jack on as he learns to ride a bike in this Scholastic
Level 1 Reader from the creators of the beloved Bob
Books® learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for
reading alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for
any child reading at Guided Reading Level H.

Jack is learning to ride a bike. The bike wobbles. The bike
tips. Jack tries again and again. Dad tells him, “You can do
it!” Will Jack ever become a bike rider?

Bob Books Stories include:
Words that children can sound out (decode); both short
and long vowels
Sight words
Simple sentence structures
Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that support
children’s reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance

Bob Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations
for more than forty years. Your child will soon join the
millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole
book!”®

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338814156
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

My School Trip (Bob Books Stories: Scholastic
Reader, Level 1)
by Lynn Maslen Kertell, Sue Hendra
Aug 16, 2022 Paperback , Trade $6.99 CAD

Take a trip to the zoo in this Scholastic Level 1 Reader
from the creators of the beloved Bob Books® learn-toread phonics box sets. Perfect for reading alongside the
Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any child reading at
Guided Reading Level H.

Jack’s class is on a field trip at the zoo. There are so many
animals to see… and so many animal sounds to hear!
Roarrrr! Screech! Hoot hoot! What animals will they meet?

Bob Books Stories include:
Words that children can sound out (decode); both short
and long vowels
Sight words
Simple sentence structures
Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that support
children’s reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance

Bob Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations
for more than forty years. Your child will soon join the
millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole
book!”®
9781338814163
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

My School Trip (Bob Books Stories: Scholastic
Reader, Level 1)
by Lynn Maslen Kertell, Sue Hendra
Aug 16, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

Take a trip to the zoo in this Scholastic Level 1 Reader
from the creators of the beloved Bob Books® learn-toread phonics box sets. Perfect for reading alongside the
Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any child reading at
Guided Reading Level H.

Jack’s class is on a field trip at the zoo. There are so many
animals to see… and so many animal sounds to hear!
Roarrrr! Screech! Hoot hoot! What animals will they meet?

Bob Books Stories include:
Words that children can sound out (decode); both short
and long vowels
Sight words
Simple sentence structures
Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that support
children’s reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance

Bob Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations
for more than forty years. Your child will soon join the
millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole
book!”®

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338805062
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

Buddy to the Rescue (Bob Books Stories: Scholastic
Reader, Level 1)
by Lynn Maslen Kertell, Sue Hendra
Jun 28, 2022 Paperback , Trade $6.99 CAD

Save the day with a heroic pup in this Scholastic Level 1
Reader from the creators of the beloved Bob Books®
learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for reading
alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any child
reading at Guided Reading Level G.

Buddy the dog wants a snack at the fair, but his humans—
Jack and Anna—say no. But then Buddy notices some
trouble at the hot dog stand! Can Buddy save the day and
earn his treat?

Bob Books Stories include:
Words that children can sound out (decode); both short
and long vowels
Sight words
Simple sentence structures
Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that support
children’s reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance

Bob Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations
for more than forty years. Your child will soon join the
millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole
book!"®
9781338805086
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

Buddy to the Rescue (Bob Books Stories: Scholastic
Reader, Level 1)
by Lynn Maslen Kertell, Sue Hendra
Jun 28, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

Save the day with a heroic pup in this Scholastic Level 1
Reader from the creators of the beloved Bob Books®
learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for reading
alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any child
reading at Guided Reading Level G.

Buddy the dog wants a snack at the fair, but his humans—
Jack and Anna—say no. But then Buddy notices some
trouble at the hot dog stand! Can Buddy save the day and
earn his treat?

Bob Books Stories include:
Words that children can sound out (decode); both short
and long vowels
Sight words
Simple sentence structures
Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that support
children’s reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance

Bob Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations
for more than forty years. Your child will soon join the
millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole
book!"®

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338814125
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

Outdoor Adventures! (Bob Books Stories:
Scholastic Reader, Level 1)
by Lynn Maslen Kertell, Sue Hendra
Jun 28, 2022 Paperback , Trade $6.99 CAD

Celebrate the great outdoors in this Scholastic Level 1
Reader from the creators of the beloved Bob Books®
learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for reading
alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any child
reading at Guided Reading Level G.

Jack and Anna go on a hike. They duck under trees, hop
over streams, and see many animals along the way. They
wish they could go on a hike the next day, too, but Mom
says no. Can they have their own outdoor adventure in
their backyard?

Bob Books Stories include:
Words that children can sound out (decode); both short
and long vowels
Sight words
Simple sentence structures
Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that support
children’s reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance

Bob Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations
for more than forty years. Your child will soon join the
millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole
book!”®
9781338814132
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 6

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

Outdoor Adventures! (Bob Books Stories:
Scholastic Reader, Level 1)
by Lynn Maslen Kertell, Sue Hendra
Jun 28, 2022 Hardcover $30.99 CAD

Celebrate the great outdoors in this Scholastic Level 1
Reader from the creators of the beloved Bob Books®
learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for reading
alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for any child
reading at Guided Reading Level G.

Jack and Anna go on a hike. They duck under trees, hop
over streams, and see many animals along the way. They
wish they could go on a hike the next day, too, but Mom
says no. Can they have their own outdoor adventure in
their backyard?

Bob Books Stories include:
Words that children can sound out (decode); both short
and long vowels
Sight words
Simple sentence structures
Simple, colorful, friendly illustrations that support
children’s reading and add fun!
Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books box sets,
which helps children build reading endurance

Bob Books has been helping children learn to read
through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations
for more than forty years. Your child will soon join the
millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole
book!”®

Scholastic Canada, Limited

May Releases
2022

Art from Hummingbird, text © 2022 by Natalie Lloyd

Scholastic Canada, Limited
King and the Dragonflies (Scholastic Gold)
By (author) Kacen Callender
May 03, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $11.99

A 2021 Coretta Scott King Honor Book!
Also Available
Winner of the 2020 National Book Award for Young People's Literature!

Winner of the 2020 Boston Globe-Horn Book Award for Fiction and Poetry!
9781338129342
English

In a small but turbulent Louisiana town, one boy's grief takes him beyond the
bayous of his backyard, to learn that there is no right way to be yourself.

288 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject

This critcally acclaimed winner of the National Book Award and more joins
the Scholastic Gold line, which features award-winning and beloved novels.
Includes exclusive bonus content!

JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience range

FOUR STARRED REVIEWS!

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 48

Booklist
Contributor Bio
Kacen Callender is a bestselling and award-winning author of multiple novels for
children, teens, and adults, including King and the Dragonflies, winner of the
National Book Award, Coretta Scott King Honor and Lambda Literary Award and
Hurricane Child, winner of the Lambda Literary Award and Stonewall Honor
Award, and the bestselling novel Felix Ever After. They live in US Virgin Islands.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Moonflower (Hardcover)
Kacen Callender
9781338636598
$23.99
Jul 19, 2022

Hurricane Child (Scholastic
Gold) (Paperback)
Kacen Callender
9781338129311
$9.99
Oct 01, 2019

PUBLICITY
Select Author Appearances
National Media Coverage
ADVERTISING
Extensive Trade Advertising
AMS [Amazon] Advertising
NPR Advertising
Live Intent Advertising
Shelf Awareness for Readers Newsletter
Social Media Advertising
PROMOTIONS
Feature in “Power of Story” Campaign
Kacen Callendar Reading Guide
ONLINE MARKETING
Feature on Kacen Callender Dedicated Website
Scholastic Home Base Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Animated Cover Gif

$9.99
$23.99

$11.99
$23.99

$23.99
On Sale: May 3, 2022

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Moonflower
By (author) Kacen Callender
Jul 19, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Kacen Callender, National Book Award winner of King and the Dragonflies,
delivers a stunning novel that invites readers into a child’s struggles with
mental health, and their journey to wholeness.
Also Available
Moon’s depression is overwhelming. Therapy doesn’t help, and Moon is afraid
that their mom hates them because they’re sad. Moon’s only escape is traveling to
the spirit realms every night, where they hope they’ll never return to the world of
the living again.

9781338636598
English
272 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

The spirit realm is where they have their one and only friend, Wolf, and where
they’re excited to experience an infinite number of adventures. But when the
realm is threatened, it’s up to Moon to save the spirit world.

With the help of celestial beings and guardians, Moon battles monsters and
shadows, and through their journey, they begin to learn that a magical adventure
of love and acceptance awaits them in the world of the living, too.

This story of hope shows readers that our souls blossom when we realize that we
are as worthy and powerful as the universe itself.
Contributor Bio
Kacen Callender is a bestselling and award-winning author of multiple novels for
children, teens, and adults, including King and the Dragonflies, winner of the
National Book Award, Coretta Scott King Honor and Lambda Literary Award and
Hurricane Child, winner of the Lambda Literary Award and Stonewall Honor
Award, and the bestselling novel Felix Ever After. They live in US Virgin Islands.
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King and the Dragonflies
(Scholastic Gold) (Paperback)
Kacen Callender
9781338129342
$11.99
May 03, 2022

Hurricane Child (Scholastic
Gold) (Paperback)
Kacen Callender
9781338129311
$9.99
Oct 01, 2019

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338665901
English
304 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 48
JUVENILE FICTION

Last Gate of the Emperor

by Kwame Mbalia, Prince Joel Makonnen
May 17, 2022 Paperback , Trade $11.99 CAD

From Kwame Mbalia and Prince Joel David Makonnen
comes an Afrofuturist adventure about a mythical
Ethiopian empire. Sci-fi and fantasy combine in this epic
journey to the stars.

Age (years) 8 - 12

Yared Heywat lives an isolated life in Addis Prime -- a
hardscrabble city with rundown tech, lots of rules, and not
much to do. His worrywart Uncle Moti and bionic lioness
Besa are his only family... and his only friends.
Often in trouble for his thrill-seeking antics and smart
mouth, those same qualities make Yared a star player of
the underground augmented reality game, The Hunt for
Kaleb's Obelisk. But when a change in the game rules
prompts Yared to log in with his real name, it triggers an
attack that rocks the city. In the chaos, Uncle Moti
disappears.
Suddenly, all the stories Yared's uncle told him as a young
boy are coming to life, of kingdoms in the sky and cityrazing monsters. And somehow Yared is at the center of
them.
Together with Besa and the Ibis -- a game rival turned
reluctant ally -- Yared must search for his uncle... and
answers to his place in a forgotten, galaxy-spanning war.

9781338665956
English
272 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION

The Royal Trials (Last Gate of the Emperor #2)
by Kwame Mbalia, Prince Joel Makonnen
Jul 19, 2022 Hardcover $23.99 CAD

From Kwame Mbalia and Prince Joel David Makonnen
comes an Afrofuturist adventure about a mythical
Ethiopian empire. Sci-fi and fantasy combine in this epic
journey to the stars.

Age (years) 8 - 12

Yared has traveled a long way to find his place in the
universe. Light years, even. Though the battle of Addis
Prime is over, the spacefaring Axum Empire is still
fractured. The kingdom once gave their technology away
free of charge, to better humankind. Now, having been
missing for over a decade, they’re returning to the planet
where their galaxy-spanning civilization began—Earth.
But they find the planet in disarray. Old Earth’s
atmosphere is a mess of junked shuttles and satellites.
This is especially true of Debris Town, an orbital flotilla
where poor spacefarers—left to rot by the Intergalactic
Union that rose up in Axum’s place—have taken to piracy
to survive.
Yared is set to speak at the opening of the Royal Trials, a
competition of the best exo pilots in the Sol System. But
on the day of his speech, the pirates launch an attack!
The siege sets off a chain of events that will lead Yared
into the depths of Old Earth—and the jaws of a cruel
betrayal. There’s more to the pirates—and Debris Town—
than anyone saw coming.
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English
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Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 48
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Skyborn

Sparrow Rising (Skyborn #1)

by Jessica Khoury
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

Jessica Khoury brings her masterful world-building and
emotional depth to a brand-new fantasy series. In a world
where everyone is born with wings, stone monsters prowl
the skies, hunting those who dare to fly too high.

In the Clandoms, everyone is born with wings, with tightknit communities formed around bird types: Jay, Falcon,
Crow.
Ellie Meadows dreams of growing up to join the
Goldwings -- the famed knights who defend all the people
of the Clandoms. It was a Goldwing, after all, who saved
her life on that terrible day her parents were killed.
There’s just one problem: Ellie is a Sparrow, and the
Goldwings are almost invariably picked from the higher
clans like Eagles and Ospreys. This rigid hierarchy means
that Ellie is destined to become a farmer.
Determined to honor her parents' memories and prove
herself worthy of the Goldwings, Ellie sets out on her own
for the capital. But her journey will be dangerous. Foul
creatures called gargols lurk behind every cloud, ready to
slay anyone unlucky enough to be caught outside in a
storm -- just as Ellie's family was.
Soon her path intertwines with a colorful band of fellow
outcasts, each with their own aspirations... and their own
secrets. Ellie's new friends offer not just roadside
companionship. They'll challenge her ideas of right,
wrong, and what truly makes a hero.

9781338652468
English
304 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Skyborn
3

Phoenix Flight (Skyborn #3)

by Jessica Khoury
Aug 02, 2022 Hardcover $22.99 CAD

Jessica Khoury brings her masterful world-building and
emotional depth to this soaring fantasy series. In a world
where everyone is born with wings, stone monsters prowl
the skies, hunting those who dare to fly too high.

In the Clandoms, every person is born with wings, along
with the ability to fly. But there has always been one
deadly restriction to this gift -- a rule that must never be
broken. Flying in cloudy skies summons gargols, vicious
stone monsters that will tear any poor trespassers apart.
History doesn't tell where the gargols came from, or why
they're so intent on punishing those who soar too high.
But now Ellie Meadows thinks she knows why. An aspiring
knight turned wanted fugitive, Ellie has seen the truth with
her own eyes. The Clandoms' history has been taken from
them, along with their ancestral homes.
Only one person can return the Clandoms back where
they belong. Nox Hatcher is the key to the skies, if only
Ellie can get him to believe it.
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Scholastic Canada, Limited
Best Frenemies Forever
By (author) Megan McCafferty
May 17, 2022 | Hardcover $22.99

From mega-bestselling author Megan McCafferty—author of the beloved
Jessica Darling series that The Wall Street Journal called “Judy Blume meets
Dorothy Parker”—comes a hilarious love letter to the magic and heartache of
middle school friendship.

9781338722499

Sophie Dailey is NOT looking forward to starting middle school. For one thing,
she doesn’t look like other kids. Instead of trendy tank tops, she wears high tech
shirts that block UV rays. (Sun protection is serious business!) And she definitely
doesn’t sound like other kids either. (She can’t say “holla” or “hot take” without
making a weird face.) Needless to say, this is probably why her best friend, Ella,
ditched her for Queen Bee Morgan.

English
320 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject

Sophie is comfortable with who she is and doesn’t want to change. But she’s also
pretty lonely without Ella. Even worse, Morgan seems intent on making seventh
grade miserable for Sophie, and Ella doesn’t bat an eye at the bullying. Then a new
girl moves in next door to Sophie. Kaytee Ray is everything Sophie is not:
fashionable and super-confident.

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Sophie can’t believe Kaytee wants to spend the last days of summer with her.
Determined to keep Kaytee as a friend, Sophie lies about her social status,
claiming to be besties with Morgan and Ella. As long as Kaytee attends Villa
Academy—a private school on the other side of town—she’ll never find out her
first friend in New Jersey is a loser.

Other formats
9781338722505 EPUB
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20
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Also Available

True To Your Selfie: A Wish
Novel (Paperback)
Megan McCafferty
9781338297003
$9.99
Feb 01, 2022

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Join the Club, Maggie Diaz
By (author) Nina Moreno , Illustrated by Courtney Lovett
May 17, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

This humorous and heartfelt middle-grade debut by Nina Moreno with
illustrations by Courtney Lovett is perfect for fans of Celia C. Pérez and Terri
Libenson, and any reader still deciding what their passion in life is.
"MAYBE I'M GOOD AT SOMETHING I DON'T EVEN KNOW ABOUT YET."

9781338740615
English
240 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience range

Everyone in Maggie Diaz's life seems to be finding their true passion. The one
thing that defines them as a person. Her best friends Zoey and Julian are too busy
to hang out after school thanks to band and comics club. Mom is finishing her last
semester in college. And Maggie’s perfect older sister Caro is perfectly-perfect at
sports and tutoring.

So Maggie cooks up a plan to join every club she can! But trying to fit in with typeA future leaders, gardening whizzes, and the fearless kids in woodshop is
intimidating, exhausting, and seriously confusing. And juggling homework, friends,
and all of her after-school activities is way harder than it looks.

Seventh grade is all about figuring out who you are -- good thing Maggie Diaz has
the perfect plan!

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Other formats
9781338740639 EPUB
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Contributor Bio
Nina Moreno was born and raised in Miami until a hurricane sent her family
toward the pines of Georgia where she picked up an accent. She's a proud
University of Florida Gator who once had her dream job of shelving books at the
library. Inspired by the folklore and stories passed down to her from her Cuban
and Colombian family, she now writes about Latinas chasing their dreams, falling in
love, and navigating life in the hyphen. Her first novel, Don’t Date Rosa Santos, was
a Junior Library Guild Selection, Indie Next Pick for teen readers, and SIBA Okra
Pick. Her upcoming novel, Our Way Back to Always, will be out from LBYR in Fall
2021. Courtney Lovett received her BFA in Visual Arts and Animation from the
University of Maryland, Baltimore County. She works in different mediums and
artistic disciplines, including illustration, character design, and animation. As a
Black American and a native of the DC, Maryland, Virginia area, her work reflects
her heritage and upbringing, which adds to today's cultural shift of creating diverse
and relatable stories from perspectives that are often underrepresented or
misrepresented in art and media.
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Scholastic Canada, Limited
The Castle of Tangled Magic
By (author) Sophie Anderson
May 17, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Magic and whimsy meet in this Howl’s Moving Castle for a new generation
from the critically adored Sophie Anderson, author of The House with Chicken
Legs.
Also Available
Twelve-year-old Olia knows a thing or two about secrets. Her parents are the
caretakers of Castle Mila, a soaring palace with golden domes, lush gardens, and
countless rooms. Literally countless rooms. There are rooms that appear and
disappear, and rooms that have been hiding themselves for centuries. The only
person who can access them is Olia. She has a special bond with the castle, and it
seems to trust her with its secrets.
9781338746211
English
304 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy &
Magic
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

But then a violent storm rolls in . . . a storm that skips over the village and
surrounds the castle, threatening to tear it apart. While taking cover in a rarelyused room, Olia stumbles down a secret passage that leads to a part of Castle
Mila she’s never seen before. A strange network of rooms that hide the secret to
the castle’s past . . . and the truth about who’s trying to destroy it.
Contributor Bio
Sophie Anderson grew up in Swansea, studied at Liverpool University, and has
worked as a geologist and science teacher. She currently lives in England's Lake
District with her husband and enjoys the freedom of homeschooling her three
children, walking, canoeing, and daydreaming. She loves to write stories inspired
by different folklores, cultures, and landscapes. The House with Chicken Legs was
her first novel.

Other formats
9781338814309 EPUB, $19.99
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24
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The Girl Who Speaks Bear
(Paperback)
Sophie Anderson
9781338580846
$9.99
Feb 01, 2022

The House With Chicken Legs
(Paperback)
Sophie Anderson
9781338209976
$9.99
Feb 04, 2020

Scholastic Canada, Limited
The Secret Battle of Evan Pao
By (author) Wendy Wan-Long Shang
May 31, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Middle school can be a battlefield... From award-winning author Wendy WanLong Shang comes a poignant and timely take on prejudice, bullying, and
claiming our own histories, perfect for fans of Front Desk.
Also Available
A fresh start. That's all Evan Pao wants as he, along with his mother and sister,
flee from California to Haddington, Virginia, hoping to keep his father's notoriety
a secret.

9781338678857
English
272 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Prejudice & Racism
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

But Haddington is a southern town steeped in tradition, and moving to a town
immersed in the past has its own price. Although Evan quickly makes friends, one
boy, Brady Griggs, seems determined to make sure that as a Chinese American,
Evan feels that he does not belong. When Evan finds a unique way to make
himself part of the school's annual Civil War celebration, the reaction is swift and
violent. As all of his choices at home and at school collide, Evan must decide
whether he will react with the same cruelty shown to him, or choose a different
path.

Wendy Wan-Long Shang, the critically acclaimed author of Asian/Pacific
American Librarians Association Award for Children's Literature winner The
Great Wall of Lucy Wu, weaves a timely and deeply moving portrait of all the
secret battles Evan Pao must fight as he struggles to figure out how he fits into
this country's past and how he will shape its future.
Contributor Bio
Wendy Wan-Long Shang is the author of The Great Wall of Lucy Wu, which was
awarded the Asian/Pacific American Award for Children's Literature; The Way
Home Looks Now, an Amelia Bloomer Project List selection and a CCBC Choices
List selection; Sydney Taylor Honor Book This Is Just a Test, which she cowrote
with Madelyn Rosenberg; and Not Your All-American Girl, a Tablet Magazine Best
Children's Book, also cowritten with Madelyn Rosenberg. She lives with her family
in the suburbs of Washington, DC.
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Not Your All-American Girl
(Hardcover)
Wendy Wan-Long Shang
9781338037760
$23.99
Jul 07, 2020

This Is Just a Test (Paperback)
Wendy Wan-Long Shang
9781338037739
$9.99
Mar 26, 2019

Scholastic Canada, Limited
This Is Not a Drill
By (author) K. A. Holt
May 17, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Told through text messages, this timely story explores the real dangers kids
face with humor, insight, and a ton of heart.
Ava is having a really bad day. Her parents are getting divorced. She just had a big
argument with her two best friends. And she forgot to charge her phone… again.

9781338739589
English
192 pages
Scholastic Press

To top it all off, while she is hiding out in the bathroom over lunch, the alarm goes
off for a lockdown drill. Ava knows the rules. She has to get herself into a
classroom, turn the ringer off on her phone, lock the door, and cover the windows.
But all of the rooms have already been locked from the inside and there is no one
in the halls.

Pretty soon she realizes there is an intruder in the building. This isn’t a drill.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship

From the author of From Me to You and House Arrest, comes this timely that
explores both the effect of school lockdown drills and the relatable struggles of
modern middle grade friendship.

Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Other formats

Contributor Bio
K. A. Holt is the author of several middle-grade novels in verse, including House
Arrest, a Bank Street Best Book of the Year 2015, and Rhyme Schemer, an Amazon
Best Book for Kids and Teens, and a Bank Street Best Book of the Year. She lives in
Austin, Texas.

9781338739640 EPUB, $19.99
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20
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Also Available

From You to Me (Hardcover)
K. A. Holt
9781338193305
$22.99
May 29, 2018

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9780545933346
English
256 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 20

Caprice

by Coe Booth
May 17, 2022 Hardcover $23.99 CAD

From the groundbreaking author of Tyrell, an
astonishing middle-grade novel about a girl
overcoming the secrets and abuse of her past.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 9 - 12

This should be an exciting time for Caprice. She has been
offered a place at the school of her dreams, where she's
just had a fantastic summer. But this great opportunity
coincides with a lot of internal doubt and the disturbing
news that her long-estranged grandmother has fallen ill
and may be near death. As Caprice tries to figure out her
future, she is pulled back toward her past, and the abuse
she endured from her uncle when she was little -- an
abuse she's never told anyone about.
With extreme sensitivity and honesty for middle-grade
readers, Coe Booth has written a painful but ultimately
healing novel about finding support from your parents
and friends, articulating your truth, and choosing your
own path.

9781338673548
English
400 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 48

Muted

by MSS Tami Charles
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $16.99 CAD

A ripped-from-the-headlines novel of ambition, music,
and innocence lost, perfect for fans of Elizabeth Acevedo
and Jason Reynolds!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 12

Be bold. Get seen. Be Heard.

For seventeen-year-old Denver, music is everything.
Writing, performing, and her ultimate goal: escaping her
very small, very white hometown.

So Denver is more than ready on the day she and her
best friends Dali and Shak sing their way into the orbit of
the biggest R&B star in the world, Sean "Mercury" Ellis.
Merc gives them everything: parties, perks, wild nights -plus hours and hours in the recording studio. Even the
painful sacrifices and the lies the girls have to tell are all
worth it.

Until they're not.

Denver begins to realize that she's trapped in Merc's
world, struggling to hold on to her own voice. As the
dream turns into a nightmare, she must make a choice:
lose her big break, or get broken.

Inspired by true events, Muted is a fearless exploration of

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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Lines of Courage
By (author) Jennifer A. Nielsen
May 17, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Jennifer A. Nielsen, award-winning author of A Night Divided and Rescue,
artfully weaves together the stories of five kids living through World War I,
each of whom holds the key to the others' futures... if they are lucky -- and
brave -- enough to find each other.

"A powerful, absorbing story that shines a light on an often overlooked
chapter in human history." -- Alan Gratz, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Refugee

Also Available

Rescue (Paperback)
Jennifer A. Nielsen
9781338621013
$11.99
May 03, 2022

9781338620931
English
400 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Historical /
Military & Wars
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Other formats
9781338620979 EPUB, $19.99
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

World War I stretches its cruel fingers across Europe, where five young people,
each from different backgrounds and nations, face the terror of battle, the
deprivations of hunger, and all the awful challenges of war.

Words on Fire (Paperback)
Jennifer A. Nielsen
9781338275780
$11.99
Jan 04, 2022

Felix, from Austria-Hungary, longs for the bravery to resist Jewish deportations
before his own family can be taken.

Kara, from Britain, dreams of someday earning her Red Cross pin and working as
a nurse -- or even a doctor.

The Shattered Castle (The
Ascendance Series, Book 5)
(Hardcover)
Jennifer A. Nielsen
9781338275902
$23.99
Oct 19, 2021

Juliette, of France, hopes her family can remain knitted together, despite her
Contributor Bio
Jennifer A. Nielsen is the acclaimed author of the New York Times and USA
Today bestselling Ascendance Series: The False Prince, The Runaway King, The
Shadow Throne, The Captive Kingdom, and The Shattered Castle. She also
wrote the New York Times bestseller The Traitor's Game and its sequels,The
Deceiver's Heart, and The Warrior's Curse; the New York Times bestselling
Mark of the Thief trilogy: Mark of the Thief, Rise of the Wolf, and Wrath of the
Storm; the standalone fantasy The Scourge; and the critically acclaimed
historical thrillers A Night Divided, Resistance, Words on Fire, Rescue, and
Lines of Courage. Jennifer collects old books, loves good theater, and thinks
that a quiet afternoon in the mountains makes for a nearly perfect moment. She
lives in northern Utah with her family, and is probably sneaking in a bite of dark
chocolate right now. You can visit her online at jennielsen.com or follow her on
Twitter and Instagram at @nielsenwriter.

The Captive Kingdom (The
Ascendance Series, Book 4)
(Paperback)
Jennifer A. Nielsen
9781338551112
$11.99
Sep 07, 2021

The Scourge (Paperback)
Jennifer A. Nielsen
9780545682473
$11.99
May 04, 2021

The False Prince (The
Ascendance Series, Book 1)
(Paperback)
Jennifer A. Nielsen
9780545284141
$9.99
Jan 01, 2017

The Shadow Throne (The
Ascendance Series, Book 3)
(Paperback)
Jennifer A. Nielsen
9780545284189
$9.99
Jan 27, 2015

The Runaway King (The
Ascendance Series, Book 2)
(Paperback)
Jennifer A. Nielsen
9780545284165
$9.99
Jan 28, 2014
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Rescue
By (author) Jennifer A. Nielsen
May 03, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $11.99

From New York Times bestselling author Jennifer A. Nielsen comes a thrilling
World War II story of espionage and intrigue, as one girl races to save her
father and aid the French resistance.

9781338621013
English
100000 x 100000 x 100000 in |
100000 lb
400 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Historical /
Europe
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 48

Six hundred and fifty-seven days ago, Meg Kenyon's father left their home in
France to fight for the Allies in World War II, and that was the last time Meg saw
him. Recently, she heard he was being held prisoner by the Nazis, a terrible
sentence from which Meg fears he'll never return. All she has left of him are the
codes he placed in a jar for her to decipher, an affectionate game the two of them
shared. But the codes are running low, and soon there'll be nothing left of Papa
for Meg to hold on to at all.
Suddenly, an impossible chance to save her father falls into Meg's lap. After
following a trail of blood in the snow, Meggie finds an injured British spy hiding in
her grandmother's barn. Captain Stewart tells her that a family of German
refugees must be guided across Nazi-occupied France to neutral Spain,
whereupon one of them has promised to free Meg's father. Captain Stewart was
meant to take that family on their journey, but too injured to complete the task
himself, he offers it to Meg, along with a final code from Papa to help complete the
mission -- perhaps the most important, and most difficult, riddle she's received
yet.
As the Nazis flood Meg's village in fierce pursuit, she accepts the duty and begins
the trek across France. Leading strangers through treacherous territory, Meg
faces danger and uncertainty at every turn, all the while struggling to crack her
father's code. The message, as she unravels it, reveals secrets costly enough to
risk the mission and even her own life. Can Meg solve the puzzle, rescue the
family, and save her father?
Contributor Bio
Jennifer A. Nielsen is the acclaimed author of the New York Times and USA
Today bestselling Ascendance Series: The False Prince, The Runaway King, The
Shadow Throne, The Captive Kingdom, and The Shattered Castle. She also
wrote the New York Times bestseller The Traitor's Game and its sequels,The
Deceiver's Heart, and The Warrior's Curse; the New York Times bestselling
Mark of the Thief trilogy: Mark of the Thief, Rise of the Wolf, and Wrath of the
Storm; the standalone fantasy The Scourge; and the critically acclaimed
historical thrillers A Night Divided, Resistance, Words on Fire, Rescue, and
Lines of Courage. Jennifer collects old books, loves good theater, and thinks
that a quiet afternoon in the mountains makes for a nearly perfect moment. She
lives in northern Utah with her family, and is probably sneaking in a bite of dark
chocolate right now. You can visit her online at jennielsen.com or follow her on
Twitter and Instagram at @nielsenwriter.
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Force of Fire (The Fire Queen #1)
By (author) Sayantani DasGupta
May 17, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $11.99

From New York Times bestselling author Sayantani DasGupta comes the story of a
demon who must embrace her bad to serve the greater good.
Pinki hails from a long line of rakkhosh resisters, demons who have spent years
building interspecies relationships, working together to achieve their goal of
overthrowing the snakey oppressors and taking back their rights. But she has
more important things to worry about, like maintaining her status as fiercest
rakkhosh in her class and looking after her little cousins. There is also the teeny
tiny detail of not yet being able to control her fire breathing and accidentally
burning up school property.
9781338636659
English
368 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy &
Magic
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited

Then Sesha, the charming son of the Serpentine Governor, calls on Pinki for help
in defeating the resistance, promising to give her what she most desires in return - the ability to control her fire. First she'll have to protect the Moon Maiden,
pretend to be a human (ick), and survive a family reunion. But it's all worth it for
the control of her powers . . . right?
Contributor Bio
Sayantani DasGupta is the New York Times bestselling author of the critically
acclaimed, Bengali folktale and string theory-inspired Kiranmala and the Kingdom
Beyond books, the first of which -- The Serpent's Secret -- was a Bank Street Best
Book of the Year, a Booklist Best Middle Grade Novel of the 21st Century, and an
E. B. White Read Aloud Honor Book. Sayantani is a pediatrician by training, but
now teaches at Columbia University. When she's not writing or reading, Sayantani
spends time watching cooking shows with her trilingual children and protecting her
black Labrador retriever Khushi from the many things that scare him, including
plastic bags. She is a team member of We Need Diverse Books, and can be found
online at sayantanidasgupta.com and on Twitter at @sayantani16.

Carton quantity: 48
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Also Available

The Chaos Curse (Kiranmala
and the Kingdom Beyond #3)
(Paperback)
Sayantani DasGupta
9781338355901
$11.99
Feb 02, 2021

Game of Stars (Kiranmala and
the Kingdom Beyond #2)
(Paperback)
Sayantani DasGupta
9781338185744
$9.99
Mar 03, 2020

The Serpent's Secret
(Kiranmala and the Kingdom
Beyond #1) (Paperback)
Sayantani DasGupta
9781338185713
$9.99
Jan 29, 2019

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Wild River
By (author) Rodman Philbrick
May 17, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $9.99

Newbery Honor author Rodman Philbrick sends readers rushing down a
raging river on a life-or-death adventure when a white water rafting trip goes
terribly wrong!
Also Available
Daniel Redmayne is fast asleep on the first night of a white water rafting trip,
when he's awoken by screams. The dam has failed. The river is surging, and their
camp will be under water in a matter of moments.
As the shrieking roar of the river rushes closer, the kids scramble to higher
ground. They make it; their counselors do not.
9781338647297
English
208 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Action &
Adventure / Survival Stories
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Other formats
9781338647273 Hardback, $23.99
Distributor

Now they're on their own, with barely any food or supplies, in the middle of the
Montana wilderness. Do Daniel and his four classmates have what it takes to stay
alive until they can get rescued? Alone in the wild, they forge powerful bonds—
but develop dangerous disagreements. If nature doesn't break them, they might
just destroy each other.
This gripping survival story from the Newbery Honor author of Wildfire is filled
with adrenaline-pumping adventure and moments of true bravery.
Contributor Bio
Newbery Honor author Rodman Philbrick has written more than a dozen novels
for young readers. In 1993, he published his first children's book, Freak the
Mighty, which became an instant classic, and was made into a feature film. The
Mostly True Adventures of Homer P. Figg was a 2010 Newbery Honor Book.
Philbrick's other acclaimed novels include Max the Mighty, The Young Man and
the Sea, The Last Book in the Universe, Zane and the Hurricane, and Wildfire.
Philbrick divides his time between Maine and the Florida Keys. You can learn more
about him on his website: rodmanphilbrick.com.

Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 72
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Stay Alive: The Journal of
Douglas Allen Deeds, The
Donner Party Expedition,
1846 (Paperback)
Rodman Philbrick
9781338719086
$9.99
Dec 07, 2021

Wildfire (Paperback)
Rodman Philbrick
9781338713640
$9.99
Feb 02, 2021

The Big Dark (Paperback)
Rodman Philbrick
9780545789769
$8.99
Sep 12, 2017

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338671575
English
5.28 x 7.57 x 0.64
in | 0.48 lb
304 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 48
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Wish

Just Be Cool, Jenna Sakai

by Debbi Michiko Florence
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

Fans of Lisa Greenwald and Wendy Mass are sure to
fall head-over-heels for this funny, sweet story of
crushes, competition, and the confusing reality of
middle school.

"Heartbreak is for suckers."

When Jenna Sakai gets dumped over winter break, it
confirms what she learned from her parents' messy
divorce: Relationships are risky and only lead to
disappointment. So even though she still has to see her
ex-boyfriend Elliott at newspaper club, Jenna is going to
be totally heartless this semester -- no boys, just books.

But keeping her cool isn't always easy. Jenna's chief
competition for a big journalism scholarship is none other
than Elliott. Her best friend Keiko always seems busy with
her own boyfriend. And cute-but-incredibly-annoying Rin
Watanabe keeps stealing her booth at the diner she's
been hiding at every day after school. Rin is every bit as
stubborn and detached as Jenna. And the more Jenna
gets to know him, the more intriguing a mystery he
seems. Soon Jenna is starting to realize that being a loner
is kind of, well, lonely. And letting people in might just be a
risk worth taking.

9781338239553
English
336 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 48

The Way to Rio Luna

by Zoraida Córdova
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $11.99 CAD

For fans of The Land of Stories comes an adventure that
reveals the secret warnings hidden inside all classic tales - beware fairyland at all costs.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Eleven-year-old Danny Monteverde believes in magic. He
knows that pixie dust is real, that wardrobes act as portals,
and that rabbit holes lead to Wonderland. Most of all, he
believes that his older sister, Pili, is waiting for him
somewhere in Rio Luna, the enchanted land in their
favorite book of fairy tales.Danny doesn't care what the
adults say. He knows that Pili isn't another teen runaway.
When the siblings were placed in separate foster homes,
she promised that she'd come back for him, and they'd
build a new life together in Rio Luna.Yet as the years pass,
Danny's faith begins to dim. But just when he thinks it
might be time to put foolish fairy tales behind him, he finds
a mysterious book in the library. It's a collection of stories
that contain hints about how to reach another world. A
map to Rio Luna . . . and to Pili.As his adventure takes him
from New York to Ecuador to Brazil, Danny learns that
meeting your favorite characters isn't always a dream
come true. But nothing will stop him from finding his sister
. . . even if it means standing up to the greatest threat the
magical realm has ever known.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338540994
English
352 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 48

Flooded: Requiem for Johnstown (Scholastic Gold)
by Ann E. Burg
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

Flooded joins the Scholastic Gold line, which
features award-winning and beloved novels.
Includes exclusive bonus content!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Ann E. Burg explores the deep class divides and
social injustice behind one of America's greatest
tragedies.

* "Stunning, significant and sorrowful, Ann E. Burg's
requiem melts history into prose... Highly recommended."
-- School Library Journal, starred review

"Chillingly effective." -- Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books

Johnstown, Pennsylvania, in 1889 was a lively, workingclass factory city. Above the soot-soaked streets, an elite
fishing and hunting club, built on a pristine man-made
lake, drew America's wealthiest business barons. Though
repeatedly urged to fix the deteriorating dam that held
the lake, the club members disregarded the warnings.
And when heavy rains came, the dam collapsed and
plunged the city into chaos.

On that fateful day, six children found themselves caught
in the wreckage.
9781338343861
English
272 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 48
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Land of the Cranes (Scholastic Gold)
by Aida Salazar
May 17, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

From the prolific author of The Moon Within comes
the heart-wrenchingly beautiful story in verse of a
young Latinx girl who learns to hold on to hope and
love even in the darkest of places: a family
detention center for migrants and refugees.

Nine-year-old Betita knows she is a crane. Papi has
told her the story, even before her family fled to Los
Angeles to seek refuge from cartel wars in Mexico.
The Aztecs came from a place called Aztlan, what is
now the Southwest US, called the land of the
cranes. They left Aztlan to establish their great city
in the center of the universe-Tenochtitlan, modernday Mexico City. It was prophesized that their
people would one day return to live among the
cranes in their promised land. Papi tells Betita that
they are cranes that have come home.

Then one day, Betita's beloved father is arrested by
Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) and
deported to Mexico. Betita and her pregnant
mother are left behind on their own, but soon they
too are detained and must learn to survive in a
family detention camp outside of Los Angeles. Even
in cruel and inhumane conditions, Betita finds
heart in her own poetry and in the community she
and her mother find in the camp. The voices of her
fellow asylum seekers fly above the hatred keeping
them caged, but each day threatens to tear them
down lower than they ever thought they could be.
Will Betita and her family ever be whole again?

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Superworm
By (author) Julia Donaldson , Illustrated by Axel Scheffler
May 03, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $9.99

From the creators of The Gruffalo and Room on the Broom, a super adventure with
a wriggly, squiggly hero you'll never forget.
Toad in trouble? Beetle in a jam? Never fear -- Superworm is here! And he's
wiggling to the rescue!

But when Superworm is captured by a wicked Wizard Lizard, will his friends find
a way to help their favorite superhero escape?
9781338827255
English
32 pages
Scholastic Paperbacks

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Insects, Spiders, etc.
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3

From the brilliant creators of The Gruffalo, Room on the Broom, The Snail & the
Whale and more, this bouncy read-aloud adventure will have you cheering on
Superworm and his friends as they save the day!
Contributor Bio
Julia Donaldson served as the UK Children's Laureate from 2011 to 2013 and
has written many bestselling and beloved children's books, including The
Gruffalo, Room on the Broom, and Stick Man. She lives in West Sussex in the
south of the UK.
Axel Scheffler's award-winning books include Room on the Broom, The Snail and
the Whale, and The Gruffalo. His illustrations have been published in more than 30
countries. He lives in London, England.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 70

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338681413
English
14 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 64
JUVENILE FICTION

You Are My Special Narwhal

by Joyce Wan
May 31, 2022 Board book $9.99 CAD

A dazzling storybook full of encouragement and
love -- featuring a delightful narwhal friend -- from
bestselling creator Joyce Wan!

Age (years) 3

Narwhals are unique, special, and beloved -- just like you!
From the adorable mind of Joyce Wan comes a delightful,
encouraging read-aloud all about the wonder and
possibilities in every child featuring a super special
narwhal friend and a sweet and enduring message of love
and self-esteem. And at the end of the story you can't
help but snuggle up with your own special narwhal to
remind them that "I will narwhalways love you!"
A wondrous celebration of all special little ones from
today's preeminent board and picture book creator!

9781338827347
English
34 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION

My Wish For You

by Kathryn Hahn, Brigette Barrager
May 03, 2022 Board book $10.99 CAD

A poignant, fierce reflection on the power and spirit
of girls and girls-at-heart from celebrated actress
Kathryn Hahn and New York Times bestselling
illustrator Brigette Barrager.

Age (years) 3

My wishes for you are many. But the top of the wishes: I
want you to be you. And wherever you go, I hope you will
always remember the YOU that you are right now.

Inspired by the everyday life lessons of raising her own
six-year-old daughter, author and actress Kathryn Hahn
creates a heartfelt and touching meditation on the
inherent power every girl has deep inside herself. Here is
a timely and necessary message of the intrinsic
importance of being who you are, no matter what the
world tells you. To be curious, strong, and vulnerable. To
live life on your own terms. To always look for that sparkle!

With moving illustrations by New York Times bestselling
artist Brigette Barrager and a personal letter to readers,
My Wish for You is an empowering gift for grandmothers
and mothers, daughters and friends, to treasure and
cherish for years to come, now in board book format!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338816136
English
8 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 32
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 2 - 4

Made with Love

Say Please, Little Monster!

by Sandra Magsamen, Sandra Magsamen
May 03, 2022 Novelty book $10.99 CAD

Teach your little monster the three magic words
with this adorable follow-up to I Love You, Little
Monster, as part of the growing Little Monster
series, featuring plush monster ears and fuzzy
monster hair!

"There are three magic words every little monster should
know.
When you say these words, they'll help you no matter
where you go."
The little monsters are back for more mischief and fun -AND ready to share important life lessons too! Told with
Sandra Magsamen's signature message of love, this sweet
and silly story teaches the three magical words; please,
thanks, and sorry. Little ones will love holding, touching,
and reading this playful board book featuring soft, plush
monster horns and fuzzy, tactile monster hair. The
colorful, vibrant monsters getting into mischief on every
spread are sure to bring lots of smiles and laughter as
young readers learn important lessons too. Perfect for
Halloween and all-year-round, this adorable book is the
hands-on pick for any caregiver and their little monster!

9781338682250
English
10 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 30

Kiss, Kiss, Little Fish

by Sandra Magsamen, Sandra Magsamen
May 03, 2022 Novelty book $13.99 CAD

Get ready to count sweet underwater kisses with
your little ones in this tall board book featuring five
shiny, iridescent fish tails!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3

Introduce your little ones to counting and kisses in this
adorable, whimsical touch-and-feel tall board book! Babies
and toddlers will be enchanted by the iridescent, tactile fish
tails that appear on every spread. With rhyming text,
adorable underwater illustrations, and an plenty of fish
kisses, this board book is the perfect way to familarize
them with the concept of numbers and remind them just
how loved they are!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338828139
English
34 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 24

How Do Dinosaurs...?

How Do Dinosaurs Go to School?
by Jane Yolen, Mark Teague
May 03, 2022 Board book $10.99 CAD

It's time for school, dinosaurs! A laugh-out-loud
prehistoric school adventure from award-winning
team Jane Yolen and Mark Teague.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3

Join everyone's favorite dinosaurs as they ride the bus,
read their favorite books, and play with their friends.

Playful text and hilarious pictures capture the high-sprited
and playful nature of young children and make this a
perfect book to share with any little one heading off to
school for the first time. A gentle introduction to
classroom behavior and making friends.

Plus, children will find the name of each dinosaurs hidden
in the pictures!

9781338792430
English
10 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 24

Chomp! Chomp! I'm a Shark!

by Jo Lodge, Jo Lodge
Aug 02, 2022 Novelty book $13.99 CAD

Dive under the sea with this interactive first
introduction to sharks, a chunky board book with
sliding tabs!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 2 - 4

Discover a first introduction to sharks, in this super sturdy,
chunky board book with sliding tabs. Little ones will delight
at the exciting tabs that make the sharks swim and move
on every spread, from the swish of the tiger shark’s stripy
tail to the chomp of the great white shark’s mouth. A
nonfiction fact on every spread presents additional
learning opportunities for your little one. Combining simple
vocabulary with bright and colorful illustrations, direct
action words, light nonfiction, and captivating novelty, this
board book is sure to delight and excite as it withstands
reading again and again.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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Scholastic Canada, Limited
Lighting the Fire (Fate: The Winx Saga: An Original Novel)
(Media tie-in)
Media tie-in
By (author) Sarah Rees Brennan
Jun 28, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $15.99

Don't miss this prequel novel based on the hit NETFLIX series Fate: The Winx
Saga! Discover Stella, Sky, Riven, and Terra’s backstories at Alfea — and meet
incoming students Aisha, Musa, and Bloom for the first time. It’s an all-new story
not seen on the show.
Think of Alfea as your new home…
9781338744989
English

It’s spring, and Headmistress Dowling is organizing an orientation day for the
students coming to Alfea next year. Stella volunteers to head the committee to
welcome the new students, and she insists that her boyfriend, Sky, help out. But
Sky is preoccupied with the bad behavior of his moody roommate, Riven.

288 pages

Subject
YOUNG ADULT FICTION /
Paranormal, Occult & Supernatural

Incoming students Aisha, Musa, and Terra are nervous about orientation day.
Aisha is eager to prove that she can hold her own among the magical talents at
Alfea… but Musa isn’t so sure the school is the right place for her. As for Terra, all
she wants is to make friends with the other first years.

Audience range
Age (years) from 14, Grade (US) from
9

Meanwhile, Headmistress Dowling has a lead on a fairy living in the human world.
This young girl, Bloom, has no idea of what lies before her… but her previously
unknown powers are about to be put to the test.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 48

This prequel novel is an all-new story not seen on the hit Netflix series!
Contributor Bio
Sarah Rees Brennan is the author of The Demon’s Lexicon and Lynburn Legacy
series; Tell the Wind and Fire and In Other Lands; and several collaborations with
writers Cassandra Clare, Maureen Johnson, and Kelly Link. She lives in Ireland.
Key Selling Points
BRAND HIGHLIGHTS
In the tradition of Riverdale and Sabrina, The Winx Saga is a bold reinvention of a
classic animated series with a dark fantasy twist.
This Netflix original show dropped in January 2021 and immediately shot to #1
on the Netflix's most-watched chart.
The cast – including Abigail Cowen from Sabrina in the lead role – is attractive,
diverse, and highly appealing.
Top talent: The showrunner is Brian Young, known for his work on the longrunning CW hit Vampire Diaries.
Buzz is building: The show’s casting has gone viral, becoming a top trend on
Twitter the first day it was announced.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

The Fairies' Path (Fate: The
Winx Saga Tie-in Novel)
(Media tie-in) (Paperback)
Ava Corrigan
9781338692266
$15.99
Feb 02, 2021

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338215557
English
416 pages
Chicken House
Carton qty: 10
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

Dragon Rider
3

The Aurelia Curse (Dragon Rider #3)
by Cornelia Funke
Jun 07, 2022 Hardcover $24.99 CAD

Dragons, myth, and magic unite in the third
installment of Cornelia Funke's bestselling Dragon
Rider series. Ben and the Greenblooms must
protect a mythical new creature rising from the
ocean -- a creature who can bring either light or
darkness to whoever it first meets.

A new peril has emerged in the world of Fabulous
Creatures. One that could cause the disappearance of
their kind. Luckily, all of our favorite characters are back-Ben and Firedrake, his wonderful dragon friend, plucky
Guinevere and the Greenbloom family, Sorrel the
irrepressible brownie, the miniature man Twigleg and a
host of new Fabulous Animals and sturdy helpers. But the
threat is real and qucikly encroaching. A villian from the
family's past is seeking revenge.

And all the while, the mysterious Aurelia, the most
fabulous and powerful creature of all, moves across
oceans to its final destination, introducing a new
underwater world to enjoy.

9780439709101
English
5.29 x 7.55 x 1.34
in | 0.81 lb
576 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks

Inkheart Trilogy
1

Inkheart (Inkheart Trilogy, Book 1)

by Cornelia Funke, Anthea Bell
May 01, 2005 Paperback , Trade $13.99 CAD

From internationally acclaimed storyteller Cornelia Funke,
this bestselling, magical epic is now being reissued with a
brand new cover in anticipation of the long-awaited fourth
book in the series.

Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 9 - 12

One cruel night, Meggie's father reads aloud from a book
called INKHEART-- and an evil ruler escapes the boundaries
of fiction and lands in their living room. Suddenly, Meggie is
smack in the middle of the kind of adventure she has only
read about in books. Meggie must learn to harness the
magic that has conjured this nightmare. For only she can
change the course of the story that has changed her life
forever. This is INKHEART--a timeless tale about books,
about imagination, about life. Dare to read it aloud.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Rick
By (author) Alex Gino
Jun 07, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $9.99

From the award-winning author of George, the story of a boy named Rick who
needs to explore his own identity apart from his jerk of a best friend.

9781338048117
English
256 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / LGBTQ+
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Rick's never questioned much. He's gone along with his best friend Jeff even when
Jeff's acted like a bully and a jerk. He's let his father joke with him about which hot
girls he might want to date even though that kind of talk always makes him
uncomfortable. And he hasn't given his own identity much thought, because
everyone else around him seemed to have figured it out.But now Rick's gotten to
middle school, and new doors are opening. One of them leads to the school's
Rainbow Spectrum club, where kids of many genders and identities congregate,
including Melissa, the girl who sits in front of Rick in class and seems to have her
life together. Rick wants his own life to be that . . . understood. Even if it means
breaking some old friendships and making some new ones.As they did in their
groundbreaking novel GEORGE, in RICK, award-winning author Alex Gino
explores what it means to search for your own place in the world . . . and all the
steps you and the people around you need to take in order to get where you need
to be.
Contributor Bio
Alex Gino loves glitter, ice cream, gardening, awe-ful puns, and stories that reflect
the diversity and complexity of being alive. Their first novel, Melissa, was a
winner of the Children’s Stonewall Award, the Lambda Literary Award, and the
Children’s Choice Book Award. For more about Alex, please visit them at
alexgino.com.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 48

Scholastic Canada, Limited

A Message from Alex:
"I’m delighted to share that Scholastic and I are officially changing the title of my first book
to Melissa, with a new cover available in spring 2022. It was published as George in 2015,
but that’s a name the main character does not like or want to use for herself. No matter
how many people have come to know it as George, we felt it was important to fix the title.
What we call people matters and we all deserve to be referred to in ways that feel
good to us. Calling the book Melissa is a way to respect her, as well as all transgender
people. The text inside won’t change, so the name George will still appear to reflect the
character’s growth within the novel, but Melissa will be the first name readers will know her
by. I hope you’ll make the change with us. If you already own a copy of the book, you can
make the change yourself, or you will be able to find new covers to print out on my website
or on Scholastic’s website; we will share the link once the art is up. New copies of Melissa
will be printed soon and available in stores in April 2022. I appreciate all the kind words
people have shared about Melissa (and Melissa), and look forward to her living on with this
new, right title."

Title Change Roll-Out Plan
October 28th: PW article including Melissa cover reveal and
announcement on 10/28
October 28th: Downloadable jackets are available on Scholastic
and Alex's websites for fans to recover their books at
Scholastic.com/Melissa
October 28th: Downloadable jackets promoted on social media
November: Rick hardcovers and You Don't Know Everything, Jilly
P! paperbacks are being reprinted with “by the author of Melissa” to
land in stores
April 2022: New versions of Melissa to land in stores
$9.99

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338843415
English
224 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 48

Melissa (formerly published as GEORGE)
by Alex Gino
Apr 05, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

BE WHO YOU ARE.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

When people look at Melissa, they think they see a boy
named George. But she knows she's not a boy. She knows
she's a girl.
Melissa thinks she'll have to keep this a secret forever.
Then her teacher announces that their class play is going
to be Charlotte's Web. Melissa really, really, REALLY wants
to play Charlotte. But the teacher says she can't even try
out for the part... because she's a boy.
With the help of her best friend, Kelly, Melissa comes up
with a plan. Not just so she can be Charlotte -- but so
everyone can know who she is, once and for all.

9781338843408
English
208 pages
Scholastic Press

Melissa (formerly published as GEORGE)
by Alex Gino
Apr 05, 2022 Hardcover $23.99 CAD

BE WHO YOU ARE.

Carton qty: 20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

When people look at Melissa, they think they see a boy
named George. But she knows she's not a boy. She knows
she's a girl.
Melissa thinks she'll have to keep this a secret forever.
Then her teacher announces that their class play is going
to be Charlotte's Web. Melissa really, really, REALLY wants
to play Charlotte. But the teacher says she can't even try
out for the part... because she's a boy.
With the help of her best friend, Kelly, Melissa comes up
with a plan. Not just so she can be Charlotte -- but so
everyone can know who she is, once and for all.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
City of Magic
By (author) Avi
Jun 28, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Newbery Medalist Avi returns with a richly imagined, action-packed
companion to his bestselling medieval mysteries Midnight Magic and Murder
at Midnight
Also Available
In Italy, 1492, King Claudio sends Mangus the Magician and his faithful servant
boy, Fabrizio, to Venice to steal a manuscript that explains a revolutionary way of
accounting -- double-entry bookkeeping. The manuscript is written by the most
famous mathematician in the world, the Franciscan Friar, Luca Pacioli. And
gaining knowledge of this bookkeeping method could secure one great profits.
9780545321976
English
304 pages
Scholastic Press

But Venice is a dangerous place, full of informers, prisons, and harsh punishments
for those who steal its secrets. When Mangus is snatched away into prison, it is up
to Fabrizio -- and his mysterious new friend, Bianca -- to navigate the countless
islands and foggy canals to find Friar Pacioli before their enemies do, and to save
Mangus from being executed.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Mysteries &
Detective Stories
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Contributor Bio
Avi's work spans nearly every genre and has received nearly every major prize,
including the Newbery Medal for Crispin: The Cross of Lead and Newbery Honors
for Nothing But the Truth and The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle. Avi lives
in Colorado. You can learn more about him online at avi-writer.com.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Midnight Magic (Scholastic
Gold) (Paperback)
9781338804386
$9.99
Nov 02, 2021

Scholastic Canada, Limited
High Score
By (author) Destiny Howell
Jun 28, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

For fans of Gordon Korman, Varian Johnson, and Celia Pérez, High Score is an
exciting heist adventure with a diverse cast of whipsmart characters and
entertaining, fast-paced writing.
Darius James—DJ to his friends—has a head for cons and a heart of gold. He
pulled his last con months ago at his old school. Now safely enrolled in the Fitz
(Ella Fitzgerald Middle School) he’s determined to keep his head down. But when
Conor, his best friend from his old school, suddenly shows up, DJ knows his
anonymous days are numbered.
9781338746716
English
304 pages
Scholastic Press

Sure enough, within a week of arriving at the Fitz, Conor runs afoul of Lucky, the
seventh-grade bully who runs a complicated contest based on tickets from
Starcade, the games-and-pizza joint across the street from the school. Lucky has
the power to ruin any kid’s life, including Conor’s, unless DJ agrees to come up
with 100,000 Starcade tickets within two weeks.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship

It’s impossible! Or is it? If anyone can stay on the straight and narrow—and pull
off the biggest ticket heist of all time, it’s DJ. In the process, he just might save his
friend—and maybe even the whole school—from Lucky.

Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Contributor Bio
Destiny Howell is a recent grad of Georgetown Law and the recipient of an SCBWI
Student Writer Scholarship. The Starcade Score is her publishing debut.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20
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Scholastic Canada, Limited
Valentina Salazar is Not a Monster Hunter
By (author) Zoraida Córdova
Jun 28, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Sal and Gabi Break the Universe meets Supernatural in a heartfelt, hilarious
adventure about a trio of tight-knit, monster-loving siblings from acclaimed author
Zoraida Córdova.
Also Available
It takes a special person to end up in detention on the last day of school.

9781338712711

It takes a REALLY special person to accidentally burn down the school yard while
chasing a fire-breathing chipmunk.

English
368 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy &
Magic
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

But nothing about Valentina Salazar has ever been “normal.” The Salazars are
protectors, tasked with rescuing the magical creatures who sometimes wander
into our world, from grumpy unicorns to chupacabras . . . to the occasional firebreathing chipmunk.

When Val’s father is killed during a rescue mission gone wrong, her mother
decides it’s time to retire from their life on the road. She moves the family to a
boring little town in upstate New York and enrolls Val and her siblings in real
school for the first time.

But Val is a protector at heart and she can’t give up her calling. So when a mythical
Contributor Bio
Zoraida Córdova is the award-winning author of the Brooklyn Brujas series, The
Vicious Deep trilogy, and Star Wars: A Crash of Fate. She has contributed stories
to the New York Times bestselling anthology Star Wars: From a Certain Point of
View, and Toil & Trouble: 15 Tales of Women and Witchcraft. Zoraida was born in
Ecuador and raised in Queens, New York.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

The Way to Rio Luna
(Paperback)
Zoraida Córdova
9781338239553
$11.99
May 03, 2022

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Irrational Treasure (A Dumb & Dumber Original Story)
By (author) Steve Foxe , Illustrated by Shadia Amin
Jun 28, 2022 | Hardcover $19.99

Go on an epic adventure with Harry and Lloyd - the stars of the hit Dumb &
Dumber franchise - as middle school students, in this hilarious illustrated novel!

9781338756548
English
176 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Despite their exhausted history teacher’s best efforts to get them excluded,
middle-schoolers Harry Dunne and Lloyd Christmas join their classmates on a
special weekend-long trip to America’s capital, Washington, D.C. Shortly after
arriving, the boys wander off the guided path at the Museum of American History,
where they find a very suspicious-looking security guard seemingly breaking into
one of the cases. This doesn’t ring any mental alarm bells for Harry and Lloyd,
who are instead excited and fascinated by the case’s contents, even as the
security guard tries to hush them up.
Unfortunately, Harry and Lloyd end up setting off the actual alarm bells, and the
“security guard” makes a break for it -- but not before dropping a coded map that
has certain locations around Washington, D.C. marked with strange symbols. The
boys have just one thought: SCAVENGER HUNT! Soon, Harry and Lloyd (and
their exasperated classmate Tini) embark on a romp through Washington DC to
find everything on this “scavenger hunt,” all while being trailed by the thief who is
after the REAL treasure the map leads to.
Part Nicholas Cage heist of the Declaration of Independence, part hilarious
middle grade adventure, “Irrational Treasure” is sure to be a hit of fans of Dumb &
Dumber and kids who are new to the franchise alike!
Contributor Bio
Steve Foxe is the author of more than fifty comics and children's books for
properties including Pokémon, Batman, Transformers, Adventure Time, Steven
Universe, and Grumpy Cat. He lives in Queens with his partner and their dog, who
is named after a cartoon character. He does not eat ham. Find out more at
stevefoxe.com.
Shadia Amin is a Colombian comics artist currently living in the US. Her art aims
to capture the fun of super heroes, fantasy, and life itself. Her works include
BOOM!’s The Amazing World of Gumball: The Storm, and Oni-Lion Forge’s
Aggretsuko, as well as collaborations on anthologies like Alloy from Ascend
Comics and Votes for Women from Little Bird Press. Burgers are to her what hot
dogs are to Spider-Ham.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338757972
English
256 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 48

The Lonely Ghost

by Mike Ford
Jun 28, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

For fans of creepy stories like Small Spaces, and the
spine-tingling novels of Mary Downing Hahn and K.R.
Alexander, The Lonely Ghost is the chilling story of twin
sisters haunted by a mysterious ghost.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12

A haunting like no other. . .

At first, twin sisters Ava and Cassie are excited to move
into a ramshackle old mansion in a new town. But any
romantic ideas they had are quickly dashed. The house is
dirty, dusty, and falling apart. Worse, it’s infamous around
town as “that creepy old haunted house.”

When the sisters remove some wallpaper in the bedroom,
they find child-like drawings of a screaming girl. Then
Cassie starts acting oddly. Ava can't put her finger on it,
but she's just not quite herself. And if Cassie's not herself,
then who is she becoming?

Ava's never been one to believe in ghosts, but something
creepy is happening, she's sure of it. There's a definite
ghostly presence in their house-- and it's set its sights on
Cassie.

9781338260472
English
240 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 48
JUVENILE FICTION

Escape

by K. R. Alexander
Jun 07, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

WESTWORLD meets CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE
FACTORY meets JURASSIC PARK, as kids win a chance to
enter the place of their dreams -- and find that it quickly
turns into a nightmare.

Age (years) 9 - 12

It's all anyone talks about, and it's all Cody dreams about.
It's the biggest adventure park in the world, and it's more
than mere rides and rollercoasters: At ESCAPE, you can
do anything you want, be anyone you want, and there are
no adults to tell you no.
Cody's a nobody, but for some reason he receives an
invitation and the opportunity of a lifetime. At first, it's the
most fun he's ever had. But after a few days, everything in
the park starts to go haywire. One at a time, rides
malfunction. Simulations turn deadly. His fantasy world
glitches, and the games become races for survival. A voice
comes over the intercoms, then-ESCAPE was never a
theme park for the rich and famous. It was a place for
punishment. They have less than a week to escape from
the park before it floods. Only five kids will be allowed to
leave.
It started out as a fight to get to the coolest rides. Now,
they have to fight to survive.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Daddy and Me and the Rhyme to Be (A Karma's World
Picture Book)
By (author) Halcyon Person , By (author) Chris Bridges , Illustrated by ParkerNia Gordon
Jun 07, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

A humorous and heartwarming picture book from legendary musician Chris
"Ludacris" Bridges about the special bond between father and daughter.

9781338796339
English
40 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Family /
General
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Karma and her daddy love to make music together! Karma sets up the rhyme and
daddy finishes it. Together, they're the perfect team! But when it's time for Karma
to write her daddy a rap for his birthday all on her own, she can't quite make it
perfect. What rhymes with banana anyway? Told with heart and humor, Karma
soon realizes that she never has to do anything alone as long as she has daddy by
her side.
Contributor Bio
Halcyon Person is an Emmy-nominated comedy maker who’s worked as a TV
writer, director, and producer for everything from preschool to late night. She’s
currently working as a Head Writer at 9 Story Media on a new TV show for Netflix.
Before that, she was a Director and Producer for Full Frontal with Samantha Bee.
You've seen her work on Nickelodeon, TBS, and written up in The New York Times,
Vulture, and AV Club. Her mission is to create work that centers those experiences
underrepresented in media to foster greater understanding -- all through stories
driven by humor and heart. She lives in Brooklyn, New York with her husband and
a cranky cat. Chris Bridges, sometimes professionally known as “Ludacris,” is the
creator of Karma’s World. He is also a successful actor, producer, entrepreneur
and philanthropist as well as one of music’s most successful recording artists. Chris
currently lives in Atlanta, Georgia. His love for his community led him to found The
Ludacris Foundation (TLF), in 2001. This nonprofit organization seeks to inspire
youth through education and memorable experiences and to uplift families and
communities, while fostering economic development. For more information on TLF
check out theludacrisfoundation.org.
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Also Available

Karma's World: Viral Video
Showdown (Paperback)
Jehan Madhani
9781338580754
$8.99
Apr 05, 2022

Karma's World #1: The Great
Shine-a-Thon Showcase!
(Paperback)
Halcyon Person
9781338580730
$8.99
Jan 04, 2022

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Exclamation Mark!
By (author) Amy Krouse Rosenthal , Illustrated by Tom Lichtenheld
Jun 07, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $9.99

From the bestselling creators of Duck! Rabbit!, an exciting tale of selfdiscovery!

A perfect gift for graduation!

He stood out here.
9781338826456
English

He stood out there.

56 pages
Scholastic Press

He tried everything to be more like them.
Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ New Experience

It's not easy being seen. Especially when you're NOT like everyone else.
Especially when what sets you apart is YOU.

Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3

Sometimes we squish ourselves to fit in. We shrink. Twist. Bend. Until -- ! -- a
friend shows the way to endless possibilities.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 80

Contributor Bio
AMY KROUSE ROSENTHAL was the author of the memoir Encyclopedia of an
Ordinary Life and the children’s books Cookies: Bite-Size Life Lessons, illustrated
by Jane Dyer; One of Those Days, illustrated by Rebecca Doughty; and Little Pea,
illustrated by Jen Corace.
Tom Lichtenheld is the illustrator of New York Times bestsellers Duck! Rabbit!,
Exclamation Mark, Steam Train, Dream Train, Shark vs. Train, Mighty, Mighty
Construction Site, and Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site, which has been
on the bestseller list for over three years. He has also written and illustrated a
number of books, including What Are You So Grumpy About?, Cloudette, and Emergency, a Publishers Weekly and Boston Globe Best Book of 2011. For more
information, visit him at tomlichtenheld.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
I Love My Beautiful Hair
By (author) Elissa Wentt , Illustrated by Elissa Wentt
Jun 28, 2022 | Board book $11.99

A celebration of family tradition and natural hair, in this adorable rhyming
board book!
Little EJ is so excited to join her mom and grandmommy for her first-ever trip to
the hair salon. She wants to find a special hair style. But with so many options…
how can she choose? Readers will love “trying on” hair styles alongside EJ, as she
imagines herself in a variety of styles. Should she try afro puffs, with ribbons and
bows? Or twisty spirals that tickle her nose? Luckily, Mommy is there to offer
reassurance: “Your hair is curly, like clouds in the sky. It’s beautiful no matter
which style you try!”
9781338763157
English
20 pages
Cartwheel Books

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / United States / African
American & Black

With bright colors, bold and graphic artwork, and sweet rhyming text, this book is
the perfect way to celebrate family tradition and Black hair with your little one!
Contributor Bio
Elissa Wentt is an illustrator, entrepreneur, and designer living in Portsmouth,
Virginia. Elissa promotes her art on Instagram and Etsy, and her debut book is I
Love My Beautiful Hair!. Elissa Wentt is an illustrator, entrepreneur, and designer
living in Portsmouth, Virginia. Elissa promotes her art on Instagram and Etsy, and
her debut book is I Love My Beautiful Hair!.

Audience range
Age (years) to 3, Grade (US) to P
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 44

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338681482
English
12 pages
Cartwheel Books

Boo-nicorns (A Touch-and-Feel Book)
by Joan Holub, Allison Black
Jun 28, 2022 Novelty book $13.99 CAD

Join trick-or-treating unicorns in this whimsical
board book, with touch-and-feel on every spread!

Carton qty: 36
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 2 - 4

Halloween has arrived and these unicorns can’t wait to
celebrate! KANGAROO-nicorns, TUTU-nicorns, CHOOCHOO-nicorns and more put on costumes and go trickor-treating. Little ones won’t be able to resist the eyecatching, tactile, hands-on touch-and-feel on every page
that is sure to keep them engaged and excited during
storytime. New York Times bestselling author Joan Holub’s
text is full of sweetness and begs to be read aloud, and
shines alongside bright, cute-as-can-be unicorns
illustrations from artist Allison Black.
With the effervescent silliness of Sandra Boynton,
adorable unicorns, and perfectly touchable touch-andfeel, this is the book is perfect for trick-or-treaters
everywhere!

9781338629200
English
8 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 24

The Wheels on the Bus (A Let's Sing Board Book)
by Sandra Magsamen, Sandra Magsamen
Jun 28, 2022 Novelty book $13.99 CAD

Sing and dance along to a preschool-favorite song,
with this chunky bus-shaped board book with an
embedded plush bear finger puppet!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3

Hop on the bright yellow bus and sing and dance along to
your little one's favorite song! The bus drives all through
the town to pick up new friends. A soft plush bear finger
puppet pokes through to become a character on every
spread, moving and dancing to the song, allowing a
uniquely interactive reading experience between you and
your child. Perfect for transportation lovers, back-toschool, and a sing-along for any time of day, this board
book is the just-right tactile choice for children. With
sweet pastel illustrations, a wide range of adorable
animals, and a soft finger puppet, this chunky and durable
board book will have readers of all ages playing and
singing along!

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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Scholastic Canada, Limited
The Witchery
By (author) S. Isabelle
Jul 26, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

A bewitching debut by S. Isabelle, perfect for fans of Leigh Bardugo, Zoraida
Córdova, and Maggie Stiefvater!
THE HAUNTING SEASON IS HERE AND THE WOLVES ARE AWAKE.

9781338758962
English
384 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Fantasy
/ Wizards & Witches

Haelsford, Florida is a Hellmouth. Or at least, that's what Logan, a new witch
struggling to control her powers, thinks as she arrives to begin the new school
year at Mesmortes Coven Academy. She is immediately taken under the wing of
the infamous Red Three. Iris, a deathwitch, who wants nothing more than to break
the town's curse; Thalia, the talented greenwitch, is on the run from her religious
family and a past that still haunts her; and Jailah is one of the most powerful
witches at the academy but her thirst for power may lead her down a dark path.

With the Haunting Season approaching, Wolves will soon rise from the swamp to
kill and the humans and witches must work together to survive the yearly
onslaught. And the stakes couldn't be higher as two boys from the Hammersmitt
School prepare to make their first sacrifices to the witches in exchange for
protection.

Audience range
Age (years) from 14, Grade (US) from
9
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

But old dangers lie in wait and the cost to break the curse may be greater than
any witch or human could ever know.
Contributor Bio
S. Isabelle is a reader, writer, and hoarder of books. After earning a Master’s
degree in library science, she took that love of reading to youth librarianship. Her
short story “Break” was featured in the anthology Foreshadow: Stories to
Celebrate the Magic of Reading & Writing YA. The Witchery is her debut young
adult novel. When she isn’t throwing books at teenagers, you can find her bingewatching TV shows, drinking heavily-sweetened coffee, or stressing over baseball.
She can be found online at sisabellebooks.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
The Loop
3

The Arc (The Third Book of The Loop Trilogy)
By (author) Ben Oliver
Jul 19, 2022 | Hardcover $24.99

In the final installment of critically acclaimed Loop trilogy, all of humanity
hinges on the greatest escape yet.

All hope has seemingly been executed.
9781338589368
English
320 pages
Chicken House

Subject
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Thrillers
& Suspense / General
Audience range
Age (years) from 14, Grade (US) from
9
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Despite the fact that the truth of their oppressive leaders had been revealed to
them, the crowd of Alts cheer as life drained from the boy.

But one Alt, Chester “Chilly” Beckett, did not celebrate; his eyes have been
opened to the truth. The corpse is dragged away, but Chester remains
determined to find out what is going on in the Laboratory on the 65th floor.

There, he'll find three subjects tortured in an attempt to extract a regeneration
formula… and one of the subjects is, impossibly, a face he never thought he'd seen
again. A bold escape sets in motion a race against time as Happy’s plans to release
planet-eating nano-bots into the world draw nearer. The Loop team must
reassemble, survive Happy’s final attempts to rid the world of the rebels, and
figure out how to halt the apocalypse before humanity is destroyed.
Contributor Bio
Benjamin Oliver grew up in Scotland and began writing long before he could spell.
He attended the University of Stirling where he studied English but spent most of
his time trying to write a novel. Benjamin's first short story was published when he
was eighteen, and since then he's been published in over a dozen literary
magazines and anthologies. Fueled by astounding amounts of coffee, Benjamin
completed The Loop -- his first full-length YA manuscript -- in Edinburgh, where he
currently lives and teaches English at secondary school.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

(Paperback)
9781338589313
May 04, 2021

(Hardcover)
9781338589337
May 04, 2021

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338827309
English
256 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 24
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION

Five Nights at Freddy's

Lally's Game: An AFK Book (Five Nights at Freddy's:
Tales from the Pizzaplex #1)
by Scott Cawthon, Kelly Parra
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $13.99 CAD

Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this
collection of three chilling stories that will haunt
even the bravest FNAF player...

Age (years) 12

Some secrets are better left hidden . . . A forbidden
artifact from her fiancé’s past beckons to Selena. Jessica
leads a double-life from her friends and coworkers in the
children’s wing of a hospital. Maya can’t resist the
temptation to explore an off-limits area of Freddy
Fazbear’s Mega Pizzaplex. But in the world of Five Nights
at Freddy's, everything comes with a price to pay.

In this first volume, Five Nights at Freddy's creator Scott
Cawthon spins three sinister novella-length tales from
uncharted corners of his series' canon.

Readers beware: This collection of terrifying tales is
enough to rattle even the most hardened Five Nights at
Freddy's fans.

9781338831696
English
224 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 48
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION

Five Nights at Freddy's

Tales from the Pizzaplex #2: An AFK Book (Five
Nights at Freddy's)
by Scott Cawthon
Aug 30, 2022 Paperback , Trade $13.99 CAD

Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this
collection of three chilling stories that will haunt
even the bravest FNAF player…

Age (years) 12

In this second volume, Five Nights at Freddy's creator
Scott Cawthon spins three sinister novella-length tales
from uncharted corners of his series' canon. In the world
of FNAF at Freddy's, everything comes with a price to pay.

Readers beware: This collection of terrifying tales is
enough to rattle even the most hardened Five Nights at
Freddy's fans.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
You, Me, and Our Heartstrings
By (author) Melissa See
Jul 19, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

What if you were finding yourself and falling in love . . . and the whole world was
watching?

Daisy and Noah have the same plan: use the holiday concert to land a Julliard
audition. But when they're chosen to play a duet for the concert, they worry that
their differences will sink their chances.

9781338790290

Noah, a cello prodigy from a long line of musicians, wants to stick to tradition.
Daisy, a fiercely independent disabled violinist, is used to fighting for what she
wants and likes to take risks. But the two surprise each other when they play.
They fall perfectly in tune.

English
320 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
YOUNG ADULT FICTION /
Romance / General
Audience range

After their performance goes viral, the rest of the country falls for them just as
surely as they're falling for each other. But viral fame isn't all it's cracked up to be.
No one seems to care about their talent or their music at all. People have
rewritten their love story into one where Daisy is an inspiration for overcoming
her cerebral palsy and Noah is a saint for seeing past it.
Daisy is tired of her disability being the only thing people see about her, and all of
the attention sends Noah's anxiety disorder into high speed. They can see their
dream coming closer than it's ever been before. But is the cost suddenly too high?

Age (years) from 12, Grade (US) from
7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Sweet and Sour
By (author) Debbi Michiko Florence
Jul 26, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

A heartfelt middle-grade novel about ex-best friends, betrayals, and revenge
that is best served sour.
Also Available

Revenge is sweet!

For as long as she can remember, Mai has spent every summer in Mystic,
Connecticut visiting family friends. And hanging out with her best-friend-sincebirth, Zach Koyama, was always the best part.
9781338671599
English
304 pages
Scholastic Press

Then two summers ago everything changed. Zach humiliated Mai, proving he
wasn’t a friend at all. So when Zach’s family moved to Japan, Mai felt relieved. No
more summers together. No more heartache.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship

But this year, the Koyamas have returned and the family vacation is back on. And
if Mai has to spend the summer around Zach, the least she can do is wipe away
the memory of his betrayal... by coming up with the perfect plan for revenge!

Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7

Only Zach isn’t the boy he used to be, and Mai’s memories of their last fateful
summer aren’t the whole truth of what happened between them. Now she’ll have
to decide if she can forgive Zach, even if she can never forget.

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Contributor Bio
Debbi Michiko Florence is the author of Keep It Together, Keiko Carter, a Junior
Library Guild Gold Standard Selection and New England Book Award finalist, Just
Be Cool, Jenna Sakai, and the Jasmine Toguchi chapter books. A third-generation
Japanese American and native Californian, Debbi lives in Connecticut with her
husband, rescue dog, and rabbit. Visit her online at debbimichikoflorence.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

(Paperback)
9781338607574
May 04, 2021

Just Be Cool, Jenna
Sakai (Paperback)
Debbi Michiko
Florence
9781338671575
$9.99
May 03, 2022

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Children of the Quicksands
By (author) Efua Traoré
Jul 26, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

A richly imagined magical adventure set in West Africa by a prize-winning
new voice in children's writing, Children of the Quicksands introduces
readers to Yoruba myths and legends while showcasing the wealth of culture,
traditions, adventure, joy, pride, and love found in Nigeria.

9781338781922
English
304 pages
Chicken House

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy &
Magic
Audience range

In a remote Nigerian village, thirteen-year-old Simi is desperate to uncover a
family secret. Ajao is nothing like Lagos -- no cells phones, no running water or
electricity. Not a single human-made sound can be heard at night, just the noise of
birds and animals rustling in the dark forest outside. Her witchlike grandmother
dispenses advice and herbal medicine to the village, but she's tight lipped about
their family history. Something must have happened, but what?

Determined to find out, Simi disobeys her grandmother and goes exploring only
to find herself sinking in the red quicksand of a forbidden lake and into the
strange parallel world that lies beneath. It must have been a dream… right?

Wrong. Something isn’t right. Children are disappearing and it’s up to Simi to
discover the truth.

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Contributor Bio
Efua Traoré is a Nigerian-German author who grew up in a small town in Nigeria.
For as long as she can remember, her head was filled with little stories, but it was
not until much later that she began to write them down. Children of the
Quicksands is her debut novel.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
The Language of Seabirds
By (author) Will Taylor
Jul 19, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

A sweet, tender middle-grade story of two boys finding first love with each other
over a seaside summer.

9781338753738

Jeremy is not excited about the prospect of spending the summer with his dad
and his uncle in a seaside cabin in Oregon. It's the first summer after his parents'
divorce, and he hasn't exactly been seeking alone time with his dad. He doesn't
have a choice, though, so he goes... and on his first day takes a walk on the beach
and finds himself intrigued by a boy his age running by. Eventually, he and Runner
Boy (Evan) meet -- and what starts out as friendship blooms into something
neither boy is expecting... and also something both boys have been secretly
hoping for.

English
256 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / LGBTQ+
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Forever Home
A Dog and Boy Love Story
By (author) Henry Cole , Illustrated by Henry Cole
Jul 19, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

A heart-tugging story about an abandoned dog who is looking for a forever
home -- and a boy who finds him!

There is a dog that no one wants. Abandoned and afraid, he must use his wits to
survive the city’s streets. Sadly, no one comes for him.
9781338784046
English
48 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Dogs

Meanwhile, not far away, there is a boy who wants a dog more than anything in
the world. But his room is a mess. He needs to help more around the house. And
his parents tell him he must learn to be more responsible. Little does the boy
know, there is a dog nearby longing for a forever home and someone to love him.
And that dog has his eye on our boy!
Henry Cole masterfully weaves together two tender storylines that result in a
hearttugging wordless picture book that celebrates love, kindness, and
compassion for animals.

Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

Contributor Bio
Henry Cole was an adored elementary-school science teacher for sixteen years.
He has since illustrated over 150 popular books (some of which he has also
authored), including his wordless, award-winning picture book Unspoken, which
was named an ALA Notable Children’s Book and a New York Times Best
Illustrated Children’s Book, and his book One Little Bag: An Amazing Journey,
which was also named an ALA Notable, and received three starred reviews. He
lives in Florida. To find out more about Henry, go to henrycole.net.
Henry Cole was an adored elementary-school science teacher for sixteen years.
He has since illustrated over 150 popular books (some of which he has also
authored), including his wordless, award-winning picture book Unspoken, which
was named an ALA Notable Children’s Book and a New York Times Best
Illustrated Children’s Book, and his book One Little Bag: An Amazing Journey,
which was also named an ALA Notable, and received three starred reviews. He
lives in Florida. To find out more about Henry, go to henrycole.net.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Sometimes I Grumblesquinch
By (author) Rachel Vail , Illustrated by Hyewon Yum
Jul 19, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

A sweet and touching exploration of the scariness of BIG feelings and
overcoming the pressures to do everything "just right," in this companion title
to bestselling picture book Sometimes I'm Bombaloo.

9781338751161

Katie Honors is a really nice kid. But there’s one little secret that sometimes
makes her feel not-so-nice deep inside: her little brother, Chuck. Katie loves her
brother and works hard to be the perfect big sister but it can be hard. Chuck can
sometimes be just so icky and messy. Sometimes it makes Katie secretly wish she
had a trampoline or a treehouse or a giraffe instead of a brother. When all these
emotions bubble up to the surface, Katie can no longer grumblesquinch them
down. She explodes, but she also learns an important lesson: that there’s room for
ALL of her feelings, even the scary ones.

English
40 pages
Orchard Books

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Emotions & Feelings

Sometimes I Grumblesquinch masterfully explores the pressure children often
feel to be perfect all the time and helps them realize that it's okay to share
frustrating, and at times, not-so-nice thoughts and seek comfort from adults to
help them manage those feelings. This story explores key social emotional skills
that kids need to navigate complicated feelings, and will live alongside bestsellers
like When Sophie Gets Really Really Angry and How Do Dinosaurs Say I'm Mad.
Once again, Rachel Vail taps into universal childhood experiences that are often
left unexplored, and does so with sensitivity, humor, and respect for the wide
range of emotions kids face today.

Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited

Contributor Bio
Rachel Vail is the author of many beloved picture books and novels, including
Righty and Lefty, Jibberwillies at Night, Sometimes I'm Bombaloo, the Mama Rex
& T series, Lucky, and You, Maybe. Rachel loves talking with kids -- hearing their
stories and reactions, discussing their hopes and their worries. She get many of
her ideas from the letters she receives. Rachel lives in New York City with her
husband and her two sons. Visit rachelvail.com.

Carton quantity: 20
Hyewon Yum is the author and illustrator of many acclaimed picture books
including Mom, It's My First Day of Kindergarten!, which received the Erza Jack
Keats New Illustrator award and was selected as a Kirkus Reviews Best Book of
the Year. She lives in Brooklyn, New York. Visit Hyewon online at
hyewonyum.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
More Than Peach (Bellen Woodard Original Picture Book)
By (author) Bellen Woodard , Illustrated by Fanny Liem
Jul 26, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Penned by the very first Crayon Activist, Bellen Woodard, this picture book
will tug at readers' heartstrings and inspire them to make a difference!

9781338809275

When Bellen Woodard’s classmates referred to "the skin-color” crayon, in a
school and classroom she had always loved, she knew just how important it was
that everyone understood that “skin can be any number of beautiful colors.” This
stunning picture book spreads Bellen’s message of inclusivity, empowerment, and
the importance of inspiring the next generation of leaders. Bellen created the
More Than Peach Project and crayons with every single kid in mind to transform
the crayon industry and grow the way we see our world. And Bellen has done just
that!

English
40 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Diversity &
Multicultural
Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 7, Grade (US)
from K - 2
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited

This moving book includes back matter about becoming a leader and improving
your community just like Bellen. Her wisdom and self- confidence are sure to
encourage any young reader looking to use their voice to make even great spaces
better!
Contributor Bio
BELLEN WOODARD is the beloved trailblazer and president of Bellen’s More
than Peach Project™. As the World’s 1st Crayon Activist™ and pioneer of “skincolor” crayons, Bellen has transformed an entire industry with a first-of-its-kind,
innovative and inclusive project and art brand that have now become a global
movement. She’s received many notable awards and has been featured by
Scholastic, TIME®, Nickelodeon, and many others. Now a middle schooler, Bellen
embodies self-expression and discovery and enjoys traveling, dance, and spending
time with family, friends, and her two beagles.

Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338751611
English
40 pages
Orchard Books
Carton qty: 20

Doña Esmeralda, Who Ate Everything
by Melissa de la Cruz, Primo Gallanosa
Jul 26, 2022 Hardcover $25.99 CAD

A silly, laugh-out-loud read-aloud picture book
debut from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Melissa de la Cruz!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8

Once upon a time, in the middle of a group of seven
thousand happy islands named after King Philip of
Spain, there lived a lady named Doña Esmeralda.
She had a big bouffant hairdo and was much
smaller than you.
And she was always hungry...
And so begins the wickedly hilarious tale of one very old,
but very stylish little lady who loves to eat, but can only
find the ooey, gooey, mushy, smelly leftovers of naughty
children to nosh on. But what happens when Doña
Esmeralda finds out about all the tasty treats that children
do eat? Hold on to your hairdos as Esmeralda eats
everything in sight in a cumulative read-aloud inspired by
stories from author Melissa de la Cruz's childhood in the
Philippines!

9781338832020
English
8.01 x 10.01 x 0.1
in | 0.18 lb
32 pages

There Was an Old Lady [Colandro]

There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Truck
by Lucille Colandro, Jared Lee
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $8.99 CAD

A hysterical installment of the beloved Old Lady
series!

Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 140
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5

There was an old lady who swallowed a truck. I don't know
why she swallowed a truck but it didn't get stuck. You
won't believe why the Old Lady swallowed a truck, a tire, a
chain, some wood, some metal, some tools, and some
screws!
Filled with hilarious illustrations and fun rhyming text, this
volume is sure to be a hit with young readers!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

August Releases
2022

Art from The Girl’s Guide to Love and Magic, text © 2022 by Debbie Rigaud

An unforgettably tantalizing horror novel
set amidst the bucolic splendor
of a secluded summer retreat.
Ages 14 and up

Marketing
• Review mailing
• Social media promotion and
advertising

Mars has always been the lesser twin,
the shadow to his sister Caroline’s
radiance. But when Caroline dies
under horrific circumstances, Mars is
propelled to learn all he can about his
once-inseparable sister.

• Extensive ARC distribution
• I Read YA Campaign

The Honeys
By Ryan La Sala

Excerpt from The Honeys:
Chapter 1

HC: 978-1-338-74532-0 • $25.99
Pub/In-store: August 2, 2022

My sisters enters my room as silent as starlight, waking me with a whisper.
“I love you, Mars.” Her voice crumbles in her throat. In the lowlight from my window I can see the gleam of tears
streaked over her jaw. She leans over me, so close I can smell her. Not her usual shampoo, but an un-right odor. The rich
sweetness of decay, like molding flowers.
“Caroline?” My own whisper scrapes away the dreamlike nature of her sudden presence. “You’re back?”
She’s silent.
I’m confused.
The summer night swells with cricket song and my curtains billow against her hunched figure, like the outside is trying
to take her back. I used to leave that window open all the time when we still snuck out onto the balcony that connects
our bedrooms. On nights just like tonight, I used to wait for the sound of Caroline tapping on the glass, a book and a
flashlight ready. But I know I closed that window tonight. Caroline and I haven’t met on our balcony in a long, long time.
“Caroline?” I ask the shadow. The overripe stink.
No answer.
“Why are you home?” I’m too sleepy to hide the hope in my voice. Despite everything from this past year, I’m happy
to see my sister. I knew she would come back for me. I’ve waited so long for her to come back for me.
She lifts something above her head. I recognize the blocky shape and the gleam of its metal casing. It’s my 1973
Mayfair calculator. She must have grabbed it from my display shelf. I use it as a bookend because it’s so heavy.
She stifles a sob, heaving the Mayfair high. I reach for my glasses on the nightstand.
“Caroline what’s going on—”
“Forgive me,” she sobs.
Caroline brings the Mayfair down on my hand, crushing nail and bone into metal and glass. I’m about to scream when
she lifts it again, and this time she brings it down on my head.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
The Honeys
By (author) Ryan La Sala
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $24.99

From Ryan La Sala, the wildly popular author of Reverie, comes a twisted and
tantalizing horror novel set amidst the bucolic splendor of a secluded summer
retreat.
Mars has always been the lesser twin, the shadow to his sister Caroline's
radiance. But when Caroline dies under horrific circumstances, Mars is propelled
to learn all he can about his once-inseparable sister who'd grown tragically
distant.

9781338745313
English
352 pages
PUSH

Subject
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Horror
Audience range
Age (years) from 14, Grade (US) from
9
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Mars's genderfluidity means he's often excluded from the traditions -- and
expectations -- of his politically-connected family. This includes attendance at the
prestigious Aspen Conservancy Summer Academy where his sister poured so
much of her time. But with his grief still fresh, he insists on attending in her place.
What Mars finds is a bucolic fairytale not meant for him. Folksy charm and sundrenched festivities camouflage old-fashioned gender roles and a toxic
preparatory rigor. Mars seeks out his sister's old friends: a group of girls dubbed
the Honeys, named for the beehives they maintain behind their cabin. They are
beautiful and terrifying -- and Mars is certain they're connected to Caroline's
death.
But the longer he stays at Aspen, the more the sweet mountain breezes give way
to hints of decay. Mars’s memories begin to falter, bleached beneath the
relentless summer sun. Something is hunting him in broad daylight, toying with his
mind. If Mars can't find it soon, it will eat him alive.
Contributor Bio
Ryan La Sala writes about surreal things happening to queer people. He is the
author of Reverie and Be Dazzled and lives in New York City. Visit him online at
ryanlasala.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

From Mason Deaver comes a new kind of
love story, about the bad decisions we
sometimes make... and the people who
help get us back on the right path.
Ages 14 and up

Marketing
• Social media promotion and
advertising

Praise for The Ghosts We Keep:
“As heart-expanding as it is heartbreaking”
— Publishers Weekly

• I read YA campaign

Praise for I Wish You All the Best:

• Outreach to blogger meet-ups
and teen advisory groups

• Read with Pride promotion

“An honest coming-of-age and coming-out story...”
— Kirkus Reviews

• The Power of Story:
Diverse Books campaign

“A powerful illustration of the ways that compassion
and love can overcome intolerance.”
— Publishers Weekly

The Feeling of Falling in Love
By Mason Deaver
HC: 978-1-338-77766-6 • $25.99
Pub/In-store: August 2, 2022

Excerpt from The Feeling of Falling in Love:
Ugh, I guess I should see what they’re talking about. I go to Josh’s Snapchat to look at the stories he’s sharing. Broken heart emojis,
Olivia Rodrigo lyrics that imply that, while I didn’t cheat, I still betrayed him somehow, a slide saying ‘i don’t want to talk about it.’
“In all lower case too,” I say. “That’s when you know it’s serious.”
So melodramatic.
“You could probably be nicer about this whole thing,” Julien adds. I’m starting to think he’s enjoying this.
“What am I supposed to do?” I ask all of them. “This was just a hook up, friends with benefits. When this whole thing started, we
agreed that we’d tell each other if feelings were getting involved, and that if that happened, we’d stop it.”
This time it’s Hoon who says, after a beat of silence, “Yeah, but . . . you made him cry.”.
I sit on the knowledge for a bit, a churning in my stomach stirring up every second I sit here. Then I say, “Okay, I’m leaving. I didn’t
come here to be put on trial.” I leave my beer on the ground and start to walk away. If they want to make this such a huge deal, then
they can do it without me here.
Available now!

978-1-338-81960-1
$13.99 PB

978-1-338-60835-9
$13.99 PB

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338777666
English
336 pages
PUSH
Carton qty: 20
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 14

The Feeling of Falling in Love

by Mason Deaver
Aug 02, 2022 Hardcover $25.99 CAD

From the bestselling author of I Wish You All the
Best, comes a new kind of love story, about the bad
decisions we sometimes make... and the people
who help get us back on the right path.
Perfect for fans of Red, White, and Royal Blue by
Casey McQuiston and What If It's Us by Adam
Silvera and Becky Albertalli.

Just days before spring break, Neil Kearney is set to fly
across the country with his childhood friend (and current
friend-with-benefits) Josh, to attend his brother's wedding
—until Josh tells Neil that he's in love with him and Neil
doesn't return the sentiment.
With Josh still attending the wedding, Neil needs to find a
new date to bring along. And, almost against his will,
roommate Wyatt is drafted.
At first, Wyatt (correctly) thinks Neil is acting like a jerk. But
when they get to LA, Wyatt sees a little more of where it's
coming from. Slowly, Neil and Wyatt begin to understand
one another… and maybe, just maybe, fall in love for the
first time…

9781338819601
English
336 pages
PUSH
Carton qty: 48
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 14

The Ghosts We Keep

by Mason Deaver
May 31, 2022 Paperback , Trade $13.99 CAD

Perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and Becky
Albertalli, this book will rip your heart out before
showing you how to heal and celebrate life in the
process.

Everything happens for a reason.
At least that's what everyone keeps telling Liam Cooper
after his older brother Ethan is killed in a hit-and-run.
Feeling more alone and isolated than ever, Liam has to
not only learn to face the world without one of the people
he loved the most, but also face the fading relationships
of his two best friends in the process.
Soon, Liam finds themself spending time with Ethan's best
friend, Marcus, who might just be the only person that
seems to know exactly what they're going through-for
better and for worse.

The Ghosts We Keep is an achingly honest portrayal of
grief. But it is also about why we live. Why we have to keep
moving on, and why we should.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338681741
English
320 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 20
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION

A Girl's Guide to Love & Magic
by Debbie Rigaud
Aug 02, 2022 Hardcover $25.99 CAD

Perfect for fans of The Sun Is Also a Star and
Blackout, this YA novel from Debbie Rigaud is a
celebration of Haitian and Caribbean culture, and a
story of first love, vodou, and finding yourself, all
set against the backdrop of the West Indian Day
Parade in Brooklyn.

Age (years) 12

Cicely Destin, a Haitian American teen living in Brooklyn,
loves the annual West Indian Day Parade that takes place
in her neighborhood. The colors, clothes, tastes, sights,
and sounds all celebrating Caribbean culture fill her with
pride and joy. This year, the parade will be extra special: it
falls on Cicely's birthday, AND Cicely will get to hang out
with her awesome aunt, Mimose, a social media
influencer known for dabbling in Haitian vodou. But when
Mimose's dabbling becomes a little too real, and she
seems to be possessed by a rogue spirit right before the
parade, it's up to Cicely, plus her best friend, Renee, and
her crush (!), Kwame, to try to set things right. Cicely and
her friends set off on a winding, thrilling scavenger hunt
through Brooklyn to find the items that will undo the
possession. But can Cicely help her aunt if she doesn't
fully realize her own powers just yet?

This nuanced, joyful, and loving exploration of Haitian
American culture, based on Debbie Rigaud's own
experiences growing up, is pure magic.

9781338819618
English
320 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 48
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 12

Simone Breaks All the Rules

by Debbie Rigaud
May 17, 2022 Paperback , Trade $13.99 CAD

Perfect for fans of You Should See Me in a Crown
and Never Have I Ever, this hilarious and heartfelt
rom-com from bestselling author Debbie Rigaud is
pure Black girl joy.

Simone Thibodeaux is about to switch things up.

Check her life: It's sealed in a boy-proof container. Her
Haitian immigrant parents send Simone to an all-girls high
school and enforce strict no-dating rules. As for prom?
Simone is allowed to go on one condition: Her parents will
select her date (a boy from a nice, Haitian immigrant
family, obviously).

Simone is desperate to avoid the setup -- especially since
she has a serious crush on another boy. It's time to take
action. Simone and her fellow late-bloomer friends make
a senior year bucket list of all the wild things they haven't
done yet. Like: going out dancing, skipping class (what),
and oh yeah -- deciding their own prom destinies.

But as the list takes on a life of its own, things get much
messier than Simone expected. Can she figure out which
rules are worth breaking and which might save her from
heartbreak?

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Destination Unknown
By (author) Bill Konigsberg
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

From Stonewall Award winner Bill Konigsberg, a remarkable, funny, sexy,
heartbreaking story of two teen boys finding each other in New York City at the
height of the AIDS epidemic.
Also Available

The first thing I noticed about C.J. Gorman was his plexiglass bra.

9781338618051
English
320 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
YOUNG ADULT FICTION /
LGBTQ+
Audience range
Age (years) from 12, Grade (US) from
7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited

So begins Destination Unknown -- it's 1987 in New York City, and Micah is at a
dance club, trying to pretend he's more out and outgoing than he really is. C.J.
isn't just out -- he’s complete out there, and Micah can't help but be both
attracted to and afraid of someone who travels so loudly and proudly through the
night.
A connection occurs. Is it friendship? Romance? Is C.J. the one with all the
answers... or does Micah bring more to the relationship that it first seems? As
their lives become more and more entangled in the AIDS epidemic that’s laying
waste to their community, and the AIDS activism that will ultimately bring a
strong voice to their demands, whatever Micah and C.J. have between them will
be tested, strained, pushed, and pulled -- but it will also be a lifeline in a time of
death, a bond that will determine the course of their futures.
In Destination Unknown, Bill Konigsberg returns to a time he knew well as a
teenager to tell a story of identity, connection, community, and survival.
Contributor Bio
Bill Konigsberg is the author of six books for young adults, which have won awards
including the Stonewall Book Award, the Sid Fleischman Award for Humor, and the
Lambda Literary Award. Bill lives with his husband, Chuck, and their two
Labradoodles, Mabel and Buford. Please visit him online at billkonigsberg.com and
@billkonigsberg.

Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

The Bridge (Paperback)
Bill Konigsberg
9781338325041
$13.99
Sep 07, 2021

Porcupine of Truth
(Paperback)
Bill Konigsberg
9781338715835
$13.99
Sep 01, 2020

The Music of What Happens
(Paperback)
Bill Konigsberg
9781338215519
$13.99
May 05, 2020

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338827286
English
336 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 48
JUVENILE FICTION

The Dark Unwinding

by Sharon Cameron
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $16.99 CAD

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Light in Hidden Places comes a delicious and twisty tale,
filled with spine-tingling intrigue, juicy romance, and
dangerous family secrets.

Age (years) 12

When a rumor that her uncle is squandering away the
family fortune surfaces, Katharine Tulman is sent to his
estate to have him committed to an asylum. But instead
of a lunatic, Katharine discovers a genius inventor with his
own set of childlike rules, who is employing a village of
nine hundred people rescued from the workhouses of
London.

Katharine becomes torn between protecting her own
livelihood and preserving the peculiar community she
grows to care for deeply -- a conflict made more
complicated by her developing feelings for her uncle's
handsome apprentice.

As the mysteries of the estate begin to unravel, it is clear
that not only is her uncle's world at stake, but also the
state of England as Katharine knows it. With twists and
turns at every corner, this extraordinary adventure will
captivate readers with its thrills and romance.

9780545328142
English
352 pages
Scholastic
Paperbacks
Carton qty: 48

A Spark Unseen

by Sharon Cameron
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $16.99 CAD

Sharon Cameron, award-winning author of ROOK and
THE DARK UNWINDING, weaves a thrillingly dark mystery
brimming with intrigue and romance, in which things are
not always what they seem to be.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 12

When Katharine Tulman wakes in the middle of the night
and accidentally foils a kidnapping attempt on her uncle,
she realizes Stranwyne Keep is no longer safe for Uncle
Tully and his genius inventions. She flees to Paris, where
she hopes to remain undetected and also find the
mysterious and handsome Lane, who is suspected to be
dead.But the search for Lane is not easy, and Katharine
soon finds herself embroiled in a labyrinth of political
intrigue. And with unexpected enemies and allies at every
turn, Katharine will have to figure out whom she can trust-if anyone--to protect her uncle from danger once and for
all.Filled with deadly twists, whispering romance, and heartstopping suspense, this sequel to THE DARK UNWINDING
whisks readers off on another thrilling adventure.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338573183
English
336 pages
Scholastic Press
Carton qty: 48
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 14

The Life I'm In

by Sharon G. Flake
Aug 02, 2022 Paperback , Trade $13.99 CAD

The powerful and long-anticipated companion to The Skin
I'm In, Sharon Flake's bestselling modern classic, presents
the unflinching story of Char, a young woman trapped in
the underworld of human trafficking.

My feet are heavy as stones when I walk up the block
wondering why I can't find my old self.
In The Skin I'm In, readers saw into the life of Maleeka
Madison, a teen who suffered from the ridicule she
received because of her dark skin color. For decades fans
have wanted to know the fate of the bully who made
Maleeka's life miserable, Char.Now in Sharon Flake's latest
and unflinching novel, The Life I'm In, we follow Charlese
Jones, who, with her raw, blistering voice speaks the truths
many girls face, offering insight to some of the causes and
conditions that make a bully. Turned out of the only home
she has known, Char boards a bus to nowhere where she
is lured into the dangerous web of human trafficking.
Much is revealed behind the complex system of men who
take advantage of vulnerable teens in the underbelly of
society. While Char might be frightened, she remains
strong and determined to bring herself and her fellow
victims out of the dark and back into the light, reminding
us why compassion is a powerful cure to the ills of the
world.Sharon Flake's bestselling, Coretta Scott King
Award-winning novel The Skin I'm In was a game changer
when it was first published more than twenty years ago. It
redefined young adult literature by presenting characters,
voices, and real-world experiences that had not been fully
seen. Now Flake offers readers another timely and radical
story of a girl on the brink and how her choices will lead
her to either fall, or fly.

9781338582161
English
432 pages
Arthur A. Levine
Books
Carton qty: 44
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 14

Give Me Some Truth

by Eric Gansworth
Aug 16, 2022 Paperback , Trade $16.99 CAD

NPR Best Books of the Year * Boston Globe Best
Books of the Year * School Library Journal Best
Books of the Year * Chicago Public Library Best
Books of the Year A stirring book from Eric Gansworth,
author of If I Ever Get Out of Here, that speaks the truth
on race, relationships, and rock from two unforgettable
perspectives.
Carson Mastick is entering his senior year of high school
and desperate to make his mark, on the reservation and
off. A rock band -- and winning Battle of the Bands -- is his
best shot. But things keep getting in the way. Small matters
like the lack of an actual band, or his brother getting shot
by the racist owner of a local restaurant.Maggi Bokoni has
just moved back to the reservation with her family. She's
dying to stop making the same traditional artwork her
family sells to tourists (conceptual stuff is cooler), stop
feeling out of place in her new (old) home, and stop being
treated like a child. She might like to fall in love for the first
time too.Carson and Maggi -- along with their friend Lewis - will navigate loud protests, even louder music, and first
love in this stirring novel about coming together in a world
defined by difference.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Dear Reader,
Every story challenges me in a different way. But this one turned my heart inside out. Because this is the first time
I’ve written about a character who shares my disability.
Like Olive Martin, the protagonist of Hummingbird, I was born with a brittle bone disease called osteogenesis
imperfecta (OI). OI means my bones break very easily. Like Olive, I used a wheelchair or walker throughout middle
and elementary school. In most childhood photos, I’m wearing a cast. And like Olive, the word “fragile” is a word
I’ve heard used to describe myself—and my body—for as long as I can remember.
Here’s the thing, though: At first, Olive’s OI wasn’t really a part of her story. I knew she had OI, like me. But it was
almost an afterthought. I focused on the magic in her world, the friendships, and the adventure she was having . . . but
there was something about her heart I couldn’t quite figure out. So I searched deeper into mine.
During middle school, my self-esteem got extra wobbly because of how I felt inside my body. My friends grew taller,
but I stayed extra short. Their legs were straight, while mine were bowed and scarred from surgeries. I didn’t like
being different. Sometimes, I hated being fragile.
I’m fully aware shaky self-esteem is not an obstacle for every reader who also has OI. I believe a person’s experience
with disability is as unique as that individual’s heart.
That’s why my initial instinct was to write a story about a girl who fully accepted her OI. But that’s not real for me.
There are days I don’t think much about my bones. And there are days I feel like my disability informs everything I
do and every decision I make. Olive still has magic and friendship and adventure in her world. She also has a
disability she thinks about, has to think about, sometimes a lot. And when her what-ifs turned into a much bigger wish
most people wouldn’t understand . . . her heart made more sense to me.
After reading this story, I know readers might ask: “Would you wish your OI away if you could?”
The answer is complicated.
Sometimes, it’s maybe.
Maybe yes when I’m in pain.
Yes when I feel left out.
But overall? Probably not. Because I’ve realized life is big and blazing bright,
full of a thousand experiences. Some of them are hard—like broken bones and
broken hearts and goodbyes—but some are amazing. All the love parts are so amazing.
I’m also thankful—and feel very honored—to all the readers who’ve given corners
of their imagination to my books. The support you’ve shown for A Snicker of Magic,
The Key to Extraordinary, and Over the Moon has given me the confidence to share
Hummingbird with you, my most personal story to date.
I hope you love every fragile piece of it.
Natalie Lloyd

On Sale 5/3/22
HC: 9781338654585
TM &

ⓒ SCHOLASTIC INC.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Hummingbird
By (author) Natalie Lloyd
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Bestselling author Natalie Lloyd returns with her most personal book to date, a
story about a girl who—armed with her trusty, snazzy wheelchair—refuses to let
her brittle bone disease stand in the way of adventure.
Also Available
Twelve-year-old homeschooled Olive is tired of being seen as “fragile” just
because she has osteogenesis imperfecta (otherwise known as brittle bone
disease) so she’s thrilled when she finally convinces her parents to let her attend
Macklemore Elementary. Olive can’t wait to go to a traditional school and make
the friends she’s always longed for, until a disastrous first day dashes her hopes of
ever fitting in.
9781338654585
English
368 pages
Scholastic Press

Then Olive hears whispers about a magical, wish-granting hummingbird that
supposedly lives near Macklemore. It’ll be the solution to all her problems! If she
can find the bird and prove herself worthy, the creature will make her most
desperate, secret wish come true.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Disabilities &
Special Needs
Audience range

When it becomes clear that she can’t solve the mystery on her own, Olive teams
up with some unlikely allies who help her learn the truth about the bird. And on
the way, she just might learn that our fragile places lead us to the most wonderful
magic of all . . .

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Other formats
9781338715224 CD-Audio, $47.99
Distributor

Contributor Bio
Natalie Lloyd lives in Chattanooga, Tennessee. She collects old books, listens to
bluegrass music, and loves exploring quirky mountain towns with her dog, Biscuit.
She is the author of A Snicker of Magic and The Key to Extraordinary.

Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

(Paperback)
9781338118513
May 04, 2021

The Key to
Extraordinary
(Paperback)
Natalie Lloyd
9780545552769
$9.99
Apr 25, 2017

A Snicker of Magic (Scholastic
Gold) (Paperback)
Natalie Lloyd
9780545552738
$9.99
Apr 28, 2015

Scholastic Canada, Limited
City of Speed (Battle Dragons #2)
By (author) Alex London
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

In a modern mega-city built around dragons, one boy gets caught up in the world of
underground dragon battles and a high-stakes gang war that could tear his family
apart.
Also Available
In the city of Drakopolis, dragons and humans have co-existed for centuries.
Dragons burn the city's garbage, taxi its busy citizens from place to place, and
even compete in vicious underground battles for ganglike kins.
9781338716573

But the dragons also compete in legal sports, like the spectacular aerial races that
draw in cheering crowds by the tens of thousands.

English
272 pages
Scholastic Press

Abel is at just such a race when he witnesses the unthinkable. A long-shot
competitor pulls off an impossible win -- then flies into a destructive rage!
Someone in the city is experimenting on dragons: hacking their DNA, rebuilding
their bodies, and breaking their minds. Who could be driving the dragons berserk?

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy &
Magic
Audience range

Abel must find out who's behind the experiments and put a stop to them, and to
do so he’ll infiltrate the kins’ underground street races on a long-shot dragon of
his own. But with his sister working for a kin, his brother serving the city's secret
police, and a bully at school racing for Abel's worst enemies, will Abel find any
safety past the finish line?

Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Contributor Bio
Alex London is the author of over 25 books for children, teens, and adults with over
2 million copies sold. He’s the author of the middle grade Dog Tags, Tides of War,
Wild Ones, and Accidental Adventures series, as well as two titles in The 39 Clues.
For young adults, he’s the author of the acclaimed cyberpunk duology Proxy, and
the epic fantasy trilogy, The Skybound Saga. A former journalist covering refugee
camps and conflict zones, he can now be found somewhere in Philadelphia, where
he lives with his husband and daughter or online at www.calexanderlondon.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

City of Thieves (Battle
Dragons #1) (Hardcover)
Alex London
9781338716542
$23.99
Sep 21, 2021

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Coming Up Cuban
Rising Past Castro’s Shadow
By (author) Sonia Manzano
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

From Pura Belpré Honoree and Emmy-award winning actor Sonia Manzano--best
known as "Maria" from Sesame Street--comes the expansive and timeless story of
four children who must carve out a path for themselves in the wake of Fidel
Castro's rise to power.

9781338065152
English
320 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / Caribbean & Latin America

Fifteen-time Emmy Award winner and Pura Belpre honoree Sonia Manzano
examines the impact of the 1959 Cuban Revolution on four children from very
different walks of life. In the wake of a new regime in Cuba, Ana, Miguel, Zulema,
and Juan learn to find a place for themselves in a world forever changed. In a
tumultuous moment of history, we see the lasting effects of a revolution in Havana,
the countryside, Miami, and New York. Through these snapshot stories, we are
reminded that regardless of any tumultuous times, we are all forever connected in
our humanity.
Contributor Bio
Sonia Manzano has affected the lives of millions since the early 1970s, as the
actress who defined the role of "Maria" on the acclaimed television series Sesame
Street. Sonia has won fifteen Emmy Awards for her television writing and is the
recipient of a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Academy of Arts and Sciences.
People magazine named Sonia one of America's most influential Hispanics. She
lives in New York City.

Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Other formats
9781338065329 EPUB, $20.99
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

Becoming Maria: Love and
Chaos in the South Bronx
(Paperback)
Sonia Manzano
9780545621854
$12.99
Jul 25, 2017

Scholastic Canada, Limited
White Fox: Dilah and the Moon Stone
By (author) Chen Jiatong
Aug 02, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $9.99

The first modern Chinese middle grade series to be translated and brought to the
English-speaking market, from bestselling author Chen Jiatong. A young white fox
dreams of being human. When his parents are taken from him, long-held secrets
and a legend about a miraculous treasure rise to the surface in this perilous quest
for self-discovery.

9781338635409
English
5.28 x 7.58 x 0.66 in | 0.43 lb
288 pages
Chicken House

Subject

When a young white fox named Dilah discovers a human family, he begins to
dream of being human himself. But when his parents are assassinated, long-held
secrets and a legend about a miraculous treasure rise to the surface. A treasure
with the power to make animals human... The clues to its location are contained in a
moonstone buried beneath their den. But evil blue foxes seek the treasure too and
Dilah must race to find it first. Along the way, he meets all sorts of other creatures:
a friendly seal, an ancient tortoise, and a fierce leopard -- but can he stay one step
ahead?
Contributor Bio
Chen Jiatong is one of China’s bestselling authors. He graduated from Beihang
University with a Masters in Engineering. He was still at university when he began
writing White Fox. The series now consists of six titles, and will be relaunched in
China in 2019.

JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 48

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Pick Me!
By (author) Max Amato , Illustrated by Max Amato
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Five ice cream cones are eager to get picked -- until they realize what it
means!
Fudge, Mint, Berry, Bean, and Candy each think they are the MOST delicious ice
cream cone around. But when Rocky Road arrives to deliver the scoop that
"getting picked" means getting eaten, these silly cones earn their just desserts!

9781338317299

Contributor Bio
Max Amato studied at the Tyler School of Art and is a designer, art director,
author, and illustrator based in New York City. Max Amato studied at the Tyler
School of Art and is a designer, art director, author, and illustrator based in New
York City.

English
48 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Cooking &
Food
Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US)
from P - K
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Emi Isn't Scared of Monsters
By (author) Alina Tysoe , Illustrated by Alina Tysoe
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

From Alina Tysoe, the creator of the smash-hit webcomic "What's Up
Beanie?" comes a hilarious bedtime picture book about what it means to
show bravery in the face of the creatures that go bump in the night!

9781338755657
English
40 pages
Orchard Books

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Bedtime &
Dreams
Audience range

Emi is not scared of monsters. Definitely not. Not even a teeny bit. In fact, Emi is so
not scared that tonight she has a plan to catch a monster herself. She and her
puppy side-kick, Cookie, have set a trap and are, very bravely, hiding in wait under
the covers. But, when Cookie chases her runaway ball into the dangerous dark of
the house, Emi must face her fears as this monster hunt turns into a rescue mission!
Contributor Bio
Alina Tysoe is the pink-haired twenty-something-year-old illustrator behind
What's Up, Beanie?, a humorous, wholesome web comic that's viewed by 1.5
million people every week. She lives with her husband in Canada and is a 2D
animator by day. Emi Isn’t Scared of Monsters is her first picture book. For more,
visit Alina on Instagram at @whatsupbeanie and at her website,
whatsupbeanie.com. Alina Tysoe is the pink-haired twenty-something-year-old
illustrator behind What's Up, Beanie?, a humorous, wholesome web comic that's
viewed by 1.5 million people every week. She lives with her husband in Canada and
is a 2D animator by day. Emi Isn’t Scared of Monsters is her first picture book. For
more, visit Alina on Instagram at @whatsupbeanie and at her website,
whatsupbeanie.com.

Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Leo + Lea
By (author) Monica Wesolowska , Illustrated by Kenard Pak
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

A beautiful celebration of friendship, math, and art that honors different ways
of seeing and being in the world.

One
boy
loves numbers.
9781338302875
English
40 pages
Scholastic Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship

Everywhere he looks
he sees things to count.
His classmates don’t understand counting like he does.
A new girl loves patterns.
Could she be

Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3

a friend
for

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Contributor Bio
Monica Wesolowska was inspired by a math-loving child to base the words of this
story on a math pattern. Counting as she wrote, Monica followed the Fibonacci
sequence into a story of friendship and learned how math connects us all. She is the
author of the memoir Holding Silvan: A Brief Life, named a "Best Book of 2013" by
The Boston Globe and Library Journal, and a "Lit Pick" by the San Francisco
Chronicle. Her essays and short stories have appeared in The New York Times, The
San Francisco Chronicle, Literary Mama, The Carolina Quarterly, and Best New
American Voices. She's a graduate of Reed College and teaches Creative Writing
at the University of California Extension. Monica lives with her family in Berkeley,
California. You can learn more about her work at monicawesolowska.com. Kenard
Pak used colors and shapes based on the Fibonacci sequence to create a visual
story of a budding friendship that opens with a simple, airy room and blossoms into
a full, lush ladscape. He is the author and illustrator of Goodbye Summer, Hello
Autumn, which received a starred review in The Horn Book, and Goodbye Autumn,
Hello Winter, winner of the 2018 SCBWI Golden Kite Award for Illustration. He is
also the illustrator of Maud and Grand-Maud by Sara O'Leary, Ten Ways to Hear
Snow by Cathy Camper, Have You Heard the Nesting Bird? by Rita Gray, The
Dinner That Cooked Itself by J. C. Hsyu, and The Fog by Kyo Maclear, which was a
Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year. He lives in San Francisco with his wife, their

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
I Want to Be Mad for a While!
By (author) Barney Saltzberg , Illustrated by Barney Saltzberg
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $13.99

Discover an exploration of BIG feelings that is perfect for fans of socialemotional bestsellers When Sophie Gets Angry -- Really, Really Angry and
My Mouth Is a Volcano, from the bestselling author of Beautiful Oops!,
Barney Saltzberg!

Sometimes it helps when we talk.
9781338666540
English
32 pages
Orchard Books

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Emotions & Feelings
Audience range

Sometimes there's nothing to say.
I just need a little alone time
to make the mad go away.
Discover a universally relatable story about one little cat who just wants to be
MAD... at least for a little while! With gentle text and bold, vibrant illustrations,
Barney Saltzberg encourages readers to "feel what they feel" and express their
emotions, helping young ones develop key tools for social-emotional literacy. A
must-have for any toddler caregiver. This book empowers children on the topic of
anger, letting them know that it's okay to feel mad sometimes. Because after you
let yourself feel mad... then you can start to feel GLAD!

Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US)
from P - K
Other formats
9781338815436 Fixed format,
EPUB, $10.99
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Contributor Bio
Barney Saltzberg has close to 50 picture books published. His books have won
numerous awards, including NAPPA Gold Awards, Publishers Weekly and Kirkus
Starred Reviews. Melinda Gates chose Beautiful Oops! as one of the top three
books every child should read. Barney is passionate about working with children,
parents, teachers, and organizations on the art of making mistakes and finding
play and creativity in our everyday lives.
Barney Saltzberg has close to 50 picture books published. His books have won
numerous awards, including NAPPA Gold Awards, Publishers Weekly and Kirkus
Starred Reviews. Melinda Gates chose Beautiful Oops! as one of the top three
books every child should read. Barney is passionate about working with children,
parents, teachers, and organizations on the art of making mistakes and finding
play and creativity in our everyday lives.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
A Very Impatient Caterpillar Book

Goodnight, Butterfly (A Very Impatient Caterpillar Book)
By (author) Ross Burach , Illustrated by Ross Burach
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

This laugh-out-loud companion to The Very Impatient Caterpillar and The
Little Butterfly That Could is perfect for bedtime – or any time! A delightful
complement to the classic, Goodnight, Moon!
Who needs to sleep at night anyway?
There’s so much I’d miss!
9781338615012
English

I’ll just be nocturnal too.

I think we need to get you back to sleep.
Subject

Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: AD360L
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Hi-Five Farm! (A Never Bored
Book!) (Board book)
Ross Burach
9781338680263
$10.99
Oct 05, 2021

What do you think?

32 pages
Scholastic Press

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance

Also Available

Readers will laugh themselves silly as they learn to find their inner calm so they
can sleep -- even when they wake in the night -- and also discover the difference
between nocturnal and diurnal animals.

With his signature sidesplitting humor, sensitivity, and heart, author, artist and
cartoonist, Ross Burach addresses common social-emotional themes in the lives
of young children: patience, persistence, self-confidence and mindfulness. He also
weaves curriculum-friendly science topics, from metamorphosis to migration and
Contributor Bio
Ross Burach is the creator of the riotously funny The Very Impatient Caterpillar
series that includes The Very Impatient Caterpillar, The Little Butterfly That
Could, Goodnight, Butterfly, and Make Way for Butterfly. All the books combine
humor with curriculum-friendly science topics and relatable social-emotional
themes. Ross's other acclaimed books include the picture book Truck Full of Ducks,
the board books I Love My Tutu Too!, Potty All-Star, Hi-Five Farm!, and Hi-Five
Animals!, named the best board book of the year by Parents magazine, and the
Acorn early reader series Bumble and Bee. Ross lives with his family in Brooklyn,
New York. You can visit him online at rossburach.com. Ross Burach is the creator
of the riotously funny The Very Impatient Caterpillar series that includes The Very
Impatient Caterpillar, The Little Butterfly That Could, Goodnight, Butterfly, and
Make Way for Butterfly. All the books combine humor with curriculum-friendly
science topics and relatable social-emotional themes. Ross's other acclaimed books
include the picture book Truck Full of Ducks, the board books I Love My Tutu Too!,
Potty All-Star, Hi-Five Farm!, and Hi-Five Animals!, named the best board book of
the year by Parents magazine, and the Acorn early reader series Bumble and Bee.
Ross lives with his family in Brooklyn, New York. You can visit him online at
rossburach.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

The Little Butterfly That Could
(A Very Impatient Caterpillar
Book) (Hardcover)
Ross Burach
9781338615005
$23.99
Apr 06, 2021

I Love My Tutu Too! (A Never
Bored Book!) (Board book)
Ross Burach
9781338504279
$10.99
Mar 03, 2020

Potty All-Star (A Never Bored
Book!) (Board book)
Ross Burach
9781338289336
$10.99
Sep 03, 2019

Hi-Five Animals! (A Never
Bored Book!) (Board book)
Ross Burach
9781338245677
$9.99
Aug 28, 2018

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Charlie Makes a Splash
By (author) Holly Robinson Peete , By (author) Ryan Elizabeth Peete , By
(author) Shane W. Evans , Illustrated by Shane Evans
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

The award-winning team who brought us MY BROTHER CHARLIE present a
companion book that celebrates the power of water for those who have
autism.
Like many kids on the autism spectrum, Charlie finds solace and empowerment in
pools, ponds, sprinklers, visiting the aquarium, and swimming in the ocean.
Through his adventures and discoveries, he shows the world that even though he
has autism, autism doesn’t have him.
9781338687262
English
40 pages
Scholastic Press

In this beautiful ode to the love between siblings Callie and Charlie, we return to
the characters from our award-winning book MY BROTHER CHARLIE, who
bring whimsy to everyday fun for all children, while showing readers that kids
who may experience the world in different ways can help us see the wonders of
swimming to your own rhythm.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Disabilities &
Special Needs
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Contributor Bio
Twins Ryan Elizabeth Peete and Rodney Peete wrote this book with their mother,
Holly Robinson Peete, to help share awareness about autism with other children
who have been touched by it in some way. Ryan and Rodney travel with their mom,
speaking to teens about their experiences growing up together. The Peetes live in
Beverly Hills, California.
Ryan Elizabeth Peete and Rodney Peete, teenage twins, wrote this book with
their mother Holly Robinson Peete to help share awareness about autism with
other children who have been touched by it in some way. Ryan and Rodney travel
with their mom speaking to teens about their experiences growing up together.
The Peetes live in Beverly Hills, California.
Shane Evans is the illustrator of many terrific picture books, including Nobody's
Gonna Turn Me Round by Doreen Rappaport, Coretta Scott King / John Steptoe
New Talent Award winner The Way a Door Closes by Hope Anita Smith, Take it
to the Hoop Magic Johnson by Quincy Troupe, The Shark series by Jean Marzollo,
and When Gorilla Goes Walking by Nikki Grimes. His accolades range from being
honored by First Lady Laura Bush at the 2002 National Book Festival, to The
Boston Globe-Horn Book Award and The Orbis Pictus Award for Outstanding

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

My Brother Charlie
(Hardcover)
Holly Robinson Peete
9780545094665
$21.99
Mar 16, 2010

Scholastic Canada, Limited
To Change a Planet
By (author) Christina Soontornvat , Illustrated by Rahele Jomepour Bell
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

A beautiful ode to our planet and a clarion call to protect it.

Our planet seems tough,

but it is fragile.
9781338628616

Our planet seems big,

English
40 pages
Scholastic Press

but it needs us.

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science
& Nature / Environmental
Conservation & Protection

Spare, poetic text and jaw-dropping pictures gently illuminate the causes of
climate change while also providing hope and hands-on solutions that will edify
and empower even the youngest readers.

Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

One carbon dioxide molecule may seem small and insignificant. But when cars,
factories, and cities let loose millions and billions and trillions, they can trap and
stifle like a too-warm blanket. One notch higher on the thermometer may seem
small and insignificant, but one notch higher can change our seas, our seasons, life,
Contributor Bio
Christina Soontornvat is the author of two Newbery Honor books A Wish in the
Dark and All Thirteen, which also won the Kirkus Prize and a Sibert Honor
distinction. She also is the author of Scholastic’s beloved fantasy series Diary of an
Ice Princess, and the picture books The Ramble Shamble Children, The Blunders,
and Simon at the Art Museum, as well as the forthcoming To Change a Planet.
Christina holds a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering and a master’s degree in Science
Education. She spent a decade working in the science museum field, where she
designed programs and exhibits to get kids excited about science and STEM.
Christina lives in Austin, Texas, with her husband, two young children, and one old
cat. You can learn more about her work at soontornvat.com. Rahele Jomepour Bell
is the illustrator of the picture books Our Favorite Day of the Year, Playdate, and
Book’s Big Adventure, and also contributed artwork to Scholastic Press’s
nonfiction picture book anthology In the Spirit of the Dream. Rahele immigrated to
the United States from Iran in 2011 to pursue her dream of studying art at Iowa
State University, where she received her MFA in integrated visual arts. You can
learn more about her work at RaheleStudio.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Skater Cielo
By (author) Rachel Katstaller , Illustrated by Rachel Katstaller
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

Meet Cielo, a fierce skater who finds that facing your fear of failing gives you the
courage to persevere!
Cielo loves to skateboard! But when she messes up on a new ramp she's
embarrassed and afraid to fall again in front of so many people. With the help of
some new friends, Cielo summons the courage to try again (and again, and again),
and learns that falling is not failing--true fierceness isn't about landing the perfect
trick, it's about picking yourself back up when you don't.

9781338751116
English
40 pages
Orchard Books

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance

Contributor Bio
Rachel Katstaller is an author-illustrator from El Salvador. She graduated with a
design degree from the Escuela de Comunicación Mónica Herrera and has
illustrated several books including A Portrait In Poems: The Storied Life of
Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas and Ada Lovelace and the Number-Crunching
Machine. When Rachel isn’t drawing up new picture books, she is busy
skateboarding with friends. To learn more, visit her at rachelkatstaller.com. Rachel
Katstaller is an author-illustrator from El Salvador. She graduated with a design
degree from the Escuela de Comunicación Mónica Herrera and has illustrated
several books including A Portrait In Poems: The Storied Life of Gertrude Stein and
Alice B. Toklas and Ada Lovelace and the Number-Crunching Machine. When
Rachel isn’t drawing up new picture books, she is busy skateboarding with friends.
To learn more, visit her at rachelkatstaller.com.

Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Are You a Helper?
Illustrated by Tad Carpenter
Aug 02, 2022 | Novelty book $13.99

An engaging and super-cute HELPER-themed lift-the-flap introduction to
famous community helpers and organizers like Hazel W. Johnson, Jaime
Escalante, and Greta Thunberg!

In this simple, boldly illustrated lift-the-flap board book, little readers will
discover simple facts about five different helpers and their careers, from nursing,
to firefighting, to speaking up, and more! Kids will meet:
9781338547092

Hazel W. Johnson

English
12 pages
Cartwheel Books

Jaime Escalante
Greta Thunberg

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Careers
Audience range
Age (years) from 2 - 4, Grade (US)
from P - P
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 48

Benjamin Franklin
Deanne Shulman

Each spread describes something helpers do, then includes a satisfying lift-theflap that reveals a famous helper in action!
Contributor Bio
Tad Carpenter is a designer, illustrator, writer, and educator. Tad co-runs a design
and branding studio Carpenter Collective with his wife and partner, Jessica
Carpenter. Tad has written and illustrated over a dozen books intended for people
of all ages, including the I Say, You Say series, Monster's New Undies, as well as
Sad Santa. Tad lives in Kansas City, Missouri.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Just Like Jesse Owens
By (author) Andrew Young , As told by Paula Young Shelton , Illustrated by
Gordon C. James
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $23.99

Civil rights icon, Ambassador Andrew Young and his daughter, Paula Young
Shelton, deliver a powerful oral history about a special day in Andrew’s
childhood that changed him forever. This story of race relations in the 1930s
South is illustrated by bestselling Caldecott Honor winner Gordon C. James.

9780545554657
English
40 pages
Orchard Books

As a boy, Andrew Young learned a vital lesson from his parents when a local
chapter of the Nazi party instigated racial unrest in their hometown of New
Orleans in the 1930s. While Hitler's teachings promoted White supremacy,
Andrew's father, told him that when dealing with the sickness of racism, "Don't
get mad, get smart." To drive home this idea, Andrew Young Senior took his family
to the local movie house to see a newsreel of track star Jesse Owens racing
toward Olympic gold, showing the world that the best way to promote equality is
to focus on the finish line. The teaching of his parents, and Jesse Owens' example,
would be the guiding principles that shaped Andrew's beliefs in nonviolence and
built his foundation as a civil rights leader and advisor to Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. The story is vividly recalled by Paula Young Shelton, Andrew's daughter.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US)
from P
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Contributor Bio
Andrew Young is an American legend, who was a close friend and advisor of
Martin Luther King, Jr. In 1972, when he was elected to Congress in Atlanta,
Georgia, he was the first African American representative from the deep South
since Reconstruction to hold such a position. President Jimmy Carter appointed
Andrew Young as the United States Ambassador to the United Nations, where
Young promoted human rights around the world. He was the first African
American to hold the position. Ambassador Young served two terms as mayor of
Atlanta. Sixty years after he saw Jesse Owens win Olympic gold, he worked with
the Black and White leadership of the city to bring the 1996 Centennial Olympic
Games to Atlanta. He continues to build global equality through the Andrew J.
Young Foundation, which supports and promotes education, leadership, and
human rights in the United States, Africa, and the Caribbean. He lives in Atlanta,
GA. Paula Young Shelton is an early childhood educator with nearly thirty years
of experience teaching young children. She is the author of the acclaimed children's
book Child of the Civil Rights Movement, illustrated by Raúl Colón, a Bank Street
College of Education Best Children’s Book of the Year. She is a graduate of Duke
University and holds a master’s degree in Education from Bank Street College.
Paula is married with three sons, and lives in Washington DC. Gordon C. James is
the award-winning illustrator of Crown: An Ode to the Fresh Cut, written by

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Ocean Is Kind of a Big Deal, The
By (author) Nick Seluk , Illustrated by Nick Seluk
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

Oh hey, guess what? New York Times bestseller Nick Seluk has a hilarious new
nonfiction picture book all about the world's biggest ecosystem -- the ocean!
Have you ever thought about everything the ocean does for you? It changes the
weather, creates oxygen, provides food, and is a great place to have fun, too! So
why is the ocean such a big deal? Because we couldn't live without it!

9781338314656
English
40 pages
Orchard Books

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Humor /
General
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 8, Grade (US)
from 1 - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

This funny and factual picture book from Heart and Brain creator Nick Seluk
explains the science behind the ocean: its plant and animal life, its contribution to
the world, and what we can do every day to protect it. Humans wouldn't be able
to survive without a healthy ocean. That's kind of a big deal.

Each spread features bite-sized text and comic-style art with sidebars sprinkled
throughout. Anthropomorphized marine animals help readers learn through funny
jokes and comic panels. Funny, smart, and accessible, The Ocean Is Kind of a Big
Deal is a must-have!
Contributor Bio
Nick Seluk worked as a graphic designer before becoming a full-time illustrator. He
is the creator of the popular Awkward Yeti comic and author of the New York
Times bestselling Heart and Brain, and its follow-ups Gut Instincts, and Body
Language. His work has appeared on CBSNews.com, Huffington Post, Buzzfeed,
reddit, and blogs across the internet. Nick lives in Michigan with his wife, three
kids, and a very awkward dog. You can find more info on Nick at
theawkwardyeti.com. Nick Seluk worked as a graphic designer before becoming a
full-time illustrator. He is the creator of the popular Awkward Yeti comic and
author of the New York Times bestselling Heart and Brain, and its follow-ups Gut
Instincts, and Body Language. His work has appeared on CBSNews.com,
Huffington Post, Buzzfeed, reddit, and blogs across the internet. Nick lives in
Michigan with his wife, three kids, and a very awkward dog. You can find more info
on Nick at theawkwardyeti.com.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

The Brain Is Kind of a Big Deal
(Hardcover)
Nick Seluk
9781338167009
$23.99
Oct 01, 2019

The Sun Is Kind of a Big Deal
(Hardcover)
Nick Seluk
9781338166972
$23.99
Oct 09, 2018
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The Most Trusted Name in Learning

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Bob Books

Bob Books - More Beginning Readers Workbook | Phonics,
Writing Practice, Stickers, Ages 4 and up, Kindergarten,
First Grade (Stage 1: Starting to Read)
By (author) Lynn Maslen Kertell
Jul 19, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $16.99

Don't miss this jumbo workbook from the learn-to-read Bob Books® program. It's
bursting with stickers and phonics-based activities created specifically for children
who are just starting to learn to read!

9781338826814
English

This jumbo workbook is the perfect way to engage young readers, increase
reading comprehension, and nurture pride and confidence in their reading skills.
The 224 pages of writing and drawing activities can be done alongside the Bob
Books: More Beginning Readers and Bob Books: First Stories phonics boxed sets,
or by any child who is just starting to sound out (decode) words. An excellent
choice for learning at home!

256 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Readers /
Beginner
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 6, Grade (US)
from P - 1
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 22

200+ pages of activities—There are several activities tying into each storybook
in the More Beginning Readers and First Stories sets, plus additional activities to
add to the fun!

Also Available

(Mixed media product)
9781338673517
May 04, 2021

Bob Books - Wipe-Clean
Workbook: Beginning Readers
| Phonics, Ages 4 and up,
Kindergarten (Stage 1:
Starting to Read) (Paperback)
Lynn Maslen Kertell
9781338800012
$12.99
Apr 05, 2022

For ages 4 to 6; Pre-K to First Grade
Writing activities are based on three-letter words with short vowels in simple
sentences.
Bob Books - First Stories Box
Open-ended drawing activities encourage creativity.
Set | Phonics, Ages 4 and up,
Kindergarten (Stage 1:
Full-color, friendly illustrations feature characters that children love to learn to
Starting to Read) (Mixed media
draw on their own.
product)
Builds fine motor skills
Lynn Maslen Kertell
Checklists and cut-out certificates build reading confidence and allow children 9780545734097
$23.99
to show off their hard work!
Apr 28, 2015
100+ stickers can be used as rewards or just for fun!
Contributor Bio
Lynn Maslen Kertell is the current manager of Bob Books® and the author of the
Bob Books learn-to-read sets More Beginning Readers, Sight Words:
Kindergarten, Sight Words: First Grade, Rhyming Words, First Stories, and Animal
Stories; and the Bob Books Stories series. You can visit her online and learn more
about Bob Books at bobbooks.com.

Bob Books - Rhyming Words
Box Set | Phonics, Ages 4 and
up, Kindergarten, Flashcards
(Stage 1: Starting to Read)
(Mixed media product)
Lynn Maslen Kertell
9780545513227
$23.99
Jun 25, 2013

Bob Books - Sight Words First
Grade Box Set | Phonics, Ages
4 and up, First Grade,
Flashcards (Stage 2: Emerging
Reader) (Mixed media
product)
Lynn Maslen Kertell
9780545019248
$23.99
Jul 01, 2010

Bob Books - Sight Words
Kindergarten Box Set |
Phonics, Ages 4 and up,
Kindergarten, Flashcards
(Stage 2: Emerging Reader)
(Mixed media product)
Lynn Maslen Kertell
9780545019231
$23.99
Jul 01, 2010

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Scholastic Early Learners

Giant Preschool Workbook: Scholastic Early Learners
(Workbook)
By (author) Scholastic
May 03, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $13.99

This comprehensive, full-color workbook from Scholastic Early Learners
provides all the practice your child needs to succeed in school. Includes
stickers and a completion certificate!
A strong educational foundation helps ensure a child is able to benefit from the
learning opportunities available in today's preschool classroom. Help your child
succeed in preschool with this all-inclusive workbook filled with activities and
stickers from Scholastic Early Learners!
9781338804430
English
280 pages
Cartwheel Books

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Activity
Books / General
Audience range

280 pages of age-appropriate exercises aimed at reinforcing preschool learning
Includes 2 pages of stickers, a glossy cover, and a completion certificate
Aimed at children ages 3-5
Encourages practice in important preschool topics, including: tracing, first mazes,
first concepts, the alphabet, first letter sounds, rhymes, handwriting, counting,
sorting, very first science, my world, and all about preschool.
Bright, colorful pages blend photographs and illustrations to make this workbook
one of the most eye-catching and engaging available
Teacher approved!

Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US)
from P - K
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 12

Scholastic Early Learners is a dedicated program that focuses on building learning
and school skills from infancy through second grade. Created by experts and
focused on reinforcing curriculum learning and current academic guidelines, this
educational line is the best partner in your child’s school journey.
Contributor Bio
Scholastic Inc. is a global publishing and education company whose mission is to
encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, beginning with
literacy.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

My Growth Mindset
Workbook: Scholastic Early
Learners (My Growth Mindset)
(Paperback)
Scholastic
9781338776355
$12.99
Nov 02, 2021

My Mindfulness Workbook:
Scholastic Early Learners (My
Growth Mindset) (Paperback)
Scholastic
9781338776249
$12.99
Oct 05, 2021

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338849905
English
56 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 6 - 8

Scholastic Early Learners

First Grade Math/Science Wipe Clean Workbook:
Scholastic Early Learners (Wipe Clean)
by Scholastic
Aug 30, 2022 Paperback , Trade $13.99 CAD

Featuring convenient, reusable spiral-bound pages
and an embedded wipe-clean pen, Scholastic Early
Learners Wipe-Clean Workbooks encourage
repetition and retention of key learning points, to
set your child up for school success!

This interactive workbook boosts essential first-grade
skills. Featuring pictures, shapes and patterns for children
to trace, and basic math and science skills, the wipe-clean
workbook allows for repeated practice that will build
future math and science confidence and achievement.
56 pages of activities focused on important first-grade
skills, including: simple addition and subtraction, number
bonds, number stories, digital time, and basic science skills.
Builds fine motor skills.
Spiral-bound wipe-clean pages allow for repeated
practice.
Includes a wipe-clean pen and high gloss wipe-clean
pages.
Aimed at children ages 6-8.
Bright, colorful pages blend photographs and illustrations
to make this workbook one of the most eye-catching and
engaging available.
Teacher approved!

Scholastic Early Learners is a dedicated learning program
9781338849899
English
56 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 6 - 8

Scholastic Early Learners

First Grade Reading/Writing Wipe Clean Workbook:
Scholastic Early Learners (Wipe Clean)
by Scholastic
Aug 30, 2022 Paperback , Trade $13.99 CAD

Featuring convenient, reusable spiral-bound pages
and an embedded wipe-clean pen, Scholastic Early
Learners Wipe-Clean Workbooks encourage
repetition and retention of key learning points, to
set your child up for school success!

This interactive workbook boosts essential first-grade
skills. Featuring pictures, shapes and patterns for children
to trace, writing prompts, and early literacy skills, this
wipe-clean workbook allows for repeated practice that will
build future writing confidence and achievement.
56 pages of activities focused on important first-grade
skills, including: tracing, letter practices, reading, writing,
and early literacy prompts.
Builds fine motor skills.
Spiral-bound wipe-clean pages allow for repeated
practice.
Includes a wipe-clean pen and high gloss wipe-clean
pages.
Aimed at children ages 6-8.
Bright, colorful pages blend photographs and illustrations
to make this workbook one of the most eye-catching and
engaging available.
Teacher approved!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Scholastic Early Learners

My Big Color & Learn Book: Scholastic Early Learners
(Coloring Book)
By (author) Scholastic
Aug 30, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $13.99

Build pen control and fine motor skills with this interactive coloring book from
Scholastic Early Learners.
With more than 200 pages of basic learning alongside engaging coloring
activities, this interactive coloring book is the perfect mix of learning and fun.
Includes two sheets of stickers!
9781338849882
English
240 pages
Cartwheel Books

Subject

Includes 232 coloring and activity pages to help build children's pen-control
skills.
Aimed at children 3-6
Features a large image to color and a word to trace on every page.
Includes counting, connect-the-dots, tracing, and more!
More than 350 stickers!

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Activity
Books / Coloring
Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US)
from P - K
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 12

Scholastic Early Learners is a dedicated learning program that builds school skills
from infancy through second grade. Created by experts and focused on
reinforcing curriculum topics and current academic guidelines with kid-friendly
activities, this educational line is the best partner in your child's learning journey.

Scholastic Early Learners: The Most Trusted Name in Learning!
Contributor Bio
Scholastic Inc. is a global publishing and education company whose mission is to
encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, beginning with
literacy.

Also Available

First Grade Math/Science
Wipe Clean Workbook:
Scholastic Early Learners
(Wipe Clean) (Paperback)
Scholastic
9781338849905
$13.99
Aug 30, 2022

First Grade Reading/Writing
Wipe Clean Workbook:
Scholastic Early Learners
(Wipe Clean) (Paperback)
Scholastic
9781338849899
$13.99
Aug 30, 2022

Noisy Touch and Lift Trucks:
Scholastic Early Learners
(Sound Book) (Novelty book)
Scholastic
9781338804423
$19.99
Aug 30, 2022

Learn to Write ABC & 123:
Scholastic Early Learners
(Workbook) (Paperback)
Scholastic
9781338828542
$9.99
May 03, 2022

Tracing Fun: Scholastic Early
Learners (Write and Wipe)
(Board book)
Scholastic
9781338828559
$11.99
May 03, 2022

Giant Preschool Workbook:
Scholastic Early Learners
(Workbook) (Paperback)
Scholastic
9781338804430
$13.99
May 03, 2022

Cuddle Squeak Peek Cloth
Book: Scholastic Early
Learners (Touch and Explore)
(Novelty book)
Scholastic
9781338804416
$16.99
Feb 01, 2022

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338828542
English
80 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 32
JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Scholastic Early Learners

Learn to Write ABC & 123: Scholastic Early Learners
(Workbook)
by Scholastic, Scholastic
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $9.99 CAD

This engaging, full-color workbook from Scholastic
Early Learners provides practice in key skills your
child needs to succeed in school. Includes stickers
and a completion certificate!

Age (years) 3 - 5

A strong educational foundation helps ensure a child is
able to benefit from the learning opportunities available in
today's preschool classroom. This workbook provides
practice in the alphabet and basic counting skills.
104 pages, including 96 pages of activities, 4 sheets of
stickers, and a completion certificate aimed at helping your
child develop early literacy and counting skills
Aimed at children 3-6
Featuring helpful parent tips throughout
Bright, colorful pages blend photographs and illustrations
to make this workbook one of the most eye-catching and
engaging available
Teacher approved!

Scholastic Early Learners is a dedicated learning program
that builds school skills from infancy through second
grade. Created by experts and focused on reinforcing
curriculum topics and current academic guidelines with
kid-friendly activities, this educational line is the best
partner in your child's learning journey.

9781338828559
English
28 pages
Cartwheel Books
Carton qty: 22
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5

Scholastic Early Learners

Tracing Fun: Scholastic Early Learners (Write and
Wipe)
by Scholastic
May 03, 2022 Board book $11.99 CAD

Featuring convenient, reusable spiral-bound pages
and an embedded wipe-clean pen, Scholastic Early
Learners Write and Wipe workbooks encourage
repetition and retention of key learning points to
set your child up for school success!

This interactive workbook boosts essential preschool
skills. Featuring pictures, shapes, and patterns for children
to trace, the write and wipe workbook allows for repeated
practice that will build future writing confidence and
achievement.
32 pages of activities feature traceable pictures, shapes,
and patterns to help your child develop early writing skills
Builds fine motor skills
Spiral-bound wipe-clean pages allow for repeated
practice
Includes a wipe-clean pen and high gloss wipe-clean
pages
Aimed at children ages 3-5
Bright, colorful pages blend photographs and illustrations
to make this workbook one of the most eye-catching and
engaging available
Teacher approved!

Scholastic Early Learners is a dedicated learning program
that builds school skills from infancy through third grade.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Scholastic Early Learners

Noisy Touch and Lift Trucks: Scholastic Early Learners
(Sound Book)
By (author) Scholastic
Aug 30, 2022 | Novelty book $19.99

Noisy Lift the Flap Trucks is a lively interactive sound book with sound buttons
hidden in touches and under flaps!
This interactive sound book is both entertaining and educational, with sound
buttons that are triggered when flaps are lifted, so that when children lift the
bulldozer they can listen to the engine's rumble, or in hidden in touches, so they
can touch the tractor tire to hear it at work.
9781338804423
English
14 pages
Cartwheel Books

Subject

Scholastic Early Learners: The Most Trusted Name in Learning!
Contributor Bio
Scholastic Inc. is a global publishing and education company whose mission is to
encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, beginning with
literacy.

JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Transportation / Cars & Trucks
Audience range
Age (years) to 3, Grade (US) to P
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

Look Who's Talking!:
Scholastic Early Learners
(Sound Book) (Novelty book)
Scholastic
9781338743647
$19.99
Feb 02, 2021

Non-fiction
Summer 2022

Art from Days of Infamy: How a Century of Bigotry Led to Japanese American Internment, text © 2022 by Lawrence Goldstone

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Stand Up!
10 Mighty Women Who Made a Change
By (author) Brittney Cooper , Illustrated by Cathy Ann Johnson
Aug 02, 2022 | Hardcover $25.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of Eloquent Rage comes a
powerful, groundbreaking picture book debut introducing young readers to
ten revolutionary Black women -- both historical and contemporary -- who
changed the world for the better, inspiring readers today to know their
strength, to be brave, and to STAND UP!
“A breakthrough... this force of nature is becoming one of our fiercest voices
in the new generation of African-American thinkers.” -- Essence
9781338763850
English
40 pages
Orchard Books

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Biography & Autobiography / Social
Activists
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Other formats
9781338815450 Fixed format,
EPUB, $20.99
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

Bestselling author Brittney Cooper is a leading Black feminist voice of our times.
From her New York Times bestseller Eloquent Rage, selected by Emma Watson
as an "Our Shared Shelf Book," to her frequent guest appearances on MSNBC, to
her regular features on Cosmopolitan.com and Salon.com, and her TED Talk with
over 800K views, there's no question Brittney Cooper is one of the most
preeminent Black influencers of today. Now, this author, professor, activist, and
cultural critic brings her immense talents to the children's space with a seven-title
publishing deal at Scholastic, spanning from picture books to middle grade, and
launching with this momentous picture book debut: Stand Up!

Stand Up! tells the story of ten historic female figures who changed the world by
standing up for what's right, including legendary Civil Rights activists like Ruby
Bridges and Rosa Parks and spanning to contemporary role models like Bree
Newsome, who removed the confederate flag from the South Carolina state
house grounds, and Mari Copeny, a youth activist who fought for clean water in
Flint, Michigan. This inspirational biographical collection will live side by side with
bestselling classics like Little Leaders and She Persisted yet offers a wholly
original, powerful new voice and approach that make this story so singular,
personal, and groundbreaking. Cooper's enlightening text depicts both famous
and unsung Black women who took a stand and made the world a better place for
Contributor Bio
Brittney Cooper is the New York Times bestselling author of Eloquent Rage: A
Black Woman Discovers her Superpowers. A professor of Women's and Gender
Studies and Africana Studies at Rutgers University, she cofounded the Crunk
Feminist Collective, and her cultural commentary has been featured on MSNBC’s
All In with Chris Hayes, Melissa Harris-Perry, the New York Times, New York
Magazine, Marie Claire, The Cut, the Washington Post, NPR, PBS, Al Jazeera’s
Third Rail, Ebony.com, Essence.com, TheRoot.com, and TED.com, and has been
named four times to The Root 100. Cathy Ann Johnson received her BFA from
Columbus College of Arts and Design. She spent several years at Hallmark
Greeting Cards, where she honed her skills crafting emotional content that speaks
to children. Cathy Ann loves connecting words to pictures, and her whimsical and
lyrical style focuses on layouts that echo a child’s perspective. Her work has
appeared in children’s books, magazines, posters, home décor, gifts and more. She
currently works from Downtown Decatur, Georgia, as well as a satellite studio in
Rome, Italy. In her spare time, Cathy Ann, her husband, and their cute doggie enjoy
roaming Rome and chasing castles in medieval towns.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
We Had to Be Brave: Escaping the Nazis on the
Kindertransport (Scholastic Focus)
By (author) Deborah Hopkinson
May 17, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $13.99

Sibert Honor author Deborah Hopkinson illuminates the true stories of Jewish
children who fled Nazi Germany, risking everything to escape to safety on the
Kindertransport. An NCTE Orbis Pictus recommended book and a Sydney Taylor
Book Award Notable Title.

9781338255751
English
368 pages
Scholastic Focus

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
Military & Wars
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 48

Ruth David was growing up in a small village in Germany when Adolf Hitler rose
to power in the 1930s. Under the Nazi Party, Jewish families like Ruth's
experienced rising anti-Semitic restrictions and attacks. Just going to school
became dangerous. By November 1938, anti-Semitism erupted into Kristallnacht,
the Night of Broken Glass, and unleashed a wave of violence and forced arrests.
Days later, desperate volunteers sprang into action to organize the
Kindertransport, a rescue effort to bring Jewish children to England. Young
people like Ruth David had to say good-bye to their families, unsure if they'd ever
be reunited. Miles from home, the Kindertransport refugees entered
unrecognizable lives, where food, clothes -- and, for many of them, language and
religion -- were startlingly new. Meanwhile, the onset of war and the Holocaust
visited unimaginable horrors on loved ones left behind. Somehow, these rescued
children had to learn to look forward, to hope.
Through the moving and often heart-wrenching personal accounts of
Kindertransport survivors, critically acclaimed and award-winning author
Deborah Hopkinson paints the timely and devastating story of how the rise of
Hitler and the Nazis tore apart the lives of so many families and what they were
forced to give up in order to save these children.
Contributor Bio
Deborah Hopkinson is the acclaimed author of over 40 award-winning books,
including Shutting Out the Sky, an NCTE Orbis Pictus Honor Book and a Jane
Addams Peace Award Honor Book; Up Before Daybreak, a Carter G. Woodson
Honor Award winner; Titanic: Voices from the Disaster, a YALSA Excellence in
Nonfiction Finalist and Sibert Honor Book; Courage & Defiance: Stories of Spies,
Saboteurs, and Survivors in World War II Denmark, a Sydney Taylor Notable Book
and Orbis Pictus Recommended title; Dive! World War II Stories of Sailors &
Submarines in the Pacific; D-Day: The World War II Invasion that Changed
History; Sydney Taylor Notable Book We Had to be Brave: Escaping the Nazis on
the Kindertransport; and We Must Not Forget: Holocaust Stories of Survival and
Resistance. Deborah lives with her family near Portland, Oregon.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Days of Infamy: How a Century of Bigotry Led to Japanese
American Internment (Scholastic Focus)
By (author) Lawrence Goldstone
Jun 07, 2022 | Hardcover $26.99

In another unrelenting look at the iniquities of the American justice system,
Lawrence Goldstone, acclaimed author of Unpunished Murder, Stolen Justice, and
Separate No More, examines the history of racism against Japanese Americans,
exploring the territory of citizenship and touching on fears of non-white
immigration to the US -- with hauntingly contemporary echoes.

9781338722468
English
288 pages
Scholastic Focus

Subject
YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION /
History / United States / 20th
Century
Audience range
Age (years) from 12, Grade (US) from
7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 20

On December 7, 1941 -- "a date which will live in infamy" -- the Japanese navy
launched an attack on the American military bases at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. The
next day, President Franklin Roosevelt declared war on Japan, and the US Army
officially entered the Second World War.
Three years later, on December 18, 1944, President Roosevelt signed Executive
Order 9066, which enabled the Secretary of War to enforce a mass deportation
of more than 100,000 Americans to what government officials themselves called
"concentration camps." None of these citizens had been accused of a real crime.
All of them were torn from their homes, jobs, schools, and communities, and
deposited in tawdry, makeshift housing behind barbed wire, solely for the crime
of being of Japanese descent. President Roosevelt declared this community
"alien," -- whether they were citizens or not, native-born or not -- accusing them
of being potential spies and saboteurs for Japan who deserved to have their
Constitutional rights stripped away. In doing so, the president set in motion
another date which would live in infamy, the day when the US joined the ranks of
those Fascist nations that had forcibly deported innocents solely on the basis of
the circumstance of their birth.
In 1944 the US Supreme Court ruled, in Korematsu v. United States, that the
forcible deportation and detention of Japanese Americans on the basis of race
was a "military necessity." Today it is widely considered one of the worst Supreme
Court decisions of all time. But Korematsu was not an isolated event. In fact, the
Contributor Bio
Lawrence Goldstone is the author of Separate No More: The Long Road to Brown
vs. Board of Education, a Junior Library Guild selection, which Kirkus called
"engaging and accessible" in a starred review; Stolen Justice: The Struggle for
African American Voting Rights, which School Library Journal declared in a starred
review: "A must-buy for all high school collections"; and Unpunished Murder:
Massacre at Colfax and the Quest for Justice, which Booklist's starred review
called "gripping . . . and a well-informed perspective on American history." He is
also the author of more than a dozen books for adults, including four on
Constitutional law. He lives in Sagaponack, New York, with his wife, medieval and
Renaissance historian Nancy Goldstone.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Licensed
Summer 2022

Peppa Pig © Astley Baker Davies/Entertainment One UK Limited 2003.
LEGO®, the LEGO® logo, the Brick and Knob configurations and the
Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO® Group. ©2013 The LEGO® Group.
Produced by Scholastic under license from the LEGO® Group.
© 2015 Pokémon. © 1995-2015 Nintendo/Creatures Inc./GAME FREAK inc.
Pokémon properties are trademarks of Nintendo.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Clifford

Clifford the Big Red Friend Story Box
By (author) Norman Bridwell , Illustrated by Norman Bridwell
Jul 19, 2022 | Mixed media product $16.99

Join Clifford and his best friend, Emily Elizabeth, in this box set of six classic
stories!
Young readers can now carry their favorite Clifford the Big Red Dog storybooks
with them wherever they go in one convenient box set with a handle!
The story box includes six bestselling 8x8 paperback books, including Clifford’s
Manners, Clifford’s Good Deeds, Clifford and the Grouchy Neighbors, Clifford
and the Big Storm, Clifford Grows Up, and Clifford’s Pals.
9781338831801
English

Also Available

Big New Friend (Clifford the
Big Red Dog Storybook)
(Paperback)
Norman Bridwell
9781338672572
$7.99
Feb 02, 2021

This box is a great value -- $30 worth of books for only $12.99!

192 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Dogs
Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 5, Grade (US)
from P - K

Contributor Bio
Norman Bridwell was the author and illustrator of numerous children's books,
including the beloved Clifford series. The delightful stories about a big red dog
named Clifford and his friend, Emily Elizabeth, have sold over 126 million copies in
13 languages! Norman Bridwell was the author and illustrator of numerous
children's books, including the beloved Clifford series. The delightful stories about
a big red dog named Clifford and his friend, Emily Elizabeth, have sold over 126
million copies in 13 languages!

The Fire Dog Challenge
(Clifford the Big Red Dog
Storybook) (Paperback)
Norman Bridwell
9781338665086
$6.99
Sep 01, 2020

Spooky Sleepover (Clifford the
Big Red Dog Storybook)
(Paperback)
Norman Bridwell
9781338614053
$6.99
Jul 07, 2020

Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 24

Clifford's Snow Day (Clifford
the Big Red Dog Storybook)
(Paperback)
Reika Chan
9781338764758
$7.99
Sep 07, 2021

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338823042
English
40 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 40
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 6 - 8

Harry Potter

Around the Wizarding World Activity Book (Harry
Potter: Foil Wonders)
by Jasper Meadowsweet, Violet Tobacco
Aug 16, 2022 Novelty book $16.99 CAD

Complete scenes inspired by the Harry Potter films in this
awesome and customizable book! What color will Harry's
hair be? What about Hermione's Yule Ball gown? Who will
win the Hogwarts House Cup? It’s up to you to decorate
the pages with the sparkly foil sheets included!

Create and complete gorgeous foil images inspired by the
Harry Potter films in this amazing activity book! Apply
pressure to shiny foil sheets on the book’s pages and
create your own adorable Harry Potter stickers. Then
complete the scenes all throughout Hogwarts!
This book comes with over 24 sticker scenes to decorate.
You'll choose a foil color to decorate the Hogwarts House
Cup, the Quidditch stands, and a whole lot more.

9781338828153
English
112 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 50

Harry Potter

All About the Hogwarts Houses (Harry Potter)
by Vanessa Moody, Violet Tobacco
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $11.99 CAD

Discover everything you need to know about the four
Houses of Hogwarts in this awesome activity book,
perfect for young Harry Potter fans.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 6 - 8

Gryffindor, Slytherin, Ravenclaw, and Hufflepuff—
together, these are the four Houses of Hogwarts. As
Professor McGonagall says in the first film, "Now while
you’re here, your House will be like your family."
Discover everything you need to know about the
Hogwarts Houses in this epic activity book with two sheets
of stickers. With easy-to-read sentences and gorgeous
new art, this paperback is sure to be loved by longtime
Harry Potter fans and emerging readers alike. This is a
great primer for a younger fan just entering the Wizarding
World fandom and is also an excellent collector's piece!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Pokémon

Pokémon Coloring Adventures #2: Legendary & Mythical
Pokémon
By (author) Scholastic
Jul 26, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $21.99

Unleash your creativity and escape to the world of Legendary and Mythical
Pokémon!
Color your way through the Pokémon world! This deluxe coloring book is filled
with nearly 100 pages of intricate patterns and pictures of the amazing and
mysterious Legendary and Mythical Pokémon. Perfect for any Pokémon fan.

9781338819960
English

Contributor Bio
Scholastic Inc. is a global publishing and education company whose mission is to
encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, beginning with
literacy.

96 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Activity Books
/ Coloring
Audience range
Age (years) from 6, Grade (US) from
1
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 50

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338819243
English
10 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5

Peppa Pig

Peppa's Clubhouse (Peppa Pig) (Media tie-in)
A Felt Storybook

by EOne, Zackery Cuevas
Aug 02, 2022 Novelty book $16.99 CAD

Peppa has a clubhouse and you're invited! This fun and
interactive book comes with 20 felt pieces that kids can
place on the pages as they read along with Peppa. Based
on the hit TV show on Nick Jr.
Welcome to Peppa's Clubhouse, where imagination,
creativity, and fun run amok! This book comes with
textured, soft felt pieces that can be used to play
throughout the storybook. Join Peppa and her friends as
they have adventures in her clubhouse. This book is based
on all-NEW episode airing on Nick Jr. in spring 2022!

9781338819267
English
12 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 36
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5

Peppa Pig

Peppa Pig: George Goes to the Potty
by David Gomez, EOne
Jul 26, 2022 Board book $11.99 CAD

George learns how to use the potty in this helpful board
book. Based on the hit TV show on Nick Jr.!
Peppa's little brother George uses the potty for the first
time in this handy board book! It's a great tool for kids who
are also toilet training.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338819281
English
24 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100

Peppa Pig

Peppa Loves to Bake (Peppa Pig)

by EOne, Scholastic
Aug 30, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

Peppa and George love to bake in this glitter-y storybook!
Based on the hit TV show on Nick Jr.

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5

Peppa and George are making yummy cake for Miss
Rabbit's baking competition. It tastes wonderful . . . but
will they win?
Find out in this adorable (and sweet!) storybook with a
glitter cover. This book also includes a special recipe to
make Peppa Pig-themed cake!

9781338819250
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION

Peppa Pig

New Glasses (Peppa Pig: Level 1 Reader)
by Reika Chan, EOne
Jul 26, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

Discover what happens when Peppa goes to the eye
doctor in this fun easy-to-read Level 1 reader that comes
with stickers. Based on the hit TV show on Nick Jr.

Age (years) 3 - 5

Peppa wants glasses! What happens when she takes an
eye test? Find out in this wonderful Level 1 reader with a
sheet of stickers. Level 1 readers are perfect for little ones
learning sight words, words to sound out, and simple
sentences.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338804447
English
24 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION

Happy Cat-O-Ween! (Gabby's Dollhouse Storybook)
(Media tie-in)
by Gabhi Martins
Aug 16, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

Join Gabby and the Gabby Cats for a Halloween
adventure in this 24-page storybook! Based on teh
adorable preschool show Gabby's Dollhouse,
streaming on Netflix.

Age (years) 3 - 5

It's Cat-O-Ween in the Dollhouse, and Gabby is ready to
trick-or-treat with Pandy. What kinds of cat-tastic treats
will they collect in the Dollhouse? And will there be a few
tricks along the way? This storybook comes with a sheet of
stickers and punch-out kitty mask! DreamWorks Gabby's
Dollhouse © 2022 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights
Reserved.

9781338804461
English
32 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5

Scholastic Reader, Level 1

Kitty School (Gabby's Dollhouse: Scholastic Reader,
Level 1) (Media tie-in)
by Ms. Gabrielle Reyes
Jul 26, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

Gabby and the Gabby Cats are off to kitty school in
this Level 1 reader! Based on the meow-mazing
preschool show Gabby's Dollhouse, streaming on
Netflix!

When Gabby unboxes a mini kitty backpack and class
schedule, it can only mean one thing--it's time for kitty
school in the Dollhouse! Join Gabby and the Gabby Cats
for an action-packed school day. This Level 1 easy reader
is perfect for kids who are just beginning to read on their
own. Comes with stickers! DreamWorks Gabby's
Dollhouse © 2022 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights
Reserved.

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338692228
English
24 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100

T-rex Trouble! (Dino Ranch) (Media tie-in)
by Kiara Valdez
May 03, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

Every day is a new adventure down on the Dino Ranch!
Come along with Min, Miguel, Jon, and their dino partners
for pre-westoric fun!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8

9781338692235
English
24 pages
Scholastic Inc.

There is never a dull day down on the Dino Ranch! When
the Tinhorns trick the Dino Ranchers, Min proves that no
matter the circumstances, you should always do the right
thing and help.Join siblings and junior ranch-hands Min,
Miguel, and Jon as they work together to save the day!

Pterodackattack! (Dino Ranch) (Media tie-in)
Aug 30, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

Every day is a new adventure down on the Dino Ranch!
Come along with Min, Miguel, Jon, and their dino partners
for pre-westoric fun!

Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8

9781338692259
English
12 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5

There is never a dull day down on the Dino Ranch! When
Miguel builds a dam on the creek to create a dino watering
hole, the ranch is suddenly marauded by hungry wild
pterodactyls snatching up food! Can the Rancheroos solve
the mystery of the Pterodackattack?Join siblings and junior
ranch-hands Min, Miguel, and Jon as they work together to
save the day!

Wild Dino Round-Up! (A Dino Ranch Water Wonder
Storybook)
by Terrance Crawford
Jul 26, 2022 Novelty book $14.99 CAD

Draw, play, and learn with this fun-filled storybook! Use
the water pen to reveal hidden surprises around the Dino
Ranch. Based on the hit show on Disney Jr!
Fans of Dino Ranch will love this 12-page sturdy board
book that's a storybook and activity book in one.Get ready
rancheroos, it's time to go on a wonderful adventure!
Come along and uncover watery dinosaur secrets on the
Dino Ranch.Use the water pen to reveal dinotastic
surprises in the story. Once you've decorated every page
of the book -- let it dry and then do it again!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
9781338648591
English
24 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 100
JUVENILE FICTION

Hazel Faces Her Fears: A Halloween Story (Pikwik
Pack) (Media tie-in)
by Meredith Rusu
Jul 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $7.99 CAD

Favorite preschool character Hazel the cat learns to
overcome her fear of spooky things in this Halloween
storybook.

Age (years) 3 - 5

Join Suki the hedgehog, Axel the raccoon, Tibor the hippo,
and Hazel the cat as they enjoy an exciting and spooky
Halloween adventure. This storybook, based on the
adorable preschool show now airing on Hulu, teaches
youngsters that spooky things can be fun! Includes a
sheet of stickers and punch-out cards for extra fun!

9781338726671
English
48 pages
Scholastic Inc.
Carton qty: 32

Jurassic World

Jurassic World: Dinosaur Rivals!
by Marilyn Easton
Jul 26, 2022 Novelty book $16.99 CAD

Become a dinosaur expert! Pit dinosaurs in the ultimate
head to head battle to see which of your favorite Jurassic
World dinosaurs will come out on top!

JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10

This unique novelty book includes 48 split pages, dinosaur
stats, and a whole lot of prehistoric facts! Raptor vs. T. Rex?
Anklosaurus vs. Stygimoloch? Indominous vs. Carnotaurus?
Is speed more important than stealth? Hidden strengths
and weaknesses may just give a surprising dinosaur the
upper hand. Who will win the ultimate showdown? You be
the judge!

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
He-Man and the Masters of the Universe Reader (Lvl 2):
The Sword of Grayskull
By (author) Shelby Curran
May 31, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $7.99

He-Man and the Masters of the Universe are ready to save Eternia in this actionpacked book that's perfect for young readers!
An ancient evil threatens Eternia once more and it's up to He-Man and the Masters
of the Universe to save the day! Read along in this reader adaptation based on the
first episode of He-Man's new adventures. Includes stickers!

9781338819298
English
32 pages

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Toys, Dolls &
Puppets
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 100

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Also Available

Legends from Castle Grayskull
(He-Man And the Masters of
the Universe: Graphic Novel)
(Paperback)
Amanda Deibert
9781338745498
$11.99
Feb 01, 2022

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Stillwater Mindfulness Activity Book (Media tie-in)
Media tie-in
By (author) Scholastic
Jul 19, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $9.99

Join Stillwater the wise panda and his friends Michael, Addy, and Karl in this
mindfulness activity book that will help kids express and center themselves. Based
on the new TV series on Apple TV +.
Stillwater always has a wise story to help his young friends manage their everyday
struggles. Using thoughtful storylines from the award-winning show, this book
promotes mindfulness for kids of all ages through effective and engaging activities,
including writing prompts, calming exercises, yoga, and creative tasks. Press-out
cardstock pages give readers a chance to build a very special rocket ship that's sure
to delight kids and parents alike!
9781338823059
English
32 pages

Contributor Bio
Scholastic Inc. is a global publishing and education company whose mission is to
encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, beginning with
literacy.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Activity Books
/ General
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 140

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Dance Party! The Ultimate Dance-Your-Heart-Out Activity
Book (Go Noodle) (Media tie-in)
Media tie-in
By (author) Scholastic
May 03, 2022 | Paperback , Trade | $11.99

GoNoodle gets 14 million kids moving each month! This new activity book gives
kids the GoNoodle experience at home. With activities that integrate dancing,
stretching, running, jumping, deep breathing, and wiggling, kids learn to be their
strongest, bravest, silliest, smartest selves!

9781338813906
English
48 pages

Subject

Join the good energy movement! A perfect tool for the whole family to get up and
get moving together, kids will recognize the songs and characters from their
favorite GoNoodle videos. In addition to fun physical activities, mindfulness
exercises promote feelings of calmness and relaxation. This 48-page book also has
a poster and stickers for added fun.
Contributor Bio
Scholastic Inc. is a global publishing and education company whose mission is to
encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, beginning with
literacy.

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Games &
Activities / General
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8, Grade (US)
from P - 3
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited
Carton quantity: 100

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Hummingbird (Unabridged edition)
Audio CD
By (author) Natalie Lloyd
Aug 02, 2022 | CD-Audio $47.99

Bestselling author Natalie Lloyd returns with her most personal book to date, a
story about a girl who—armed with her trusty, snazzy wheelchair—refuses to let
her brittle bone disease stand in the way of adventure.

9781338715224

Twelve-year-old homeschooled Olive is tired of being seen as “fragile” just
because she has osteogenesis imperfecta (otherwise known as brittle bone
disease) so she’s thrilled when she finally convinces her parents to let her attend
Macklemore Elementary. Olive can’t wait to go to a traditional school and make
the friends she’s always longed for, until a disastrous first day dashes her hopes of
ever fitting in.

English
Scholastic Audio Books

Subject

Then Olive hears whispers about a magical, wish-granting hummingbird that
supposedly lives near Macklemore. It’ll be the solution to all her problems! If she
can find the bird and prove herself worthy, the creature will make her most
desperate, secret wish come true.

JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy &
Magic
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Grade (US)
from 3 - 7
Distributor
Scholastic Canada Limited

When it becomes clear that she can’t solve the mystery on her own, Olive teams
up with some unlikely allies who help her learn the truth about the bird. And on
the way, she just might learn that our fragile places lead us to the most wonderful
magic of all . . .
Contributor Bio
Natalie Lloyd lives in Chattanooga, Tennessee. She collects old books, listens to
bluegrass music, and loves exploring quirky mountain towns with her dog, Biscuit.
She is the author of A Snicker of Magic and The Key to Extraordinary.

Carton quantity: 24

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Scholastic Canada, Limited
Banana Zorro y la
Sociedad Superagria
Secreta (Banana Fox
and the Secret Sour
Society)
by James Kochalka
9781338830835
Paperback
$9.99
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10
Grade (US) 2 - 5

La Luna de los Niños
(The Children´s
Moon)
by Carmen Agra
Deedy
9781338830767
Paperback
$9.99
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Grade (US) P - 3

Orca vs. Tiburón
blanco (Who Would
Win?: Killer Whale vs.
Great White Shark)
by Jerry Pallotta
9780545925952
Paperback
$4.99
JUVENILE NONFICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10
Grade (US) 2 - 5

I Love My Beautiful
Hair / Amo mi
hermoso pelo
by Elissa Wentt
9781338830743
Board book
$11.99
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3
Grade (US) P

Los Casagrandes: El
caso del pastel
desaparecido (The
Casagrandes: Case of
the Missing Cake)
by Daniel Mauleon
9781338830859
Paperback
$8.99
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10
Grade (US) 2 - 5

¿Quién ganará? León
vs. Tigre (Who Would
Win?: Lion vs. Tiger)
by Jerry Pallotta
9780545925976
Paperback
$4.99
JUVENILE NONFICTION
Age (years) 7 - 9
Grade (US) 2 - 4

¿Quién ganará?
Tyrannosaurus rex
vs. Velociraptor (Who
Would Win?:
Tyrannosaurus Rex
vs. Velociraptor)
by Jerry Pallotta
9781338119893
Paperback
$5.50
JUVENILE NONFICTION
Age (years) 6 - 9
Grade (US) 1 - 4

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Mi libro favorito en el
mundo entero (My
Very Favorite Book in
the Whole Wide
World)
by Malcolm Mitchell
9781338802115
Paperback
$9.99
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Grade (US) P - 3

Alérgica (Allergic)
by Megan Wagner
Lloyd
9781338830798
Paperback
$16.99
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12
Grade (US) 3 - 7

Oso polar vs. Oso
grizzly (Who Would
Win?: Polar Bear vs.
Grizzly Bear)
by Jerry Pallotta
9780545925969
Paperback
$4.99
JUVENILE NONFICTION
Age (years) 6 - 9
Grade (US) 1 - 4

Everyone’s favourite series is back
with a new look!

Also Available in Summer 2022:

Scholastic Canada Ltd.
604 King St. West,
Toronto, ON. M5V 1E1
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www.scholastic.ca
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